
Tsunamis & volcanos

Los Angeles is from 
the Indian word for 
their tsunami dead

Oslo
Talk about living in the throat of a tsunami funnel. And the 
name Os•low = mouth•low, or low•mouth. 

London was Londinium
Al•unda•in = L'und•in = al•unda•in = the•wave•in. So 
London was the place where the wave came inland. 
Nobody wanted this and the parasite came in and 
claimed for nothing as normal. 

Hamburg = an•burg = new•city
What happened to old•berg?

Lisbon = lyse•bon = washed•well

Har•lem
It’s from the Dutch words haar=high + lem=silt.

Hole•land and the 
Never-never lands
Holland is the land in the hole, also known as the Never-
Never-lands. 

Copenhagen
This is a city built in what is essentially a dry river bed that 
gets flash floods every so many centuries. 

Don’t build houses upon the sand
As opposed to the soil.

Do not live where 
sea coconuts grow.
It means tsunami.

Unda•china
It isn’t Indo•china, but Unda•China = Wave•China, the 
parts of Asia in the ring of fire that are vulnerable huge 
tsunamis. 

A funnel in a funnel
the speed of the wave
coming up the Thames
In London, the funnel in a funnel, it is the speed of the 
water coming up the Thames that is deadly. 

Manila
Talk about living in the jaws of death
Jaws #1: If there is a subduction along the China 
coastline between Hainan and even Taiwan, there is 
about 300km of wave front that gets sent over the Manila 
plane.

Jaws #2: This is the Lucena Tsunami scoop. It funnels 
waves coming from the south. 
Jaws #3: This is the Manila Bay scoop and it funnels the 
tsunamis that come from the Philippines being pushed to 
the west. 
Jaws #4: Pinatubo volcano to the north.
Jaws #5: Taal volcano to the south.
Also, it is worth noting the erosion of the
Natib and Mariveles volcanos 

Kalliningrad Oblast
Here is an odd bit of Russian territory, by the sea 
between Poland and Lithuania. The shape of the territory 
looks like another tsunami wash area, another 
Bangladesh, another Djibouti, another Beijing/Tianjin.  
Also look at the shape of the sand bar islands. The city is 
of course at the end of a tsunami funnel.

Taiwan & Fujian
Let's say a tsunami arrives from the south of the funnel at 
an angle like when a clock hand reads 1:00. How much is 
the compression through the Taiwan straight? To me it 
looks like it might be 10-15 fold. And this water is not 
coming in, it is flowing past like we saw with those river 
valleys in the Sendai Tsunami. That is what the Taiwan 
straight will look like. 

The low cities
Place Elevation in meters
Warsaw 100
Berlin 35
Hanover 55
Copenhagen 10
Oslow 23
Helsinki 30
Paris 35
Bordeaux 20
Valencia 15
Barcelona 12
Lisbon 33
Cairo 23
Volograd 80
Bucharest 71
Beirut 19
Tel Aviv 5
Beijing 40
Seoul 38
Shanghai 2
Tokyo 17
Chennai 6
Brussels 13
Helsinki 25
Tallinn 37
Dublin 8
Riga 8
Amsterdam -2
stockholm 15



London 14
Dhaka 3
Jakarta 3
Baghdad 40
Kuwait 5
Pyongyang 6
Manilila 7
Qatar 13
Singapore 3
Colombo 4
Taipei 5
Bangkok 3
Abu Dhabi 13
Hanoi 25
Buenos Air.   10
Havana 4
Wash. DC 3
Luanda 6
Cairo 22
Djibouti 3
Monrovia 3
Tripoli 6
Mogadishu 28
Tunis 3
Saigon 19
Wellington 20
Mumbai 14m
Yangon 23
Calcutta 6
Ahmedabad 53
Lagos 41
Bristol 11
Manchester 38
Edinburgh 47
Belfast 24
Hamburg 1+
New York 1+
Boston 1+
Florida max.  105m
Houston 15
Cupertino 72
San Jose 25
Beverly Hills 79 
Malibu 35
Coronado 5
Oakland 13
Vancouver 1+
Seattle 1+
Los Angles 1+

The honey-pot cities
New York, London, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Mumbai, 
Bangkok, San Francisco, Seattle and Los Angeles draw 
in so many good people and settled them in the jaws of 
death. 

Japan, Taiwan, Philippines & Indochina

Also, you guys are living on the distal end of an ocean 
plate. It is your land that does the moving and the 
stopping. The continental plate does the energy 
absorbing. So you will probably have to put your buildings 
on slip-box foundations.

Mt Fuji, Japan
1/ The lakes to the north of Mt. Fuji are volcanic. They are 
from evaporated sea water. 
2/ The area is silted up with both volcanic ash mostly and 
also maybe a bit of sunami flows. Both are soft and easily 
dug-up/ dredged to let the ocean water flow in as easily 
as possible and irrigate the volcano.

4/ Perhaps we use hydrothermal power or nuclear 
reactors to pump water to the volcano area.
5/ It is tempting to divert the Fuji river, but this is a bad 
idea because the water will stop in a climate crisis, right  
when we need it. However, for now, perhaps we fill these 
lakes with fresh water runoff from the Fuji river with a 
backup system to do this with seawater if the fresh water 
stops. 
6/ Lake Ashi seems to be an older caldera of the Mt. Fuji 
volcano.
7/ Due to the nearby population, this is probably one of 
the later volcanos for explosive de-gassing. 

Japan's awfully humid summers
If you move to the hills, at say 1,000m up, not only are 
you safe from tsunamis, but it is 6.6°C cooler and 
breezier (breezy like Hawaii) year round. 

Kaiju
These are the giant monsters of Japanese film that 
emerge from the ocean and destroy entire cities, like 
Godzilla. They seem to be a tsunami blid.

Neptune
Nay•ex•peh•Tu•nay = No•out•say•you•no
Neptune really means don’t ever say a thing about this 
subject. And Neptune was the god of tsunamis and 
earthquakes.

Singapore
1/ Banda Ache to Ranong is quite a big funnel mouth. 
2/ If Sumatra should suddenly jump closer to  Malaya, the 
water would squirt out the ends. 
3/ A tsunami from the Indo sea would wash through the 
Singapore straight. Indeed this tsunami flow is what 
eroded the Singapore Straight.
4/ The erosion of the tsunamis from the Java sea side is 
also evident satellite imagery.

Kuta/ Denpasar/ Benoa
This is clearly a land feature shaped by tsunami action. Is 
it from the waves washing obliquely down shore of Java, 
or are the waves  from the Australia side?



Santa Barbera on a topo map
1/ It is a tsunami funnel where nobody should be living.
2/ It is almost certainly a huge oil field.
3/ Look at how America built its precious rich districts over 
its oil fields. 

Sorry if I omitted you
There are many other places that are tsunami death 
traps. I keep finding new ones. 

Redline areas
When we remake the world, let's not allow any 
communities in dangerous places like downtown San 
Diego, or too close to a phoenix forest that burns to the 
ground every 500 years (or so) and then comes back 
fastest. Let's not allow people to live in any tornado alleys 
unless they take precautions. And the same with tsunami 
zones and survival bells. 

<Chicago topo map>
Chicago
The city corresponds to exactly where we would expect 
the tsunami from a continental leap to wash to. It also 
looks well washed,  like another Bangladesh, another 
Djibouti, another Beijing/Tianjin.  

Kerala and Tamil Nadu
Look at a topo map of south India and look at how the 
rocky hills at the tip of India have been clearly eroded by 
the ocean. I bet it is a combination of higher sea levels 
and tsunamis. Then again, looking at the borders of these 
states, it sort of looks like these are resettled places like 
with Bangladesh and Beijing.

Southeast Asia
1/ If we look at a topo map, there is the Thai basin, most 
of Cambodia, and the southern sand bar areas of 
Vietnam. People should not be living in any of these 
places less than 20m or 30m, or even 50m up above sea 
level. The global cymology study will tell us all how high is 
safe. 
2/ Cambodia looks like it was re-settled after a flood, like 
Bangladesh. 
3/ Lots of people will live on one side of the Arakan 
mountains or the other. 

Gwadar
1/ There are big oil fields here
2/ The up and coming coming Pakistan/ China trade hub 
is in a place that gets wiped out by a tsunami every few 
centuries.  What a brain-dead stupid place this is to have 
a city.

Abu Dhabi
When the tsunami water flows back from Iraq and the 
north end of the Persian Gulf, it sweeps along the 

coastline where Dubai is. The channel cut by the tsunami 
flows is plainly visible in satellite photos.

The frequency of Iraq floods
During warm ages, how much more common are 
Sumerian floods? The two that I know of suggest ~2k 
years. Is this ~2k years or ~20k years during an ice age. 
Core drilling will tell us this and if the tsunamis are bigger 
or more frequent during warm ages.

Deeper oceans = more pressure = more heat 
exchange

The African rift
The African rift seems to be made up of:
Lake Malawi
Lake Tanganyika
Lake Kivu
Lake Edward
Lake Albert
Lake Victoria
Lake Turkana
Lake Abaya
Lake Lagano
Lake Ziway
Lake Koka
Lake Tana
The Red Sea
and also perhaps:
Lake Kariba

The Red Sea rift
The African rift lakes and valleys
1/The material inside the rift and its thickness should be 
studied to see how much water can be moved laterally 
down the rift.
2/ Lets view the Red Sea zone as an earlier phase in 
continental joining and Lake Tanganyika as a later phase. 
3/ The water movement though the closed portion of the 
rift south of Lake Tanganyika should also be studied 
carefully.

The Red Sea shows us how rifts close
Go to google satellite view and ponder how the rift is filled 
with the washed-in garbage of repeated tsunamis.
This is how rifts close. The garbage washes into the rift 
and thus it remains porous. This porous garbage supports 
an underground saltwater river. This is what is happening 
with Lake Malawi and Lake Tanganyika. There is this 
underground salt water river flowing though the rift.  The 
salt water is being evaporated by the rift causing great 
lakes in what previously looked a great deal like the Red 
Sea. 



Rift closure earthquakes
The tsunamis seem to be particularly destructive. But are 
the earthquakes worse as well? Our cymology and salt 
strata analysis will tell us.

Desert tsunamis
Wherever we have salt water bodies in deserts we have 
an ideal place to study historical continental movements. 
Here are some examples
1/ The Red Sea coastlines
2/ The Libyan tsunami funnel
3/ The dead sea
4/ The great salt lake
5/ The Caspian sea
6/ The Australian desert
7/ The Namibian desert
8/ The Persian gulf

Karumba and Normanton Australia 
At Normanton there is clear tsunami erosion going maybe 
35km inland. Is this just recent? How big a tsunami does 
this imply? How big a quake?

Trinidad
The area around the Caroni Bird sanctuary looks like an 
oil field

Is San Diego from "de golo"
Maybe the Portuguese came and asked the Indians the 
name of the natural port. Then the Indians made a hand 
across the neck gesture, and the Portuguese took this for 
de-golo or de-capitation.

Is Point Loma from Gr. Oma = problem/ disease?
Maybe it is Pt. Oma because of the way it scoops tsunami 
flows.  So it is the source of the problem with San Diego.

Mt. Soledad = Sol•idea = Only•idea 
This is the coastal hill in San Diego everyone thinks of 
running to, the high ground. Also, it probably was oral 
tradition #1 among the Indians that you should be careful 
of getting too far from high ground.  The location of the 
first Spanish mission (San Diego de Alcala) mission, was 
therefore atop the bluff, the only place the Indians would 
go. Then after some time, the mission probably burnt to 
the ground or some-such and then it was rebuilt half way 
down the hill.

The real golden triangle
Does the San Diego river bear gold? If so, then  we have 
this situation where the gold flows downstream, and every 
so often there would be a giant tsunami that would 
remove the lighter material and leave the accumulated 
gold behind.  So the Old Town/ Bay-ho/Sports arena area 
looks like San Diego’s real "golden triangle" and "golden 
hill".

Silver lake
Maybe we will find this somewhere east and north east of 
downtown Los Angeles. We should at least look.

43m
This is the elevation of Yuma at the end of Bahia 
California = Baja California Bay, an immense tsunami 
funnel. 

The accuracy of the cymology survey
I bet the accuracy and resolution of our knowledge of past 
tsunami run-ups will very soon exceeds our current 
earthquake measures. Also, all coasts and all inlets 
should be monitored worldwide so we can more 
accurately correlate past tsunami run-ups to past 
tsunamis and past earthquakes.

Drilling alluvial shorelines 
& long term tsunami history
The soils of the Persian Gulf come from giant, but 
infrequent tsunamis. And there are many gulfs like this 
around the world. If we core drill a few spots deeply, we 
will be able to see how often and how powerful, and when 
these waves have been. We will also gain an important 
window into comparing climate with tsunami frequency.  
This will allow us to estimate how much the seafloor 
spreading rate shuts down during ice ages. 

Lots and lots of holes
1/ First we are going to drill holes every 200km. Then 
every 100km. Then in some areas perhaps every 2km. 
2/ We are going to be drilling the planet's surface for 
decades and also surveying its mineral resources. 
3/ This will give us an accurate picture of the world's 
mineral resources, and how long the supply will last at 
current levels. Then we will be able to make informed 
decisions about the future of mankind.  
4/ We will no longer be subject to the MINers who seek to 
MINimize our MINerals.
5/ Some places will not need the exploratory hole density 
of other places. 

The core drilling will also give us a means to estimate 
world oil supplies.  What percentage of the alluvial soil 
core samples are petroleum? 
What is the volume of the Persian gulf alluvial soil area?

Cymology from tree-falls
I bet we can find thick soil layers indicating earthquake 
tree-falls in say Japan and Taiwan. These would match 
with massive tsunamis. These would indicate that these 
islands leap. And probably all of Asia's islands and 
Australia leap. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3n40L1CaBU
See the rocks? They are what remains when all the 
tsunami sand washes away. 

Mycenaean Greece 
Mycenaean Greece was based in the Peloponnesian 
peninsula, a semi-island of 21,550 sq. km. with a 6.4km 
wide causeway connecting it to the mainland. Thus the 
tube•island (pen•insula) was accessible via land yet quite 
defensible due to the ability of the residents to 
concentrate their energies along a 6.4km fighting front. 

But the Peloponnesian peninsula is a place of tsunami 
funnels. In fact there are 4 funnels/tubes: 
1/ Messina = Messini=mouth•ini / Kalamata = kala•mata 
=evergreen•death, a term still blidded today by the world's 
tastiest olives.
2/ Sparta/ Laconica = lack•o'nike = lack•of•victory, 
3/ Argos = our•go
4/ Corinth = core•in•eth

Now the curious thing is that after the Mycenaean 
tsunami and Bronze age collapse due to amphibious 
attacks on the survivors, lack•of•nica civilization 
recovered inland and uphill at Sparta, a central place 
where the survivors seem to have regrouped. 

<<<Peloponnesian league map>>
Atlantic civilization on a map
In another section, I characterize Atlantis as a seaboard. 
This mentality is shown very well in this map of the 
Athenian empire c. 431BC.  Note the Athenian seaboard 
area shown in yellow.  This was how far the Athenian 
navy and marines could project power inland. It was also 
probably a matter of accessibility and trade. These 
coastal areas were all that really mattered.  The inland 
areas were just too inaccessible in a world without roads. 
1/ The Atlantic civilization was out, past the pillars of 
Hercules. It was the entire "outer ocean", the entire 
Atlantic/ Atlantis ocean that was Atlantis. This entire 
seaboard suffered from at least one great tsunami that 
mostly destroyed it, with the black bird/black beard pirates 
finishing everyone off.
2/ Note how Athens controlled the grain coming from 
Ukraine and feeding Mediterranean civilization. Also note 
that both before and after this time Persia controlled this 
sphinx. So Persia gained a great deal from the demise of 
Athens. Early on, in Mycenaean times, it seems that 
someone sabotaged the Athenians by founding cities at 
the throats of a tsunami funnels. 

The worthless strip of California
That piece of land on the Pacific Plate. That piece of land 
that runs from the "Golden Gate" and Cabo San Lucas. 
That is Cali•for•nia, meaning good•for•nothing. 

How California got its name
Firstly, you are in Mexico contemplating a trip up the 
coast to the north. So you ask about the shore and 
people tell you about the Kali•for•nia=good•for•nothing 
land in between. In particularly they warn you about the 
trap that is the Bahia of kali•for•nia. This is a long bay that 
leads to nothing but worthless desert. Y mas alta... there 
is an alta part that is sort of OK. You can find provisions 
there, but it is not worth farming. Maybe ranching, but 
there isn't enough rain for farming. That is the Alta 
Cali•pher•nia (green•bears•not) zone. Then there is the 
ore•gon land, the land of golden•offspring. 

Bahia Cali•fer•nia = the bay of good for nothing
It was a place of legend. This giant worthless bay.

San Diego & Los Angeles 
These are definitely in the baja, or bahia part of 
California, a worthless desert in a zone that also suffers 
from particularly nasty earthquakes. In Alta California at 
least they had more water.

The California Coastal Commission
Look at how this body protects and sanctifies all the 
places that will get wiped out in the next giant tsunami.

Chrystals are igneous
I think they crystalize from a gas.

Granite and earthquake fault lines
Is granite a thing of fault-line convergence zones?  Do the 
crystals build up from the hot mineral rich gas/ 
condensate that melts the earthquake faults and causes 
the next earthquake. Then the heat and pressure seems 
to refuse the crystals. 
1/ Are the convergent plate boundaries around the 
oceans the main source of all the sands of the seas. 
2/ Is decomposed granite the material of earthquake 
faults? Is this the material which is ref we need to 
conceive of 
3/ The temperatures that granite forms at are are quite 
particular.  They are high enough so that the grains not 
only soften, but also fuse into a styrofoam-form rock that 
is never re-melted, although it sometimes doesn't form 
properly.  A good example of malformed granite as the 
Hollywood hills where it is wrongly called "decomposed" 
granite. Apparently, this granite in the Hollywood Hills 
wasn't underground long enough, due to the fast seismic 
activity of the area. 
4/ The granular nature of the material is environment 
where the fault line is melting and causing the 
earthquake. 



Australasia construction
every new structure in this region should probably
1/ Have slip foundations
2/ Be up above a rather high tsunami line.
3/ Be designed for extreme earthquake loads.

The kraken = the cracking
Krakatoa is the kraken. The kracking is a reference to the 
way the mountains ranges  between Sumatra and Java 
are at different angles and how the bend is right at 
Krakatoa. So the gigantic Kraken in Homer is fake, to 
cover up Cracken•to•a, a very active volcano.

CO2 and seafloor rift temperature
Lower sawhorse A-frames over locations on the seafloor 
rift. These each have multiple booms with super sensitive 
thermometers.  What is happening to temperature here?  
Is it rising? What is happening to CO2 levels in the water 
in the rift? Is this increasing faster than atmospheric 
CO2? How can can CO2 and temperature levels be rising 
faster here if the rift is not the causal variable?

Subduction

Earthquake mechanics
Recall how subducting continental plates freeze on 
contact like a tongue touched to a frozen metal thing... 
like a spoon kept in the freezer.  Now it is actually the 
spoon part that is subducting. And this is constantly being 
shoved and fed further and further into the hot molten 
center of the planet. And as it does so, hot gas escapes 
and helps heat the cold lithosphere, the spoon part so it is 
no longer frozen solid. Instead it melts enough at its 
edges that it is no longer frozen. 

It seems a little more complicated than this. It seems 
there is a second step/stage in this process. It seems that 
like at the seafloor rift, the gas is just a channel creator, 
and the convection of super hot fluid magma though the 
channel is causing most of the heat release.

So the gas comes up periodically along the fault — Like it 
does with strings of volcanos. However, without the ash 
plugs, the gas does not need so much pressure. So there 
are more gas exit points along the fault.  

Here I imagine subduction volcano gas released from 
point holes forming every 1-to-5 km. And there are no 
pressurizing wet ash plugs. So the same gas that would 
cause a volcano to explode instead dribbles out without 
accumulating much pressure. So the gas comes out 
slowly and constantly, and all the heat is imparted to a 
two dimensional rift. The effect is at first a pin hole. But 
once the heat starts convecting in the rift, the pin holes 
start to become  triangular, with a broad base where there 
is the most convection and narrow at the top where there 
is the least convection. Then the triangles of melted rift 

start overlapping and eventually melt the rift sufficiently 
that grab falls below horizontal rift force. When this 
happens, the subducting plate breaks free and there is 
another subduction earthquake. 

How deep does the subducting lithosphere's tongue 
freezing occur? Probably where the thawing occurs, 
namely at the depth of most earthquakes. 

Subduction earthquake monitoring
These underwater devices are less extreme than the 
ones at the seafloor rift, and they have continuous 
readings. I bet there is a sudden spike in CO2 levels just 
before a subduction. I bet this will give us a way to predict 
subduction earthquakes by hours or perhaps months. It is 
like with volcanos, once the gas starts flowing, the flow 
creates more flow. Subduction earthquakes are probably 
similar. 

How deep does the outgassing occur
What is the deepest and the highest pressure outgassing 
we can find on Earth? What is the shallowest and lowest 
pressure outgassing we can find on Earth? We should 
know this to get a better picture of how highly pressurized 
our planet is sub-lithosphere. We should also survey the 
entire seafloor rift system for depth and temperature: say 
4,000 depth readings, one for every 20-km. What is the 
depth distribution for the seafloor rift? Does the rift never 
really get deeper/shallower than say 2.X-km? 

If there is a depth limit to the rift, then we are probably 
seeing the pressure of the ocean equalizing with the 
pressure gradient of the gas trapped within our planet. 
The gas can't escape where the ocean is too deep and 
back-pressure too high. Also, at the same time, the rift 
can't be too shallow or the rock is not soft enough to 
permit outgassing.  That is how we explain a seafloor rift 
that exists only in a certain depth range. Also, maybe the 
surface elevation of the seafloor rift varies, but the actual 
spreading occurring at a constant elevation range. 

<<< Himalayan plateau topo>>>>
Do the Himalayas show us how thick 
the ocean lithosphere is?
1/ There definitely appears to be a continental shelf on 
the edge — especially on the dryer north side. On rain 
soaked south side there is much more rain erosion.
2/ There are quite a number of salt lakes and salty places 
atop the Himalaya. 
3/ Perhaps the Indian plate pushed under the Himalayas 
early in Earth's history, and that is why the lithosphere is 
so thin here.  Also the Early formation and long life is 
more consistent with the severe erosion we see at the 
edges of the Himalayas.
4/ Is or was this the thickness of the continental 
lithosphere?  From here, the lithosphere doesn't look very 
thick.  Perhaps the same people making those 



exaggerated cutaways depicting Earth's lithosphere as 
hundreds of miles thick are also making more 
sophisticated "serious" estimates of 30 and 150 
kilometers in thickness. From here It all looks like a huge 
exaggeration, considering the scant height of the 
Himalayan plateau lithosphere only 4-5km thick. 

Macro glacier channels & Pangea 
1/ Glacier valleys definitely have a look on a coastline 
profile. 
2/ These valleys get more common and bigger the further 
from the equator we get and at higher altitudes. So glacial 
valleys seem to grow over time, especially where it is 
colder.
3/ There are these large channels that look just like giant 
glacial valleys in north Greenland, Ellesmere island, 
Svalbard island, Iceland, Antarctica, Iliamna lake in 
Alaska, and near the southern tip of Argentina. In 
Argentina these giant glacial valleys are where the 
southern Andes were glommed on later after these glacial 
valleys formed. 
4/ The locations for all these make perfect sense given 
today's earth. They do not however fit with a Pangaea/ 
Pan-geo/ Pan-gaia world with all the continents in a big 
mass. 

Earthquake rescue equipment
In earthquake country I would have government distribute 
the following equipment
1) Regular Hi-lift-jack
2) 4” diameter heavy tube digging and pry bars, (2-man to 
carry) maybe 12’ long (1:20-pax)
3)  HD extra-hi-lift jacks able to lift maybe 75-kips. (1:100-
pax) 
4) Gasoline powered diamond saws  (1:1,000-pax) 
5) Bullhorns  (1:100-pax) 
6) Microphones for inserting into rubble  (1:100-pax) 

Continental leaps
These are not earthquakes, or shockwaves oscillating 
through a stationary landmass. This is the landmass 
moving, or leaping at earthquake speed. Imagine the 
world and everything attached to it leaping 20-meters 
sideways at 400kph.  

Building for Continental leaps
We know exactly which way the vector is. If all the 
buildings have a gentle slope in that direction, then they 
all come loose and fall maybe from knee or waste height 
in a leap. After the leap, there is only the drop.

<Athenian empire map>>>
Lost continents
This seems to be a reference to lost seaboards, and 
continents seem to equal containers, or containment 
shores.

Yan Jing = Tian Jin + Bei Jing
Yan Jing was the old name before the two provinces were 
split.  So there was once this province that looks just like 
a tsunami wash area, like Bangladesh and Djibouti.

Yan Jing can mean "eye", perhaps eye of a tsunami 
funnel. It can also mean mountain path, the exact 
opposite of what the place actually is.  It can also mean 
eyeglasses, as in "put on your glasses dear bro, you read 
incorrectly".  Also, let's look at the separate meanings of 
Yan and Jing:

Yan: To flood/ to submerge/ to drown/ inundate/ to bury/ 
submerged/ to cover up/ obscured/ surprise/ to make 
waves
To carry on, to follow a tradition, to preserve an idea, to 
extend...

Jing:  sacred book/ scripture/ classic/ traditional 
knowledge/ old legends/ fine writing paper...
to pass through/ to flow through/ to endure/ to bear/ to 
undergo...
to be frightened, to be scared, alarm, to startle...
lens/ mirror (does this also include focus, funnel?)...
neck/ throat...
spasm...
struggle/ contend/ compete/ to be fearful/ apprehensive...

It should also be noted that Jing has a great many 
meanings, too many meanings and this seems to be a 
word that had a problematic set of meanings, so more 
were added. 

But getting back to the main point, Yan Jing seems to 
have been interpreted as many things like traditional flood 
records, or submerged forbidden zone.

What caldera lakes indicate
What is going on underground here? Remember the wet 
ash plugs that dry out and cause eruptions?  A large 
amount of water is being evaporated here and this is the 
source of the steam that causes the caldera lakes. 

Its the ash not the lava
The ash in the sky is the problem, not the lava.

Volcanic ash and pulmonary disease
In the same way that we’re all scrambling to learn things 
about the coronavirus, one day we’re going to all be 
scrambling to learn about the effects of volcanic ash, and 
treatment for a volcanic ash inhalation.

Volcano tourism
Let people get a good visceral feeling for the power of 
Vulcan if they want. Volcano tourism is a good thing. I 
mean, maybe everyone should visit one volcano, So that 
we all have a really firm visceral grasp of the scale of 



these monsters. Also, all of these tourist volcanos should 
have CO2 and temperature sensors all around. And they 
should have bunkers for flying debris, if that is ever a 
problem.

The scale of volcanoes
I would make this a mandatory academic module for all 
kids. Every year, they see a “scale the volcanoes” module 
for say 20 minutes. They explore the size of the 
volcanoes and how big the recent eruptions were and 
how far the ash went.

Are amethyst logs from volcanic bubbles? 
Is this what volcanic bubbles look like?  Or maybe they 
are also like geodes. They come up and cool very slowly, 
enough time for the material to slowly crystalize under 
slowly declining temperatures. They cool faster on the 
outside and don't have time to crystalize. While on the 
inside there is time to crystalize. Also, they are sort of the 
size of columnar basalt columns. 

Volcanism on the moon of Europa
Either there is a volcano, or a rift. The plumes are from 
hot gas boiling the water/ice which sprays out to the 
surface. 

Everyday is cold dry and overcast
That is what a volcanic ice age is like. But blade runner is 
an exaggeration.  Imagine the strength of the sun on a 
clear day in late December.  Now imagine the sun in 
June.  Now imagine the same thing but with overcast. 

Let's get ahead of the ice age drought
We’re going to have a pretty good idea which place will 
stay wet during ice ages. We really should have a 
backbone aqueduct system in place to capture this over 
abundance and send it to other places where it is needed. 
The distribution of this water will be perhaps the most 
critical, the most limiting resource at the dawn of the next 
Ice Age.

Global warming: 1.8% hotter
Absolute zero is -273.15°C, and the average temperature 
of the planet is 14.6°C. And during an Ice Age, the planet 
is overall perhaps 5° cooler. But compared to absolute 
zero, the difference is about 1.8%.

Global warming in perspective
The average temperature on earth is 12.7°C.  The 
average temperature at the North Pole is -40°C. Absolute 
zero is -273.15°C. So The North Pole is 233°K, and the 
average temperature of Earth is 286°K, a difference of 
53°. During an ice age, the average temperature might be 
5° cooler. That is what an ice ages is. And the effects are 
mostly outside the tropics.

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/life-unbounded/the-
crazy-scale-of-human-carbon-emission/
 6-years.

"Deconstructing Global Warming" Lindzen 11:15-14:25
Richard Lindzen & problems with the CO2 theory

1/6th sunlight, 5/6ths heat leakage
The difference between Earth's average temperature and 
its arctic winter average is about 15% of the way to the 
absolute zero and the temperature of sunless space. We 
should realize that we are on the long tail of solar energy 
— because the sun only provides 15% of our planet's 
heat.

Modeling the ice energy
How big were the ice caps during the last ice age?  How 
much energy is needed to in freeze/ thaw that amount of 
ice? How many years is this spread out over? That is how 
much energy is being released by the seafloor rift and 
how much of the sun's energy is being shaded. 

Paleo soils history for each region
We should really figure out when during the Ice age cycle 
South America dries out. When do all regions of the world 
dry out and not build soil? 

Volcanic winter + food crisis + 
mass extinction + pandemic
The volcanos may cause a worldwide food crisis where 
people with cars and gas can enter every ecosystem 
eating pangolins and bats, etc. Thus it also become more 
likely that mankind suffers plague(s) as well. 

The volcano storyline
There should be a timeline of planetary climate during 
and after the last ice age put together. There are multiple 
lines for Equatorial, middle latitude, and and polar 
temperatures, CO2, argon, sea levels, and volcanos.  
Much will be  learned just going though this a couple 
times. 

Stockpiling
We need to have slow stockpiling. This is so we don't 
cause the world's poor to go hungry. 

How much is one part per million
Let’s say you weigh 83kg. A millionth of that is 83 
milligrams, 1/12 of a gram.

Northwest Africa
We hear about North Africa being lusher 7,000 years ago. 
Let’s look at the soils. Does North Africa get more rain 
during ice ages?



The ears of the Red Sea 
They were probably cut by tsunami flows.

We should try making petroleum
Let's get about 10 truckloads of harvested seaweed from 
the beaches of southern California. Then let's truck this 
stuff inland to the desert and put it all in a broad pit that is 
maybe 1m thick. How long does it take to become 
petroleum? Once we prove the concept we can  
experiment with different conditions to see which is the 
best for forming petro oleum or petroleum.

The odd age distribution of Earth rocks 
Earth rocks do not follow a smooth age distribution 
continuum. Instead, nearly all of the rock is less than 1 
billion years old. While only a tiny fraction is older than 
this, and up to 4 billion years old. 
This leads us to ask if the oldest rocks from both the 
Earth and its moon might have come from somewhere 
else. Or perhaps they are lumps from before the bang. 

Rock older than 1 billion years 
It is notable that there is little rock on Earth that is older 
than a billion years. The consensus explanation is that 
Earth's surface is constantly being recycled. However, 
nowhere do we find substantial amounts of continental 
lithosphere in the process of being subducted and 
reabsorbed. 

It is generally only sea floor lithosphere that is 
reabsorbed. The continents seem to only build and grow 
like soap foam. We therefore might want to be careful 
dating the planet by a few very old rock formations, as 
these may be extraterrestrial lumps.

Is the sial extra-terrestrial? 
Is sial coming up anywhere? Maybe the sial and most of 
the water are extra terrestrial in origin.

Sunlight is 62% blue and 38% red
The reason why sunlight looks white                                                                                                                                                  
probably has more to do with our evolution than the 
amount of red light balancing-out the sun’s peak blue 
green light. And animals probably adapted to be more 
sensitive to red light than green light long ago. 

The scale of life on planets
First it is microscopic. Then it becomes as big as a 
Sauropod or a giant sequoia. Then it gets smaller and 
smaller until only insects remain, and then finally only 
single cell life remains. So the scale of life is sort of a bell-
curve if the planet lives that long.

The rains that feed the oceans
Just as rain gives life to the land. It does the same for the 
seas... but in a different way and due to the nutrients 

washed away. Also we realize that soil erosion is what 
feeds the rivers and the oceans. And this is something 
always going on. 

Ocean richness 
The coastal areas near river out-falls are the richest. This 
is where the oceans are also fed on the land’s runoff bio 
energy. It is rather obvious, but still everyone should know 
this.

How big is the environment?
There are 5 people per cubic kilometer of water.
Are we really warming that much water?

The Kobayashi maru for ecoloy
Who is to say that we are not part of the simulation?

2001 moments
1/ When that first chimp developed this instinct to carry a 
stick. 
2/ When the first human was smart enough to realize that 
circling birds means food. 
3/ When the first human was smart enough to start 
cleaning and wearing skins.
4/ When the first human was smart enough to start 
stringing skins.

The stick carrying made us predators
We were probably much like chimps & bonobos when the 
stick carrying started — occasional hunters. But the 
introduction of sticks changed all that. Suddenly there 
was much more meat to be had if you had the stick 
carrying gene. And after these guys were fed, they started 
killing animals to trade for sex. This is where the female 
dependency started.  It is also where the sex-exchange 
instinct comes from. It is also where the continued killing 
of animals instinct comes from. And all these things were 
great survival strategies on both sides.  But the stick 
carrying made us predators, it pushed us much more into 
meat consumption. 

How effective sticks were at first
Imagine a mature chimp, but significantly upgraded with 
the coordination and ability of a 22 month old human with 
respect to stick carrying. Watch the kid pick up some 
random stick that is probably too long or too short or too 
flimsy. That is how stick carrying started in fights  among 
male chimps who already throw and flail objects. First 
these fought among themselves. Then when they could, 
they started going in troupes, sticks-in-hand to drive lions 
off their prey.  Humans are why today lions all hunt in 
groups. 

Afros and TBIs
When afro hair evolved, the stick abilities might have 
progressed only to those of a human 4-year olds in a 
strong chimp body, and with a chimp's temperament. And 



nobody ever taught them how to swing or which stick to 
use. So they missed or were rather ineffective a great 
deal.  So they mostly didn't hit their target very hard. So 
afros and head hair evolved to protect from this sort of 
glancing blow, to take the blow speed down by 10%-25% 
and kinetic energy by half.  Therefore, much less kinetic 
energy reaches the skull. And this is such an easy thing 
for people to study with human hair wigs and 
accelerometers.

The evolution of human hunting
1/ First proto human apes drove predators off their prey. 
2/ Then the proto humans used dogs and clubs on prey.
3/ Then they proto-humans used sharpened sticks and 
stone blades to slash the neck of animals. Like what 
modern wild hog hunters do today.
4/ Then mud covered stink-free men wearing animals 
skins would walk near their prey.  These were carrying 
stone blades on sticks so they don't have to get right next 
to their prey. 

Wearing animal skins probably predated fire
Think of the proto-humans that spread into places with 
cold winters. What a physical joy the first fire was.  A fire 
to warm cold hands and feet, and shivering bodies of 
those coldest longest nights. So not only was fire a joy, 
but hardly any tribe died from eating meat infected with 
rabies, plague, ebola, etc. when it was cooked.  And you 
tribe could go where it was colder because of your fire 
skills.

How shoes evolved
At first they would skin the legs off of hoofed animals in 
tubes and put these on their feet.  Later they might tie or 
put a stitch in the toes and ankle. Also, in cold climates 
people had to be much more careful about getting their 
feet wet.

The evolution of clothing and bare skin
The hair is still with us in many people. It was one of the 
last things to go. First they started wearing shoes and 
then skins. Then the hair was no longer needed really.

How we changed
The Australian Aborigines are the descendants of the 
vanguard of the state of the art in human evolution 
50,000-years ago. They are a valuable data point.

Meat eaters
It was our carnivore aspects, Our violent stick carrying 
aspects that propelled us from the distinctly animal reality 
of individual chimps into the demigod of modern mankind. 
Are we to turn our backs on this past simply because 
some people feel that animals deserve human rights. I 
don’t believe that animals deserve human rights, 
particularly the domesticated animals, bread to be 
brainless and food energy efficient.

Man eating lions
Lions should have developed a taste for the humans 
driving them from their prey. 

Fire
You can say what you want about fire, but to me its main 
gift was protection from all the many predator diseases.  
Fire fascination and fire management are instinctual in 
our species. I bet fire management drove immense 
advancement in our minds. 

Hunting pigs with dogs 
If you are into anthropology, you should watch this. Does 
this happen before or after the arrows?  Were the arrows 
more to protect against men than to hunt animals? 

Can Chimps count?
Put 2 bananas in a high bucket on a string that a man can 
reach, but the chimp cannot. Take out one then the other 
banana and eat it. Does the chimp still drag the platform 
to go for a look?

Forestry & Irrigation

Irrigation and desert agriculture

UM rail and hydro
When the UM makes wasteland blooming and valuable, 
that land shall belong to the UM, and the UM shall lease 
that land on relatively short periods with reasonable 
ecology and soil sustainability rules. Also, the females 
living in UM lands must all obey the reproduction rules.

The problem with recycling human water
We sweat salt and we excrete salt in our urine and this 
builds up in the soil.  The solution is two fold:  On one 
hand we segregate our waste water for salt, This is so we 
don't use our saltiest waste water on plants. On the other 
hand, we use systems that hold excess rain in the wet 
season to wash the salt from the soil. So we might have 
trees in places that go more than a year without rain, 
because the rain is only used to flush the salt out, and 
one 2-day storm might be good for 4 wash-outs. 

Properly washing the salt out
We have this plug of soil that is maybe a couple meters 
across and 1 or 1.5m deep. And this is on top of maybe 
1m of porous gravel for holding on to water. During the 
occasional desert rainstorm deluge, the shaped terrain 
runoff fills the pots fill up to the gills. Then we let them sit 
for a couple hours, so the salinity equalizes. Then we 
pump them out and wash the salt out.Then we fill the pot 
up again and repeat the process. It is also important to 
realize that the soil we are using will be conditioned, 
sifted local soil that is perhaps 50/50 mixed with quality 



soil and hydrophilic polymer strands, or maybe there are 
layers of mini perforated pipe running through the soil to 
help with osmosis. 

I’m looking at a baby swimming pool that I think cost $7 at 
a Target shop. What if these are 1.5m in diameter and 
maybe 2m or 2.5m deep... or bigger for bigger trees... like 
giant buried pots that “never” get moved. Gravel goes in 
the bottom with a pump tube to the pointed bottom. This 
is so the water can be pumped out before a storm. And 
also so stagnant water can be removed/treated. 

3-drain recycling systems
1/ There are three drains, feces, urine/salt, and re-use as 
irrigation. 
2/ Most of the water by volume will be the re-use as 
irrigation water.
3/ The feces get combined with a measured amount of 
urine and local soil to create topsoil that will be 
quarantined for some years before it is re-used in way 
that will permit salt de-leaching. 
4/ Most of the urine water will be disposed of as waste.
5/ The first show rinse, the urine, and salty soaps go in 
the salt drain. people are supposed to rinse off using the 
salt drain/basin and then once their skin is rinsed off, they 
use a valve and switch to the salt-free recycling drain. 

Salt pollution of the soil
People can talk all they want about all the various ways 
we humans supposedly pollute the environment. I bet salt 
pollution from irrigation is 100 to 1,000  times worse (in 
terms of spoiled lands and sustainability) than all the 
other pollutants combined. We should only allow irrigation 
where there is a  means of keeping the salt from building 
up 

Plastic cistern desert agriculture
Let’s say that the plastic blow form pots that are made 
locally and cost $10/ pot delivered.  And these are 
waterproof when properly installed. And these are at the 
center of an earthen circle covered in plastic, a sort of 
shower-pan form that is covered in plastic and drains to 
the bowl. So if the pot is 1.76 square meters in aream and 
2 meters deep. And if the drain pan is 5m in diameter that 
is 78m, that is a multiplier of 44x. So a 3-cm rainfall fills 
the cistern up completely. Or maybe there are pipes to 
each pot from a wadi. Or maybe all the pans are shingled 
so a single pipe outfall fills all the pans, each with the 
overflow from the previous pan, with nothing more than 
gravity propelled diverted rainwater runoff washing the 
salt out.   

But let’s say that these pots are at 10m on center. That is 
100x100 for 1km square. 10,000 X $10 = $100k/ square 
kilometer or $404/acre. And maybe where rich soil is 
available, we fill these little water-tight "hair transplant" 
plugs with rich soil from a nearby location.

These will be good for growing vine crops like peas This 
is because the water from a large area can be all 
gathered and then preserved and then dispensed in a 
more optimal rationing for the growth of crops. And we 
might have several times more plastic pan area than crop 
area, but we we have some crop area and fresh local 
food where before there was none. And all this for little 
more than the cost of plastic sheeting and waterproof 
plastic cisterns

Isolated desert farming
1/ The holes for the plastic growing cisterns are drilled 
with tractors. The tractors also spin a n angled hole with a 
standard drill bit point angle. Then the plastic pot cylinder 
is put in. Then goes a layer of sand and gravel, and then 
top soil.
2/ There will be replaceable plastic covers to help reduce 
evaporation. There will also perhaps be wind ears feeding 
air into the perforated pumping tube and helping to help 
the roots to respire. 
3/ The cover has holes for the plants to grow through, and 
also for the water circulating pump.
4/ We probably want to hold the cistern water for months 
and we need an additive to keep the water fresh.

Get the salt out of the recycled water
1/ We humans eat far too much salt. The salt content of 
ingestibles needs government regulation due to the arms-
race nature of food saltiness. The saltier tastes better. So 
in the deserts, let’s start with a healthy salt level in our 
diets, so we don't excrete so much salt.
2/ let’s have sodium, potassium and magnesium saliva 
tests so people can manage their electrolyte balance 
better.
3/ Apparently, 90% of human salt consumed is excreted 
in the urine.
4/ Perhaps we want double drains, each with its own 
open/close lever. Thus the salty first shower rinse water is 
not recycled.
5/ The desert community gardens are all put in waterproof 
pots or pans with water trapping berms. Frequently the 
water going down the wadi is pumped up to the top of the 
brow ditch system for the hillside plants. 

Watering 8 acres at once
1/ What if we had these 200' x 1,600' steel trusses that 
can water 8-acres at once, 8 flat acres? These connect 
via fire hoses and standard sized steel connectors at their 
4 corners. 
2/ There are 18 centrally controlled drone pickup trucks. 
There are columns that slide into a vertical sleeve or shoe 
in the center of each truck's bed. 
3/ the contraption rolls along slowly,  202 feet at at time 
and using men to disconnect and reconnect it each time. 
Or maybe it self connects. I see this in places like Kansas 
with long straight parallel roads. The set up requires say 



202' of 24" pipe per 16 acres, and one connector every 
202'. This applies 1" of water to 4 acres per 20 minutes 
under medium pressure including disconnect, movement 
and reconnect. So that is maybe 576 acres per day, or 
maybe the setup can theoretically water 34,500 acres (54 
sq. mi) per 60 day period. A little over 1 square mile per 
day. 
And aside from the dirt paths for the trucks, all that is 
needed is 12.5 feet of 24" water pipe per acre.

The truss is gossamer thin, except at the 8 box forms 
because the whole thing has stainless steal water 
arteries, and then it is plastic pipes. So the only load is 
the water, which IS quite heavy. But there are sensors in 
the frame to keep it straight. And maybe the tires are thin 
and designed to spin more, so they don't flex the frame. 
And it probably isn't a bunch of trucks holding the frame 
up. Maybe it is giant swivel caster merged with a 200cc 
motorcycle engine/  Central fuel lines, central control 
panel for a man to use. But two men guy water a bit over 
one square mile per day. One man does connections for 
left side of the device and another for the right side.
Then again, the connections will probably eventually be 
automated. 
>>>
These pipes and the water system to feed them are the 
sort of solution that needs local government to implement, 
and should be viewed as a matter of food security. I think 
the arterial pipes are more of a public thing, paid by the 
people and set up by the people for everyone's good and 
paid by the national or international government. The 
watering frames and perhaps the pipes should be private 
operations, or regional cooperatives. Importantly, we 
should always have watering system factories constantly 
in production just in case we suddenly need more 
watering trucks and pipes due to a climate emergency.  A 
$1,725,000 watering rig that waters 34,500 acres is $50/
acre as a single lifetime expense for the watering 12.5 
feet of 24" water pipe per acre. 

8-acre tech
1/ I don't see why we can't have robots that water 8-acres 
per connection.  And won't this tech help us if water ever 
gets real scarce. And maybe we will only have 1-acre 
robots at first. Robots that can only water 1-acre in 30-
minutes. But eventually we will have 8-acre robots and 
maybe more
2/ Auto-connection to the connection point
The pipes have upward valve and connections every so 
many meters. The 8-acre watering devices press down 
and thread to these connections, like with a garden hose.

Crop circles
These sit idle for most of the time. Crawlers get used 24/7 
when needed.

Adjustable height legs
The legs or the propulsion units can be adjusted so the 
crawlers can handle the sorts of foothill slopes that 
squeeze rain out of clouds. 

Watershed reliability
Even if the Missouri river turned into another version of 
the Orange river in South Africa, there would still be water 
to use.  Rivers with their large watersheds and slow runoff 
are much more reliable than rainfall in any one place.

Reusable irrigation equipment
Except at the aqueduct level, all the steel pipes and 
crawlers that water in one fringe farming location can 
simply be taken apart and reassembled in a new fringe 
farming zone if rain patterns change. 
One state to the west
If we look at a rainfall map of the United States, it is clear 
that there’s plenty of water in the east and not enough in 
the west. On top of this, there are many rivers flowing 
from the dry west to the lush east. So the water from 
these can be completely used up.  And there is just so 
much water in the lush part.  We even have the mighty 
Missouri river on the eastern side of Nebraska and on the 
west side of the state we definitely need more water. 
Likewise for Kansas, Oklahoma and especially west 
Texas, maybe 2/3 of Texas could use more water. And 
that is not counting South Dakota, Wyoming, Western 
Colorado, and New Mexico. 

Midwest backup irrigation zone
This takes water from the wetter part of the US. It uses a 
number of aqueducts coming from Missouri, North Platte, 
Arkansas, and the upper Colorado, as well as other rivers 
and perhaps even the Mississippi river. Then it moves the 
water to the dryer parts like western Nebraska, Kansas, 
and Oklahoma. 
Here irrigation water is only being used as a supplement 
in areas that are not quite rich enough for grain farming or 
ranching. 

Why the Oklahoma panhandle exists
It’s because the two rivers that are roughly under it are 
ideal for irrigating the surrounding dry lands. However 
having five states jurisdictions greatly reduces the 
potential for state action. It’s also interesting that the 
confusingly named Canadian river is in this place. It’s also 
quite confusing how there’s a Colorado River running 
through both the heart of Texas in the heart of California 
Nevada Arizona territory. This is all by design because 
somebody doesn’t want us to talk intelligently about our 
scarce water resources. I bet we can get a tremendous 
amount of food out of this area for practically nothing and 
all we have to do is build some canals. Also, everything 
north of the Red River in Texas should now be considered 
Oklahoma.



South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma & Texas
These states will no longer exist, so let's re-imagine their 
territories all continuing west until they hit the rockies. 
Nobody is using this area because it doesn't get enough 
rain. So lets run our new macro water districts (because 
this is what I am talking about here, macro, multi-billion 
dollar water districts centered on 1,000km long aqueduct)  
Let's run these water districts from near Denver to the 
Missouri or Mississippi River if needed. And let's make 
them rather like a stack of pancakes. Maybe it will be 
North Nebraska, Middle Nebraska, South Nebraska, 
North Kansas, etc. giving us 5 to perhaps 18 water 
districts to help keep things honest and competitive. 
Maybe they will be rectangular, or maybe organized by 
watershed. 

The snake river water system
We should build aqueducts and interrupt more of the 
water flowing from the dry interior of the US northwest to 
wet of the super wet pacific northwest. The Snake river is 
in just the right place for this. 

<US rivers map>
US rivers renamed
The Idaho river = The Snake
The Nebraska river = the Platte
The Austin River = the Colorado river of Texas
The New Mexico river = the Rio Grande
The Oregon river = the Columbia

More farmland
The part of the US deemed suitable for farming should be 
helped to go as far west as possible with a good deal of 
built cost irrigation water made available.

Bio-energy to fuel = wasteful
We can turn our bio energy into fuel energy, but it should 
not be. Unless there is a crisis situation, the waste of this 
sort of transmutation (in either direction) is a stupid idea.  

Bio treasure down the drain
I am not much of one for recycling, but the place to 
dispose of our toilet waste, food waste, and plant 
trimmings is by making them into soil that will be 
quarantined for a certain number years and then used for 
parkland or later cropland.

Soil transport
Nutritious soils accumulate to great heights in some 
places. In other places the soil is very thin.  We should 
inventory world soil levels.  

What sand is
It is the loose particulate matter coating on our planet's 
surface. But there is a special condition at work here.  
Sand is the particulate matter coating that has been 
washed of its brown and green component, its life 

component. That is what sand is. It is surface without a 
bio component to it, mostly due to a severe lack of 
moisture or flood action.

Soil + runoff/spring = habitat = our world
It is all we've got — the living stuff between the sand. 
That and the water we can gather. The water helps us 
cover more of the surface of our flying orb (planet) with 
green life colonies that increase bioenergy. 

The salt map
Can we have this world map showing salinity in "techni-
colors".  I bet it turns something up. 

Which weeds make the best grazing?
We should do research into which desert plants make the 
best grazing for each animal. 

National water sharing networks
We should probably get these in order before an Ice Age 
crisis. Even in today's wet and food rich world many of 
these projects will have less than a 15-year payback.

Desert tree pots
This is say a 3mm blow bottle in a wadi bottom. And the 
bottle is not entirely water proof on one side where the 
tree is planted at the edge of the bottle. Here the pot is 
open maybe 15cm down and 40cm across. This is so the 
plant can have roots that are inside for water, and outside 
for respiration and nutrients. Then the tree is better able 
to take what it needs. 

Desert organic
Desert farming with irrigation water tends to be more 
organic and free of pesticides because there are fewer 
bugs in the desert. This is related to why civilization arose 
on irrigated farms in the desert. So we come to an image 
of our desert farming areas as being small and widely 
separated, Perhaps we even farm fresh soil each year on 
a 5-year rotation. 

Desert potatoes
1/ To my mind, we should not be growing potatoes 
anywhere except the desert in small lined and irrigated 
fields that are far from any potato plants. 
2/ Pesticides last longer in the desert.  They remain on 
the plant longer and thus can be used more sparingly.
3/ The bug-bait plants like potatoes that are typically 
grown with the most pesticides might be better grown in 
spread-out desert "grape fields" watered with irrigation 
water and grown in imported soil in plastic troughs. 

Quarantined "oasis" farming
To me, desert farming is by nature quasi-organic.  This is 
because if a pest manages to make it through the desert 
the field can be easily quarantined if not sprayed.  This is 



how we grow relatively organic potatoes and spinach on a 
large scale.  

Catchment dams are many and small,
Power generation dams are few and giant
And the catchment dams have much more surface area 
relative to volume than power generation dams. They are 
more or less set up to temporarily buffer the fresh water 
supply from rainstorms while the aqueducts can carry it 
away. So I imagine some desert areas might have these 
immense 3m catchment basins one after another. That is 
if people want to live in these places, and if it isn't easier 
to simply use aqueduct water. 

India's west coast water
We should start harvesting and using all of this water, just 
in case. This is very important tropical water here.  We 
should haver means to get all the river runoff to the other 
parts of India. 

Madagascar
This tropical island will always get rain from the nearby 
sea. It seems wise to diversify here with our ice age water 
moving preparations. Besides the there is an huge 
highlands area that is up at over 1000m-2,000m.   So it 
will be 6°C to 12°C  cooler due to altitude. appear to have 
a lovely climate. 

We should colonize our deserts
before we try to colonize space

Truly limited resources
Salted liquid bio-energy burning fuel (oil)
Salted solid bio-energy burning fuel (coal)
Stored Fresh water
Runoff water
Wood/lumber
Good Topsoil
Plant energy
Meat
All of these things that are scarce are related to the bio 
energy of our planet's living ecosystem, and not the dead 
planet underneath. It isn’t the planet that is limited, it is 
the ecosystem energy that is limited, especially during ice 
ages when ash blocks out much of the sun's energy.

Biomaxing
This is the husbanding of ecosystems to maximize 
agricultural bio-output over the long term. For example 
some areas are wasteland might produce crops with only 
1 annual watering, or perhaps they only need waterproof 
pots and trees at the bottom of a desert valley and need 
no additional watering. 

Cellular agriculture
Cavendish banana fungus suggests that our agricultural 
supply and transport systems could benefit from being 
more cellular in nature. 

Global soil inventory
This involves a total cubic KM of soil deposits of various 
sorts worldwide. 

Global land use maps
There are not going to be any national parks. There is 
going to be a single global land use plan that is pro-
human, yet a plan that does guarantee the preservation 
of unique natural ecosystems worldwide. It will be a plan 
that will survey the world and make all of each continent's 
best mineral reserves available. 

Pesticides beat burning & fertilizing
I don't know the answer, but it sort of seems like using a 
micro amount of carefully chosen fast dissolving 
pesticides is better for the environment than burning the 
fields to kill the pests and then using artificial fertilizer.

Cedar Mono-cultures
come from forest fires
Look at the pine-only and cedar-only forests so common 
around the western US. Now consider how pines and 
cedars grow faster than other trees... like after a forrest 
fire. And that feeds into how these trees are also super 
flammable. So where we see cedar-only forests, we seem 
to mostly be looking at the result of a huge forest fire. I 
just want to say again, we really should take note when 
we see evidence of a past environmental tsunami 
somewhere. We need to either avoid that place or take 
proper counter-measures like having fire breaks.

Fast growing Cedars come back first 
After a fire, they come back first. So they seem to have 
evolved to help the fires. This is:
1/ Why their bark peels and dangles in thin strips.
2/ Why their bark is so spongey and flammable.
3/ Why the forests forms a thicket of dead branches.
4/ Why their wood burns so hot and fast, like with Pine 
and redwood.

Thickets of dead branches
I think about the dry chaparral "forests" of southern 
California. There is this green part on top, but 
fundamentally, this is an ecosystem that evolved to burn. 
This is a phoenix ecosystem. 

Phoenix species
This is any fast-growing species that benefits from a 
disaster. It is Cedars in Pines, and the way they have 
evolved to burn out and then come back out of the ashes. 
This also is a meaning of the Cedars of Lebanon.



You see, the phoenix was once a thing about a type of 
forest, not a type of bird. And the forest meaning was 
problematic because people would understand it as a 
warning about the whole matrix burning down every few 
centuries. 

Pesticide sap
Evolving the ability to come back first after a fire or 
earthquake definitely helps with survival.  But total 
success causes monocultures, and these tend to be more 
vulnerable to pests.  So monoculture species tend to 
evolve sap with some form of insecticide. 

Pines are catastrophe trees
Cedars are more specialized for fires. Pines also have an 
earthquake element to them. They are much better at 
surviving earthquakes with their tapered tops and low 
center of gravity. And they grow fast, so they recover 
territory quickly. But over time, they lose territory to other 
trees with high canopies that can just grow higher than 
the pines and take over the pine territory.  

Conical cycads and earthquakes
The conical shape of conifers seems to speak of 
earthquake conditions that existed when they evolved. 
Perhaps an Earth with much more seismic activity. So the 
pines evolved to come back from both fire and 
earthquake, while the cedars are more of a fire pure play. 

Santa-ana wind axis
Both the prevailing and the Santa ana fire winds blow 
along one axis in San Diego. I presume the same with the 
pacific northwest.  So our fire breaks there need to be 
more north-south-ish. 

Macro fire breaks
Maybe we should have these long firebreaks that people 
live in and keep clear. Maybe we have these north-south 
zebra stripes all through the pacific northwest.  Frequent 
fire breaks in phoenix forests should be the norm and the 
breaks should be placed according to a regional plan.

Terrorist trees
The plants that evolved to burn fast and to produce 
natural toxins, the plants that kill off the other species:   
Maybe we should consider them a nuisance. Maybe we 
should reduce that area these plants occupy.  Maybe we 
should consider that the monocultures of cedar forests 
are from unfair biological competition, and that we 
improve biodiversity by reducing the size of the cedar 
forests and increasing the size of whatever other plants 
grow in that region. This especially if the phoenix species 
was introduced to that place.

A territory rescued from scoundrel species
I have not done the numbers, but I am pretty sure that our 
impact on the planet in terms of square meters used is far 
less than that of the cedars and pines.

Forestry
Forestry is not about preserving the pristine natural state 
that existed before men came along. That’s conservation. 
Forestry is the management of wild and semi-wild woods 
for the benefit of mankind and without doing too much 
harm to the inhabitant species. But forestry is also about 
making fire-fighting access and breaking-up pine and 
cedar forests to prevent forest fires. It is also about 
replacing certain, phoenix species monocultures that are 
fire-prone.

Habitat protection and phoenix species
Here man is protecting habitat from the terrorism of a few 
malignant species that burn it all down every so often 
because their kind gets almost everything when it all 
grows back. Instead, humans take the illegitimate phoenix 
plant territory and use some for non-phoenix wilderness, 
and the rest for human purposes, and nobody except the 
Phoenix strategy planets, the pines and cedars and other 
fast growers are worse off.  

Cedar, Pine and brush protection
We should definitely try to phase fire-friendly plants out 
from around our communities, and perhaps certain other 
areas.

Unspoiled wilderness
How are we going to protect them from forests from fires 
if we don't have access?  To me, unspoiled wilderness is 
a thing of the spirt of hiding resources.
We really should worry less about spoiling the wilderness 
with roads and worry more about having roads to put out 
forest fires.

The highlands 
We will take the ridge tops because they are cooler and 
more beautiful and because our R-100 styrofoam 
encased concrete hives and our puffer clothing makes us 
mostly immune to the cold when it is colder. But most 
animals avoid these places.

Ice age global burns
It is not inconceivable that 1/4 or more of the world's 
forests will die and burn in the first 4 years of an ice age. 
Where did this happen previously?

Phoenix forestry 
Let’s assume that we go over the edge into the next Ice 
Age. Is it better to have lots of Forests that are mostly 
going to burn uncontrolled. Or maybe we can find some 
other replacement species that are not going to be so 



much of a fire hazard — plants that will remain in place 
dead and unburnt for us to use.

Soil sustainability
We can make soil build up anywhere or we can make it 
blow away. This is an important subject.  I would like to 
see a bunch of typical soil composition charts for the 
various sorts of soil on earth. These go on 3 continuums 
for too-much water, a good amount of water, and not 
enough water. 

The cortical species
We are the cortical species and the guardians of the 
terrestrial biome. We have the power and duty to play god 
with the biome of our planet.

Oil pipelines and fresh waterways
When they exist near rivers, they must be sleeved and 
the outfalls must have adequately sized earthen or 
concrete pits for the capacity of the pipeline and 3-hours 
to shut down, just in case. Multiple pipelines can share 
the same pits, and indeed must share the same pits, 
which in general are supplied by government on public 
property, like the pipeline rights of way. 

The strategic petroleum reserve
There is simply no need for this. We have plenty of oil in 
the ground. What would be better is a diesel fuel moving 
around pipeline system that connects to each township 
plant and its oversized emergency fuel storage tanks. 
Down the road from the plant is the diesel fueling station 
for a number of townships. This sells diesel fuel. This 
sells this for whatever the standard distribution mark up 
is.  This is what all the ground vehicles use. 

We really should fix Africa up nice
This is because half the world may wind up living there in 
the next ice age for climate reasons. 

Salmon farming
Because salmon breed in streams, they are the most 
optimal fish to farm:
1/ We don’t have to sail all over to catch them. They come 
right to our nets.
2/ They show up at our nets ready to breed. We intercept 
them, milk them, incubate and hatch their eggs, feed their 
babies until the short mortality spike is over. Then we 
release the young. Thus we multiply their spawning 
output.
3/ Because the salmon are caught on land, it can go for 
immediate processing next door. So salmon is fresher.
4/ It should be illegal worldwide to catch salmon from the 
ocean. These fish should belong to their breeders and 
only be available for harvest as they arrive at the river's 
mouth for spawning. Doing this will boost the worldwide 
salmon harvest by several fold.

5/ The salmon from the big rivers will become 
domesticated worldwide. 
6/ Osmosis and osmotic plumping must make it very hard 
for salmon to tolerate fresh water again. This is probably 
why they don’t eat while in fresh water. So we catch them 
at the mouth of their artificial river, where the water is still 
rather salty. Then we spawn the eggs in some predator 
free artificial environment. They we give the babies 
whatever they like to eat. Then when they are big enough 
we raise the salinity of their water slowly and release 
them into the ocean in an ideal place for them to survive. 
7/ Do salmon do better when they are laid in saltier 
water? What is optimal salinity, temperature, environment 
in general?
8/ Only large fat, and healthy looking males should be 
bred, of course.
9/ The fat runoff from the land will continue for years after 
the sky stops working. Salmon will be a valuable source 
of fresh protein.

Renamed places
1/ The Colorado River of Texas shall be renamed the 
Austin river. 
2/ The Canadian River of Texas shall be renamed the 
Panhandle river.
3/ Vancouver Washington shall be called Portland 
Washington.
4/ Once we are using regional voting centers, the old 
national capital and the district of Columbia shall be 
called Potomac Virginia.
5/ Mexico City shall be called Azteca.

Livestock density
1/ It should be regulated everywhere to prevent over-
grazing.
2/ Unauthorized and abusive grazing should be a crime.
3/ Assessing over-grazing is yet another function of the 
assessor's office.  The reasonable fines for this (even on 
private property) will get most livestock using electronic 
shepherd devices in no time.

Electronic shepherds
They keep a lifelong GPS for your meat animal. If it is all 
field time until less than 10 hours before slaughter, then 
the animal is called free range.  

I bet we can also march our pigs and chickens around a 
course where they they are conditioned to go in a circle in 
and endless quest for some sort morsels of animal chow. 
Maybe 1/48th of the pigs in the building get trot around 
the building every half hour. Then a sprayer arm washes 
off the pig's area with hot water. The pigs sleep in these 
heated/chilled shallow bathtub sized bowls with a drain. 
The electric shepherd takes them out every day for a little 
exercise, around the building twice perhaps. Then there is 
an automated “car wash” and blow dry. People are 
hooking the pig up to the electronics, They are loosening 



the collar as the pig grows,  checking on the pig, but that 
is it. The pig farm is totally automated.

Tragedy of the Commons ended
Electronic shepherds are the solution to the tragedy of the 
commons for grazing. Only so many sheep are allowed, 
and the commons thus never becomes over-grazed 
again. And this is metaphorm and with this sort of system 
we can share so many other things, like mines and 
smelting furnaces, and medical equipment.  Sharing is 
largely a thing of accurate monitoring and scheduling, so 
the shared stuff doesn't get abused. 

A better way to tax agricultural water
If you use less than 10cm per year for your irrigation, the 
water is heavily discounted.
If you use 10-20cm per year for your irrigation, the water 
is discounted.
If you use less than 20-30cm per year for your irrigation, 
the water is taxed.
If you use over 30-40cm per year for your irrigation, the 
water is 2X taxed.
If you use over 40-50cm per year for your irrigation, the 
water is 4X taxed.
If you use over 50-60cm per year for your irrigation, the 
water is 8X taxed.
If you use over 60cm per year for your irrigation, the 
water is 16X taxed.
1/ Everything is calculated from the start of one growing 
season to the start of the next. 
2/ In some water-scarce places, taxation might start at 
5cm, in others it might start at 60cm. And maybe the 
numbers and price breaks are quite different. 
3/ Under this sort of tax system few people are growing 
rice in the desert.
4/ This is the price for water during the dry season. 
During the wet season, all the water might be at the 
totally discounted price to encourage people to build local 
water impounding facilities. Maybe also people are 
allowed to sell their impounded water for the higher price 
during the dry season provided it was kept in safe 
catchment. Maybe some people specialize in building 
catchment. Maybe whole communities do this to save on 
dry season water system charges. 

Cloned lollipop trees
It’s not inconceivable that forestry people will be planting 
these cloned trees with super fat straight GMO trunks that 
have no branches for five or 7 m up, so they produce all 
clear wood.

Chemistry policies
Chemistry is such a specialized and technical thing. It’s a 
wonder we allow laypeople to make policy decisions 
about what is toxic and what is not.  Maybe we should 
have a requirement that all Senators voting on chemistry 
and toxicity have some degree of technical expertise. 

Perhaps Senators must have had a year of inorganic 
chemistry, and a year of bio-chemistry before they’re 
allowed to vote on such things. 

Tomatoes
1/ They should have no part of the tobacco genome 
added to them by genetic engineering. These lines should 
be eradicated. 
2/ Is it wise to assume that tobacco is the only 
carcinogenic nightshade?
3/ Check the nightshade molds and make sure they aren’t 
carcinogenic... like with rotten tomatoes.
4/ Low quality over-watered tomato that people will not 
buy in Italy can’t be sold in other places. Only proper 
Italian grade tomatoes may be sold as red tomatoes.
5/ All tomato products shall be tested for tomato mold 
levels. 

Asian industry, Asian rice
Never mind the air pollution, what about the pollution in 
your rice?

Rice should be tested for contaminants
This is one reason why the Japanese don’t want foreign 
rice.

Rice and the environment
It is ironic that the continent most vulnerable to toxic 
contamination is also the greatest polluter.

If plastic lasts forever...
How come it rots so fast sometimes? 

Before we colonize space...
We should try to have a 
pressurized community 
at 7,000 meters up.

The burning of biomass 
We should probably regulate the use of this special and 
precious form of energy.

Animals

The warm blooded value proposition
It is that a higher metabolism creates a faster speed/ time 
for the animal. This allowed the proton-mammal, to simply 
out-run or out-react reptiles. 

The evolution of flight is not a leap
Flight evolved many times on earth
How many different insect species fly? There are 
pterodactyls, and gliding squirrels, gliding lizards, and of 
course birds. 



T-rex worked in packs like alligators
Just compare their size to the large sauropods. T-rex is 
maybe 25% of a large sauropod. How does such a small 
animal bring down such a large animal without working in 
packs?

Plants that can't be pollenated
These probably require insects. And we really want to 
figure this out, these plant species that will die out without 
insect symbiots spreading their pollen. This is a very 
important area for our bio-diversity shepherding effort. 
And we need a term for plants that are heavily reliant on 
insects for pollination vs. those that are not. Maybe it is 
"styled or unstyled" 

Why pollen tubes evolved
Plants that discriminated in favor of insect born pollen got 
traits from further away than those that took whatever 
blew in.  

Pollen insects
This is another area we need to understand very well. It is 
a small part of insect diversity, yet it is perhaps the most 
important aspect of entomology.

Britanica.com
The process of plant fertilization is not asexual. Stop 
presenting it as self-fertilization. There are lots of flowers, 
like in a field of lampranthus spectablis (fine ice plant). 
These dry out their pollen attachments and then the wind 
comes and blows up clouds of pollen dust. Then this 
waft's down wind up to say 200m. The cross pollination 
aspect is quite important. Also the network effect should 
be taught to kids. And here we see not only a very 
important networks effect, but one that is easy to see. 
And having this the model early in their mental toolbox is 
a good thing. It is math thinking. It is evolution thinking. It 
is business thinking. It seems valuable so hence 
rewarding for students. Also without it pollination makes 
little sense. 

The style of the flower
It would be interesting to catalogue the gonadal structures 
of plants and show and compare the "styles" of the plants 
that need insects to reproduce as well as the ones that do 
not.  This is really a basic science thing, a high school 
science thing.

The corpse flower
Here is a parasitic plant of darkness and undergrowth.  
But its rotting meat smell was the mock fruit of dinosaur 
carnivores dying of hunger. 

The corpse smell
The smell helps with both pollination and ex-semination. 
The smell attracts insects for pollination and hungry 
reptile predators for ex-semination or seed passing. This 

ability to fool reptile predators is what caused the corpse 
flower to become successful. Also the smell probably 
helped keep the herbivores away. Maybe we should try 
experimenting with using the smell as an animal repellant. 

The evolutionary path 
of the corpse flower
Judging from the giant size and the structure of the fruit 
and seeds, corpse flowers were a macro-fruit vine that 
evolved to put roots into their hosts. But when they 
became parasites they didn't necessarily care so much 
about seed dispersal range vs. cost... because they didn't 
really pay anything for their energy. And they couldn't 
burden their hosts too much or they would die out. So the 
corpse plant minimized. It stopped growing up to the 
treetops as it once had. Instead it stayed on the ground, 
where it no longer even photosynthesized, but acted as 
flower and roots alone. The rest of the plant completely 
atrophied in the plant's bizarre new reality. 

All that remained was a flower for reproduction, a flower 
for making seeds, a flower for producing useful odors and 
drugs such as the smell of carrion, which worked for 
hungry bird-brained dinosaurs. This is because some of 
these animals might range100 miles before their gut filled 
up and began working again, and they deposited the 
corpse flower seeds in a big pile of nutritious fertilizer. It 
basically participated in the macro-fruit/ macrosaur seed 
spreading system on the basis of a stong 2-day flash and 
timing.  How does it know when?

Flower odor cells
Maybe we can reprogram these cells. Maybe they are 
more flexible with regard to producing chemical output. 

Corpse flower drugs
There are almost certainly drugs/ poisons here in the fruit 
and in the stinky plant itself.  This is definitely a plant that 
could use some  animal manipulation drugs. It could use:
1/ A way to kill animals and provide fertilizer to its host so 
as to make up for the energy it uses. Do hungry rodents 
fall in? 
2/ The bottom of the flower we might expect to be tasty 
but poisonous in a hard to taste/smell way. 
3/ The fruit growing on the central stalk is for the big (goat 
or cow-sized) animals that are welcome to it. But they 
might not eat too much because of the smell/flavor, and 
because of the drugs that are easy to overdose on... 
unless you are a nibbler like a starving large carnivore 
might be. Attracted by the smell and blood/meat color. 
Maybe it hasn't evolved to fool the animals when they get 
up close because that would waste energy. Maybe the 
smell just gets the symbiots in close and then when they 
realize, there is where the plant sells them on some flesh 
colored fruit instead. A few taste ok, but there is that nasty 
unpleasant aftertaste. Also there are probably secondary 



drug mechanisms against nibblers, and drugs to help 
make the 

The giant stinky anti-pode of a flower
Corpse flowers are sometimes 5-feet across and have 12' 
stalks. Look at the brief and infrequent show. Big quick 
show. Not a lot of energy used per decade. This is all 
driven by  the parasite's need to conserve energy (which 
it probably does very effectively).  Because here is a plant 
under extreme evolutionary pressure to conserve energy 
that does not kill and bring in meat for either it or its host. 
So it wants its fruit nibbled and its seeds swallowed. Have 
a few. But no more. The first nibble is probably very tasty, 
but the fruit soon becomes unpalatable in some way. 

Papaya as corpse plant
The fruit falls on the ground, breaks open and then smells 
and looks like meat 

Parasitic plants for bio-energy harvest
The way parasitic plants suck energy will probably give us 
a way to harvest storable pure bio-energy. This should be 
well studied, with an eye towards this direction. The 
tropical parasitic plant does the tapping, then we divert 
the top part. Then we dry out the juice, or mix it to 
produce a stable isolate. 

Here I imagine tropical forests preserved, but forced to 
"give blood" every day to the bottom halves of corpse 
flower plants that flow into a rubber tapper vessels which 
are collected by humans and sold like raw rubber. 

It is probably insect pollenated
Given the smell, the corpse flower plant probably has 
abundant insect contacts. And insect pollination is better. 
So the plant probably become reliant on flying insects for 
pollination. In fact, it must strongly favor insect pollination. 

Should we fertilize and spray water? 
Does a good soaking mist after dry pollination help with 
pollen germination and improve fertilization rates? Should 
orange growers be driving water trucks with 20 rain-birds 
on top, on a pericope pipe to water down their freshly 
pollenated trees? 

Corpse flowers are parasites
They have no visible leaves, roots or a stem.
They get their water and nutrients from a host plant.

Corpse flowers seem to bloom when the host is most 
stressed
This is why they bloom at the end of winter when energy 
stores are lowest and new growth demands highest. 
(March 18 and 20 according to the Cornell film.) How 
does the corpse flower know this? Might we be able to 
bio-chemically test plant health in the same way? 

Corpse flowers are very sophisticated
They have lived in many niches... tree, vine, parasite.  

What olive trees evolved for
They evolved to lure sauropods out into the desert. There 
would be a drought every so many years and the 
sauropods would be driven by hunger to leave the lush 
and go towards the desert to graze the opportunist trees 
that often waited decades to get their fruit eaten by a 
starving sauropod in a drought. That is what the long lived 
Olive trees are. Also, these dinosaur drought trees did not 
need to produce costly macro-fruit, so they generally 
didn’t. Also, they didn’t need to offer sugar, so they didn’t 
waste energy on this.

Jacaranda fruit
I wonder what that Jacaranda fruit tastes like. You know, 
the pods are maxed out for for shape recognition from 
certain angles. So yes, Sauropods could discern fruit 
shapes. And the dry weather Jacaranda probably didn’t 
have much food to offer much, like with olive trees. 

The nutritious skin is a lie
What a stupid mind virus this idea is. Mangos and 
mangosteens and citrus and many other fruits clearly 
evolved a skin to keep animals out. Fruit skins are there 
to be a barrier to the fruit in side. Mostly this is by bad 
taste. But it might also be by poison.

Wash your grains well
Grain dust tends to get moldy faster. So the rice dust is 
the worst part, not the best. Wash your grain well.  Also, 
maybe we should require that all grain in all processed 
foods be sufficiently washed and quickly used. Is that 
such a huge thing to ask?

Acid in fruit
I wonder if it is to keep Birds from eating too much. Birds 
are real sensitive to acid due to their thin and more 
importantly maxed-out bones. 

https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/tree-with-thorns-on-
trunk?
mediatype=photography&phrase=tree%20with%20thorns
%20on%20trunk&sort=mostpopular
Trees with thorns on their trunk do not want to be 
climbed. They only want giant sauropods eating their fruit.

The giant sauropod with their incredibly long necks. Has 
anyone ever presented a theory for why this evolved?  It 
obviously evolved to reach the tops of the trees. And 
sauropods have such tiny teeth. They must have been 
eating fruit. The teeth rule out leaves.  

Long-tall washingtonia palms exist to keep the cheaters 
out of the fruit treasury held up high where only the tallest 



sauropods could reach. That should be how high the 
sauropods could reach, the height of the tallest palms.

Rearing up and brains
The sauropods that were hooked up on a tree often had a 
"bird's eye view" of the surrounding area. And before the 
advent of flying, they probably had the best view of any 
terrestrial animal. It is important to realize that this was an 
important step in the evolution of minds and sight for 
terrestrial animals. Also, the constantly eating Sauropods 
could probably see predators coming from great 
distances away. When we combine this with reptile 
slowness, and how quickly reptiles tire out, and related 
rates for locomotion: It is easy to imagine that the best 
place for sauropod predation is at the watering hole.

Omnivorous triceratops
1/ Their heads evolved to look like large leaf plants, so 
their heads at least were probably reptile green (like an 
anole lizard). They would hide by crouching down it 
groups and simulating a patch of plants for the brainless 
reptile coming to eat them. They may have even evolved 
a meat simulation on their head plate.
1/ When the predators came for a look/sniff,  triceratops 
would leap upward driving their horns into the attacker. 
This is the real reason why triceratops fore legs are so 
strong. Also the longish neck was probably laid on the 
ground along with the head (like a dog laying on the 
ground) but with horns more or less at 45° forward. So 
when the attacker comes, the head gets raised slightly 
and the slack removed.  Then there is a sudden pushup 
combined with the head being jerked upward like a bull 
does with its horns.  Also notable is the way the head 
plate in some versions have a bend to allow the head to 
be raised even more upright. So presumably this was 
helpful to survival. 
3/ The flock of triceratops may have also "bull-horned" the 
injured predators and eaten them.

Dinosaurs and hair
1/ Does most of the fluff from fluff-seed tree species (like 
cottonwood) engage-with and get caught in hair or 
feathers anywhere near the way thistles do? If so then 
dinosaurs probably had hair. If not, they probably did not 
have hair. 
2/ Hair does not fit with macro-fruit seed dispersal 
because it helps small thistle-like plants cheat on the 
system and harm the plants feeding the dinosaurs. So the 
giant dinosaurs that supported a plant symbiotic species 
that gave no food value would quickly find their habitat 
shrinking and tend to die out. So reptile dinosaurs might 
have developed hair, but until the end of the macro-fruit 
system, that hair would have been punished by nature. 
So I’m doubling down on my skepticism about hairy 
dinosaurs. 

DOGS

Pet health and safety
1/ All pets must be registered and vaccinated.
2/ All pets must all have a tracker implant. It is vital to 
feral dog and cat control that fresh escapes be tracked 
down.
3/ GSP complaint videos of unpleasant experiences with 
dogs may be sent to the recorder who matches the video 
with tracker numbers. Dogs with too many complaints 
must be muzzled thereafter when in public places. Dogs 
may also be banned from urban and suburban property 
for too many failure to scoop complaints. 
4/ Biting and nipping may also be reported, as can very 
aggressive dogs.
5/ The luxury tax for pet food is paid 4 times a year in 
advance. This depends on the type and weight of the 
animal. 
6/ The pet food tax pays for the animal tracker and 
monitoring system, in addition to raising money to feed 
the hungry people of the world. 

The pet section
Why is the pet section twice the size of the baby section 
in so many US grocery stores? It seems a symptom of a 
dying human society. 

Dog grooming is a luxury
The washing of dogs belonging to other people should be 
subject to a 300% luxury tax. 

Perhaps dog ownership rights should be seen along 
a continuum in each community.
1/ Where can one keep a dog?
2/ Where can one take that dog?
3/ Where must dogs be muzzled in public?
4/ What breeds and dogs behaviors are prohibited?

Fighting dogs
If a dog repeatedly gets in fights with other dogs in public, 
it should probably be seen as too dangerous to live with 
people. Once that second video comes in, the dog is 
blackballed from public places. 

Community pets
What if each trestle road had a dog or three, and the 
same with cats.

Dog shit penalties
Those convicted of not cleaning up after their dog, must 
take dog shit clean-up calls. If it goes to trial and they are 
convicted they get maybe 2,000 calls.
If they plead guilty from the start, it is only 400 house 
calls. This way people with front yard dog shit can enter 
their address and the penance folks have to go can go 
and clean it up. 



Dog urine, klingons, and bite risk
They certainly don't belong where people are walking 
toddlers. Let's have special small children places where 
the kids will not get worms, or get bitten.

Pig hunting 
Maybe we keep dogs big enough to hunt large pigs with, 
but no bigger.

Marijuana and drugs

Agricultural products
It’s hard to find a cultivated plant spice that keeps for 
months and sells for over $20/lb. Even shelled pistachio 
nuts sell for less. Yet marijuana buds commonly sell for 
$5,600/lb ($350/oz).  

Drug license advantages
If we push all drug users onto de-monetized drugs 
dispensed by government dispensaries then:
1/ There are few over-doses due to dosage variability.
2/ Nobody is committing crimes to get money for drugs. 
3/ Nobody is selling their body to get money for drugs.
4/ We know who should not be driving, operating 
equipment, working in dangerous jobs, and teaching kids.
5/ We can cut some people off from drugs, and we can 
more effectively trim the doses of heavy users.
6/ We have an easy and objective way to determine when 
we have to take people’s kids away.
7/ We know which users are at risk, and which need 
intervention. we can push these people into monitoring 
facilities like old jails refitted with inside-the-cell switches 
for the doors.

Drugs: free but not free
Let's say that heroin costs $20 a pack and the going cash 
wage in your part of town is $10/ hour.  But let's say that 
government is also offering the same drugs, 
pharmaceutical grade, pharmaceutical dosed, safe fresh 
needles every time, and you get a nice quiet darkened 
cubicle to sit in for a few hours. But you have to watch 2-
hours to 8-hours of propaganda under video monitoring, 
or with with number prompts (the screen flashes a 7 and 
you have to press a 7 on the keypad to get that 1-minute 
increment to count.   But you can just sit and watch the 
reconditioning media and in the same time, you get your 
drugs. Then once we have driven the black market out of 
business, then we slowly dial down everyone's dosage 
over a few months. 

Regarding Marijuana...
1/ Which animals will eat it?
2/ Which animals will lick it from their fur?
3/ Which animals will acquire a taste for it and return for 
it?
4/Which animals come to marijuana smoke?

Hemp vines
There may be a whole other half to the marijuana drug 
fruit on genes that are linked with perennial and vine like 
growth. Also, these far ranging tree-vine traits will get little 
benefit from die here tactics.

Better Marijuana
1/ In Japan they cut off much of the fruit on many kinds of 
fruit trees. They do this oo the energy goes to the fruit 
that remains, and these get larger and tastier.
2/ If the grazing animal nibbled off one or two buds from a 
plant, but left the plant mostly intact, The plant would 
benefit from sticking to the prime directive of seed 
spreading. It would be interesting to see if this "Japanese 
fruit pruning" reduces CBD or raises THC in Buds. Here 
we might take one bud off every  week To simulate 
nibblers.
3/ The best tomatoes in Italy come from the dryer regions 
where the tomatoes do not get all the water they need, 
but are a bit starved for water. Maybe the same thing 
holds for marijuana, and the plants grown in hot sunny 
and most importantly dryer environments produce headier 
buds.
4/ I think about the concentrated flavor of small wild 
strawberries In comparison to the gigantic strawberries 
that we see in American supermarkets. Perhaps this is a 
good context for understanding small sativa buds vs. 
Indica buds.
5/ We should expect that the, slow growth, low-light, and 
more perennial traits in marijuana are more associated 
with the die-here strategy. On the other hand, the faster 
growth, full sun, annual and vinelike traits 
seem to be more associated with a run and find out sort 
of drug mix.

Marijuana dry mouth & munchies
Marijuana gets its highest benefit from being only nibbled. 
This way, many animals going to many places deposit a 
few seeds here and and a few seeds there. So to keep 
one herbivore from eating everything, the plant causes 
dry mouth. Then the nibbling animal  goes off looking for 
water and food.

Marijuana growing
Marijuana is much more harmful as an expensive fungible 
than as a drug. Therefore, reasonable government 
attention/action should be paid to reducing its cost to the 
true margins. So we imagine that people bring their 
harvests to oversized farmer’s markets that rents 1m of 
counter at a price equal to say average hourly wage. This 
is so marijuana will be very cheap and it will not be a very 
effective fungible. And instead of paying a lot of money as 
a tax on marijuana, people will have to watch a 1-to-5-
minute of marijuana propaganda each day to keep their 
licenses up-to-date. Perhaps in California it will be 1-



minute, and in Malaysia, it will be 5-minutes of 
propaganda.

John Gregory Bork describes hashish
"one of the greatest curses of the East"... [Users] 
"become maniacs and are apt to commit all sorts of acts 
of violence and murder" 

Hashish isn't a particular drug, it can contain 
anything. 
1) If the hashish has opium and you don't get it, you will 
be like a junkie in need of your fix. Then you will be willing 
to commit all sorts of violent acts to get your fix. This is 
the true meaning of an ad•dict. He is a person who does 
what he is told.
2) Nothing greases the path to addiction like hashish in its 
various interchangeable forms. 
3) It is easy to add opiates to marijuana, and this can be a 
definite pathway to opiate addiction. Thus marijuana has 
been a "Gateway drug" many times in the past. And this 
must be recognized. And it must be recognized that for 
this reason, we definitely do not want the marijuana 
industry (legal or not) in the hands of organized crime. 

Cheap opiate test kits
We would certainly reduce addiction if people could tell 
when something was laced with opiates or cocaine. 

Jupiter speedballs?
Roman incense has tested positive for marijuana and 
opiates.  But did it also have cocaine in it?  Now that 
would put Columbus in his place.

Herbal or harb•al?
Harb•al, or herbs and poisons of the dar al harb.

In the heroin addict facility
1/ The doses are dispensed by exhorter techs that must 
have never used Mafia drugs.
2/ There is a long line, a standing line for drug dispensing. 
The people who are moving towards lowering their 
dosage don't have to stand. The people who are 
increasing dosage have to clock hours of standing in line 
to get their dose. The people holding steady spend 
maybe 1 hour in line each day.  If you can accept a 
reduction, a notch down in dosage for that day, you don't 
have to stand in line at all. 
3/ There are mandatory laps, twice a day. You must leave 
your room at 6:00am.  If you don't leave, they will pick you 
up and throw you out of your room. When you leave, the 
door locks and remains locked until the system clocks 
your laps. The same thing just before daily dose time in 
the afternoon. 
4/ There is also lights out. 
5/ Some facilities allow tobacco, others are entirely 
tobacco free.

Indigent drug addicts
We will make 7-12 levels of addiction by daily use and 
body weight:
Broke and over 60% of max
Broke and over 50% of max
Broke and over 40% of max
Broke and over 30% of max
Broke and over 20% of max
Broke and over 10% of max
Broke and over 5% of max
Broke and off your drug
The 60s people get an 4-person jail cells with 23 hour 
lock downs and the worst jail food. Each level gets better 
and better food and accommodations until they get off 
drugs completely and then they get 24 hour freedom and 
their own room with a refrigerator and internet. 

Drug control
The first rule of public policy with regard to undesirable 
stuff is that nobody should be making any serious money 
on drugs. This is because the profit causes drug sellers to 
schmooze and giving away free samples. And 
government is so weak here in comparison. So 
government is never going to overcome this. So our first 
rule is that we must demonetize drugs and make them 
non-profitable to sell.  De-monetization results in 3 big 
added benefits:
1/ Nobody is marketing drugs or trying to figure out ways 
to get people hooked as customers. 
2/ Nobody is being driven into prostitution or crime so 
they have drug money.
2/ It's better that people pay with time than money for 
drugs because if they are paying with time, we can make 
them watch anti-drug media.

The black market is a bigger problem
Wherever possible, we should avoid prohibiting things 
and causing a hugely profitable black market. This is 
because the black market will keep the problem alive for 
profit alone. And we don't want any part of society 
engineering problems. 

Gradients of prohibition
There are lots of ways to hamper the Mafia drug industry. 
Policy needs to use the right techniques:
1/ No borrowing for that purpose.
2/ Businesses entities can't be used.
3/ The electronic money system can't be used.
4/ Government gives away lab-quality drugs to free to 
people who complete their daily drug propaganda. 
5/ Government has a mandatory Orwell marketplace or 
dispensary so use can be better monitored.
6/ No advertising or touting of drugs. Naked lunch and its 
genre needs to be called out as "hashishi" propaganda.
X/ I lean towards 4, 5, and 6 for the most popular drugs. 
For unusual designer drugs 1,2, and 3 can also be used. 



10-step drug licenses
Each sort of drug license should have at least 10 dosage 
stages and 

Primary jobs and expensive imported drugs
If we assume that a substantial amount of the money 
made on Mafia drugs will leave the nation; then drug 
legalization will help the economy a great deal.

A spiritual headwind for heavy substance use
Maybe alcohol consumption above a threshold should be 
a thing that spouses, employers, doctors, parents and 
grown kids can view if they care to. No more hiding our 
drinking or drug abuse. And the unemployment roll 
statistics will reflect “clean” as well as pickled workers.

Wines
Wine labels can’t lie about the grape varietal, blend, or 
the process.

Lithium as a drug
1) Do some people ineffectively use this nervous system 
electrolyte? 
2) Maybe it is more effective when used with magnesium 
and potassium.
3) Maybe it is more effective when used with extra dietary 
cholesterol.

Gambling licenses
1/ The people gambling are the ones that need to have a 
license. It is enough that the casinos are regulated by the 
state for fiscal purposes. 
2/ It takes maybe 7-30 days to get one's gambling 
license.  
3/ One gets licensed in one's county of residence.
4/ Government helps people stay off gambling by allowing 
irrevocable renouncements of one's right to hold a 
gambling license.  Renouncements for years are also 
allowed.
5/ All positions, gains and losses get recorded, just like 
with Wall Street.

Economics

Mohandas Gandhi
"Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's needs, but 
not every man's greed."

Mohandas Gandhi
"There are people in the world so hungry, that God cannot 
appear to them except in the form of bread."

Hindi Kubera
In greek a Kubera is a government, while in Hindu it is the 
god of wealth. Interesting intersection there for these two 
related languages and for corrupt government leaders.

taxes

Why discourage elders from moving down?
Which city has a better housing situation: 
City A: Everyone who sells their house has to give half 
the money to government.
City B: People who sell their house get to keep all the 
money.  At least we should let people with grown kids sell 
their oversized houses tax-free to people with kids so the 
stock of family homes is less expensive to their actual 
users, the people who are making the next generation of 
citizens. 

Tariffs are not trade wars
1/ We should tone down the trade war rhetoric in the 
media. We should say that Asian currencies are 
undervalued and that Chinese workers are clearly not 
worth one tenth of US workers any longer. Until they are 
revalued, there should be a special tariff on imports.  
2/ We should come out and say that eternal light tariffs 
are a good thing as they reduce international 
consolidation of industry. The prospect of an eternal 
9%-25% tariff will have a profound dampening effect on 
trade.

Germany and religious tax
They ask immigrants what religion they are and if they 
name one, the religious taxes are automatically debited. 
People can of course check a box and say they are not 
religious. And there is absolutely no problem or risk with 
that, unless you are Muslim. Then you fear becoming 
apostate and abandoning the cause that brought you in.

Custom inspections
I would inspect every container.  Then I would use the 
Senate's 1:10 number, the final digit of the importer to 
decide which containers get a secondary independent 
customs inspection after 2:00.

Religious taxation
1/ Religious taxes should never in any way involve 
government, except that they may use government's 
transaction system.
2/ Each payment to a religion must be authorized 
separately. 
3/ Religious tithes, regular payments, and income-based 
payments shall not be supported by the government's 
payment system when the payee is a religion or a religion 
affiliated non-profit.

Another reason to abolish Income taxes 
They tax efficient factory workers while not really taxing 
illegal and inefficient landscaper workers.

Tax holidays to motivate young people
I might multiply the money people make in the first 2-
years of leaving school by 1.2x or maybe 1.3x to start. 



This will get people used to working long hours. And this 
is in addition to employer overtime.  I might offer a reward 
of 1.1x to those over say age 65, who work 2,000 hours a 
year and those over age 70 get perhaps 1.2x, so they 
stay productive and live longer and healthier. Then at 75 
we start shortening the work day required for this.

Business not to tax
Government should not extract any money from the 
following
1/ High output grain farming
2/ Construction of dwelling units under 50m, provided 
these are rented by the week at least.
3/ Education.
4/ Ranching and Shepherding that uses no grain except 
during transport.
5/ Group transport of 14 or more passengers per vehicle.

A better tax system
1) The people/government are selling all the real estate 
once every half century or so. So that is 2% of the 
housing stock value per year. 
2) There will be high property taxes instead of high 
property prices. 
3) The roads will pay for their own maintenance in use 
fees. The paved area will get 10 or 20 times smaller. 
4) The tobacco users will pay for tobacco illness.
5) The sugar users will pay for diabetes illness.
6) The Alcohol users will pay for alcohol illness.

Wedding gift taxes
What wedding spending should be taxed:
1/ Special costumes
2/ Catering
3/ Reception hall rent
4/ Official fees
6/ Gifts have no special taxes or declarations beyond 
normal gifts. Alcohol given away at weddings is still 
subject to user licenses and personal alcohol taxation.

Government and equality
1/ Government treats all citizens equally under the law.
2/ Government provides the same core educational 
system to all children. 
3/ Government is aggressive with inheritances.
4/ Government starts out with an apportionment where 
everyone owns their residence. 
5/ After this, there will be a total economic free-for-all 
where there are no taxes at first and then consumption is 
taxed. 

No hidden taxes
All taxes must be included in the purchase prices with a 
parenthetical like price=4.98, taxes=$0.83.

Personal trainers
Generally, for physical activities, if there are 4 or more 
people paying for the class, there is no luxury tax. If it is 
less than this, then it is a luxury. 

The mattresses racket
1/ Mattress sets costing more than say 3-day's pay in the 
US should pay a luxury tax on the excess.
2/ Mattress sets costing more than say 5-day's pay pay a 
super luxury tax on the excess. 
3/ All new mattresses must come with standard sized zip-
out toppers.
4/ All new mattresses must be flippable. 
5/ All new mattresses must be made of entirely new 
materials.
6/ All new mattresses must come with an fitted/elastic 
plastic mattress cover of the prescribed material and 
thickness. This in addition to the packaging plastic.

Inheritance of assets
1) I grew up around lots of rich kids.
2) I think that inheritance might have once been a good  
thing in material society. But now that society is becoming 
post-material, inheritance does more harm for the best 
kids and for society than good.
3) I don’t think that leaving a legacy is a substantial 
motivator of working parents. Grandparents pay lip 
service to it, but I think it is mostly bribery of one’s 
progeny. 
4) Nowhere is it written in stone that freedom is freedom 
to leave a billion dollars to your kids. Nowhere is it written 
in stone that equality includes inheritances. These things 
are totally up to a society to define.
5) In a land where all men are supposedly equal and free 
to make a life for themselves, I think we should err on the 
side of high taxes for inheritance, as this promotes 
equality and hard work among out new generations.
5) Having high inheritance taxes throws a huge wrench 
into the mechanisms of multi-generational economic 
parasitism — and Ishtar is surely the greatest proponent 
of tax-free inheritance.

Defeating tariffs
No nation shall be allowed to defeat the tariffs of another 
with tax credits, or to offer export tax credits. The correct 
response to this is to increase the tariffs perhaps 
repeatedly. Also, where it is inferred that a nation is 
offering secret credits, or using an undervalued currency. 
The predatory pricing victim nation may take other 
measures to increase the cost of trade with the predatory 
nation. 

Non-profit property tax breaks
We don’t want our urban centers full of non-profits 
because of a tax advantage. So under my new tax 
system, non-profits must pay the same location taxes as 
anyone else.



Don't tax people for making money
You can tax them for spending the money, for safely 
storing the money, and for not making anything with the 
money, but don't tax people for getting off their asses and 
doing something with their money, for that is at the core of 
what makes freedom great.

The wealth tax 
It will be the main tool for dealing with the network effects 
of the ultra rich.

Public ownership better than corporate taxes?
A big difference is that with public ownership, government 
does not get a preferred return. It doesn't get its money 
before the actual investors. It is instead a co investor with 
un-dilutable shares. And this might start out at a flat 5% 
for micro companies, for the privilege of doing business. 
And payments for the first 5% might normally be waived, 
unless the Senate thinks the business is mildly 
detrimental to the pubic.  

Then, as the company grows, so too does the share the 
government claims of it until we are looking at near 
monopolies that are perhaps eventually 90% owned by 
government.  However, this only comes with industry 
domination and monopoly power.

Ad tax
App solicitations are taxable ads

Facelifts pay luxury tax, dentures do not.

Car sales price
All cars advertised by an individual or dealer or displayed 
on the sales floor/yard with a price must be delivered at 
that price. This includes all transaction fees and sales 
taxes. The seller pays this price to the DMV and the DMV 
takes the transaction fees out and sends the money to 
the seller. The DMV gets  the regular sales tax and luxury 
tax for new sales of private vehicles. For resale 
transactions, the DMV shall charge a flat rate of 2%, but 
not less than one day's wages. Some other thoughts:
1/ All vehicle transaction amounts (and statistics) shall be 
a matter of public information. So dealers can't hide how 
much they paid.
2/ If the dealer middleman takes possession of a used 
vehicle, they must pay a 3% recording, appraisal, audit 
and investigation tax.  
3/ As no agreement for payment of sale commissions will 
be legally valid, the realtor model wont work.  The only 
way for the group selling facilities to get paid is now by 
charging a listing or lot space charge in advance. There is 
an hourly fee for test drives and mechanic visits. This is 
enough to assure a good supply of people who will go out 
and act as monitors. Monitors that don't care one bit if you 
buy their car or not. 

Foreclosure taxation
Today, according to S & P, and the google’s search 
answer, the average foreclosure costs 26% of the 
average mortgage. Now it should be pointed out that all of 
that 26% figure is waste, pure waste. I think in the ideal 
system, the cost of foreclosure should be about 1% plus a 
months rent, and there should be about a 25% tax on 
foreclosure instead. It is wise to have a high cost of 
foreclosure, but it shouldn’t be pissed away in legal fees 
and waste. It should be captured by government and use 
to reduce the tax burden to society during the crisis. The 
high cost is also wise, because it discourages the practice 
of lending with an eye towards foreclosure.

Fancy appliances and luxury tax
The modal price for stoves, dishwashers, refrigerators, 
auto-washers and the like plus say 10-to-40% pays no 
luxury tax as this is normal pricing. So refrigerators 
costing less than say $1800 pay no luxury tax. However 
the residential refrigerators that cost above that will pay 
progressively higher luxury tax. And if a person buys an 
expensive commercial refrigerator for their home, they will 
have to pay luxury tax on it. 

HEM= Healthcare effectiveness multiplier
HEMs 80-100 are paid by society
HEMs 60-80 are not taxed
HEMs 40-60 pay low luxury tax
HEMs 20-40 pay high luxury tax
HEMs 0-20 pay super-high luxury tax
Perhaps better we cut the pizza into 6-divisions, or 
perhaps we have 60 increments to our parabolic taxation 
of healthcare resource squandering

Ownership of undeclared assets
For a person to own or transact a major asset such as a 
vehicle or some realty, they must pay taxes on that thing. 
If they do not pay taxes, there shall be no ownership right.

There is definite congestion at the LAX circle road. I 
would charge every single non-bus $20 per lap at peak 
times. This goes on top of any fare. Then taking a $15 
bus from one of 100 stops in Southern California will be a 
bargain. Then most of the 90,000 passengers and 20,000 
daily workers will use transit instead of adding to the 
famous LA traffic.

Re-apportionment Cars, furniture, and machinery.
Generally whoever is illegal possession of something, 
keep that thing debt free after the re-apportionment. Also, 
things ordered but not at least 15% paid for are property 
of the buyer, and things not at least 15% paid for remain 
the property of the seller. 



Net pricing mandated
Everything that states a price is a netto price that includes 
all taxes and fees of every sort needed or customarily 
done in transacting the sale of that thing offered for sale. 

Rules for trade and ports
1/ All shipments shall be declared and quantified by the 
national government. There shall be no exception for air 
or sea freight, or goods carried by tourists, or goods 
shipped in the mail, or similar means.
2/ The Senate shall be the first trusted agent of the 
people.
3/ There shall be no warehouses at any international 
shipping port. All containers stay out in the elements and 
under multiple video until they are cleared.
4/ All containers must have their number and bar/QR 
code painted on all sides in at least 60cm bold type.
5/ At least 20 Senators from all over the nation are 
stationed at each of the nation’s ports and rotated every 
two teneths.
6/ There are no buildings in our shipping port areas, 
except for equipment rooms and minimal inspector 
offices.

Cash-free 

No sin-gifting
1/ Only the person engaging the prostitute or using the 
drug should be allowed to pay for their sin.
2/ Companies and fictional citizens are never allowed to 
hire prostitutes or provide private entertainment, or give 
drugs or alcohol to the representatives of their business 
relations.

Corruption and crime aren’t really things of people
They are more things of bad government, bad education, 
bad economic policy, or bad policing.

Proper price reporting
Governments really should commit to reporting on the 
average price of about 500 things. The average hotel 
room rate, the average used personal vehicle value. The 
average price of chicken legs per kilo, The average wage 
for yard workers. 

Explaining the money
This is going to be the big thing. Explaining where the 
money came from and auditing the explanations of the 
money. This is going to be the real auditing in the future. 
It’s not going to be about the numbers adding up and 
matching, so much as the explanations. Where did the 
money come from exactly? What was the money used for 
exactly?

The nature of audits will change
The taxation emphasis needs to be on the stuff, not as 
much the money flows.

Owner occupied loans
Owner occupancy is randomly audited by the recorder at 
least 6 times for 3-years. The cost of this audit is 2-hours 
pay per visit, and this is paid in advance in escrow.

Making false statements on loan applications
1/ Nowhere should caveat emptor rule more than where 
people lend others money. 
2/ People are always going to exaggerate their financial 
condition to maximize their access to capital. 
3/ It is quite a slippery slope as to what is lying on one's 
loan applications. 
4/ People should be able to give their lenders access to 
view the lender section of their government financial 
records,
5/ More important is that people sign an recorded affidavit 
answering black and white questions like:
Are you related or connected with the seller?

Aid money in a cashless world
Imagine say Nigeria, but now imagine that there is no 
cash and accounts are super hard to get and anyway 
everyone’s hand print and face scan are needed to both 
get an account and to access it. And imagine there’s all 
these counterfeit gold and diamonds floating around. How 
how do you do business except by using the system? 
How do you buy anything in a Nigeria except using the 
system? 

A big brother economy
This is what you get when you eliminate cash from 
society and pretty much all the transactions are tracked. 
We will of course not have this with anything that is 
potentially sneaker-net equipment. So there is no reason 
to object to it.  

Orphan support accounts
This has social media, donation accounts, and limited use 
cash cards for kids living in orphanages.  

Welfare moonlighting in a cashless society
Going cashless is not making this any easier.

Tax welfare money with time
Let's make people receiving public aid pay for that aid 
with their time. At least make them spend 1/2 as much 
time getting welfare.

Charities and money
Just because a flock trusts some priests with their money 
doesn't mean the rest of society should. Also, we should 
not allow charities to accept cash donations. 

Transactions



Fixed payment obligations
Fairness dictates that these will have to be re-calculated 
in consideration of the new value of money. The entire 
Main-Senate will elect a number in each teneth. They 
vote a number, a percentage that the national currency 
will be revalued at, up or down. This may only vary by a 
small amount per session.

No discounts for payment method
Vendors may not offer discounts to encourage people to 
use any particular payment system. They may charge to 
recoup costs associated with systems, but they can’t offer 
discounts to encourage people to use one system or 
another. Also vendors may not offer discounts for using 
their own idiosyncratic payment system.

Chargebacks
Having a good chargebacks system will greatly improve 
the business environment. Most transactions are via a 
system with a 3-day delay between debit and payment. If 
the buyer is unhappy, he can stall the payment until the 
8th day for a sliver cost and a boost to his plaintiveness 
score if he loses. During this time, there is arbitration and 
the sides present their cases and answer questions.

Charge system rules
1/ All account holders may at any time turn off their 
account to all new charges, as well as to charges from 
specific merchants.
2/ If you charge something, it is always a charge for a 
price and that price must be stated in writing, an email or 
text message, or an app screen image. The charge 
system does not permit open-ended charges. There is 
always a maximum possible charge.

Prompt insurance settlements
Insurance companies get 7-days to fund full payment if 
the loss is already over. After that, all delayed insurance 
payments incur a late penalty of 0.1%, 1/1,000th per day. 
This however does not apply to suspicious circumstances 
marked by public law/fire investigators as suspicious. 
Healthcare insurers must provide immediate approval/ 
disapproval 24 hours a day. The time period for non-
emergency healthcare approval is normally limited to 12 
hours, but must average under 6 hours

County mortgage services
The receipt of payments, default processing, mortgage 
dispute resolution, and foreclosure should all be services 
provided by the county government for a slightly profitable 
fee.  

Safety in banking 
Banks and stock brokers must allow account holders to 
limit withdrawals to personal appearances and to also 
delay non in-person withdrawals by up to 7 days

Ruining your repossession
If people start running behind on their payments, the bank 
can send a county inspector out to video document the 
asset. If there is a sudden decline in the condition of the 
asset while the payments are late, then the owner may be 
charged with intentional destruction of collateral.   
The world really doesn’t need people destroying the 
property they mortgaged. This just drives up the cost of 
housing for absolutely nothing but spite. Also, this does 
not really apply to vehicles, but to abused real estate.

Insurance settlements are public record
If you receive an insurance settlement, this is 
automatically displayed and described and photoed and 
videoed by the public adjuster(s) on your public income 
page along with any money awards from government. 
The time period is lifelong. There is a direct link from your 
facebook homepage to this.

No debt insurance
Debt insurance surely alleviates minor metaphorical 
forest fires in markets but makes the forest grow more 
flammable, thus causing major fires/ market crashes that 
require bailouts. The sale of all forms debt “insurance 
should be banned and unenforceable.

Title insurance is a scam
In Iowa, title insurance for a million dollar property costs 
$160.

Public insurance claims resolution
This would probably be a good idea.  Here, the person 
making the insurance claim gets 90-99% of the money 
and the county gets 1-10% for handling the Adjustment 
depending on the dollar amount. Let's also use this 
approach in healthcare environments, where in addition 
to the customer inspecting his bill, we have the public 
“GAO” computer checking the bills and making sure they 
are not statistically aberrant in any of several possible 
ways. 

Hacking insurance
Insurance for hacking and data security should be 
prohibited due to how the industry will cause hacking and 
protection rackets, as well as inflated lawsuits for hacked 
businesses. 

Stimulus spending
Aside from debt flating, all economic stimulus spending 
should go to the people equally, including conforming 
minors and up to three pre-existing kids as a universal 
capitation credit.

Flateing debt
The central bank should also have the power to Lower 
and increase rents, and to declare short rent and debt 
holidays, for things like plagues.



Auction rules
1/ No auction may be cancelled once started.
2/ The winner of an auction has the legal right to buy at 
the winning price.
3/ All reserve prices must be declared next to the current 
price in same sized contrasting text. Reserve prices may 
never be hidden or less obvious than the current bid.
4/ The public auction fee must be paid regardless of who 
is handling the auction.
5/ Auctions are an important part of sharing and should 
be encouraged by government 
6/ All counties must offer auctions. If the final amount is 
less than a teneth's pay,
7/ Auction fees shall be 8% on the amount under 1-
month's pay. Auction fees shall be 2% on the amount 
under 1-year's pay.  Auction fees shall be 1% on the 
amount under 4-year's pay. Auction fees shall be 1/2% on 
the amount over 4-year's pay.
8/ Government will emulate Ebay in many ways.
9/ The renting of property may be auctioned, but it is not 
required. 

Delayed funds dispersal
There shall be a 3 business day hold at all receiving 
depositories for all transfers of funds exceeding one 
year’s pay.

No closed sales of majors, 
To prevent under-reporting of value, all major goods 
should be required to transact on the open public market. 

High interest paid on poor deposits
What if we paid the very poor 18% on their savings, while 
billionaires had to pay or 3% on their wealth? Here is how 
I imagine the increments for people’s deposits:
Under 2 month's pay: 15% interest
Under 6 month's pay: 10% interest
Under 1 year's pay:      5% interest

The cost of the clerk
If the person ringing up your groceries costs $20/hour 
fully burdened, the, your little 3 minute check out costs 
$1.  If your bill averages $50, the checker adds 2% to 
your grocery bill.  If the checker is idle 50% of the time, 
they add 4% to the cost of your ticket. This incidentally is 
the math that leads to grocery store lines. 

No SKU — no buy
If you have an item without a SKU and there is a line, the 
cashier finishes ringing you up, you pay and you can 
either abandon the item, or you can put your stuff to the 
side and get the SKU verified yourself. Once you have 
your SKU verified, you can go to the front fo the line 
because you have already waited. The right thing to do is 
NOT for the cashier to leave the register and hunt down 
the price. That is the wrong thing to do. 

Incentivizing cashiers
They make the greater of $X per hour or Y cents per item 
scanned in each hour. This is so the workers all hustle 
real fast in the peak period to make as much as possible, 
maybe twice the pay by working at 2X speed. Thus the 
cashier staffing can be lower.

Off peak discount
Maybe a 0.3% discount for shopping off-peak should 
probably be customary.

Cartridge retail
These are like maybe 1/4 the size of a large container.  
Or maybe they are 7m x 20m.  Maybe they get loaded 
(identically) at a central facility and swapped out at the 
retail site. Not only is this more efficient for stockers, the 
stocking is taking place nowhere near the center. It is not 
inconceivable that these containers are taken from the 
train by  gantry crane and then put in the township retail 
area. 

Automated grocery
Everyone going in has a registration/member ID with bar 
code. No ID, no ability to transact. Only members are 
allowed inside. The people take what they need, scan it, 
and put in in their video-zone cart. In fact they probably 
have styrofoam cooler boxes and car boxes (like 
stackable milk crates) inside the cart. They get bring 
these boxes stacked up from their trunk and unstack and 
put them in the cart. They scan the goods as they fill the 
boxes and as they shop.  Then they leave with no check 
out. Then they put the boxes in the car, and then they 
take the boxes from the car to the kitchen.

investing

The office of anticipatory supply
Within the framework of a free enterprise system, the 
Senate might also trade in a way that anticipates 
shortages and works to alleviate them in advance.

All orders are limit orders
People may not give market orders for exchange traded 
things. There must be a maximum bid price and a 
minimum sell price stated. It can be a penny, but it must 
be stated in all exchange orders.

Futures markets
1/ There should be a bias, favor, and responsiveness in 
futures markets towards increasing production and a 
disfavor and unresponsiveness about activities that will 
decrease production. 
2/ One of the easiest ways to increase output is to 
decrease the cost of storage of excess. Thus we imagine 
that government has "give-away" leases for the 



construction of storage warehouses around the hub cargo 
system. Maybe paving an area gets one a 5-year prepaid 
lease, and putting up a permanent warehouse gets one a 
15-year pre-paid lease. This way there is lots of storage 
and the economy runs plump rather than lean. 
3/ Having lots of storage is a thing of the people and their 
free markets. It is the enemy of the artful dodgers who 
would run sphinx shortage scams. 
4/ Low cost storage of output has a vitally important 
supportive function that goes hand in hand with the sort of 
Knudsen output that will end material scarcity. Once we 
make the goods, we can't just leave them to rot in the 
rain.  And we can't keep them in our expensive 
Manhattans. Where will we keep them?  

Make investing simple
1/ Register and objectively judge the businesses for 
obvious signs of fraud or stupidity.  
2/ Lifetime records for all those on the money wanting 
side.
3/ If a non-moronic certified business wants to take in 
money from a couple hundred arms-length certified 
investors, what business is it of government to hinder this 
process?

Misleading investors
1/ All investor communications are monitored by the 
county recorder's system. 
2/ The Senate is constantly looking for places to put 
money. It is also rating investments on various metrics 
like: windfall potential, competition, etc.
3/ The penalties need to ramp up with egregiousness.

Grameen bank+
Bengali Gramina = peasant
To my mind, most aid money should be paid to women 
and their kids for obeying the UM's population control 
efforts. In the poorest nations of the world, this will be the 
main source of national income. Now some of these 
women and their households will also work and build a 
surplus. Let's provide them with free cashless banking for 
the money that is coming to them cashless as well. 

Also, this surplus (up to say $3,000 per aid recipient) may 
be kept in a UM Grameen bank which pays artificially 
high (UM subsidized) interest rates of say 1.5% per 
month on their micro-deposits (which will grow at $45/
month if they have $3,000 saved). Then this Grameen 
bank money is lent at 1% per month (a loss). 

Courses in Micro-finance
All our business, finance, economics (BFE) school people 
should do an 24-month course where they meet for 1 
hour a day for 4-weeks and then 30-minutes a week for 
24-months. 
1/ The process of business evaluation is a very useful 
thing to impart to our BFE people. This who gets the 

water question is the one question of all BFE. Let's make 
sure everyone in BFE has gone through the process of 
making this decision themself.
2/ Here we have students practicing with real world 
cases, and making real investment decisions using their 
own real money. This will make the learning realer, better 
understood, and more formative. 
3/ This sort of evaluation is a process, and here in micro-
finance, life is simplified and naked of its distractions, like 
in the desert. 
4/ Our money people all get a sense of the hard 
economic reality and trade-offs of the world's poorest. 
5/ We might also say that investors in the top half get 
their return doubled, while those in the bottom half get 
wiped out. This so people try. This might also look good 
on one's resume. 
6/ We should require written business plans, or at least 
transcriptions of the borrower's pitch video. Then we use 
the students and graduates and locals to help vet the 
plans. 
7/ The vetting of borrowers themselves involves putting a 
poster on their door/home saying they are a candidate for 
a Grameen loan. Then their neighbors need to be able to 
post to the @borrower account if the person is lazy, or 
drinks. These claims are then investigated by the 
Grameen investment queue to see if they are valid.
8/ Grameen-type community pressure banks should be 
encouraged. Also this is sort of the way the Mideast 
works.

Charities and commissions
Sales commissions are a thing of for-profit enterprises 
that need a way to motivate their workers.  Charities are 
not supposed to need to motivate people like this. They 
are supposed to motivate people by their cause, not 
personal profit. Also, this is a thing that we see abused. 
So we should not allow non-profits to pay employee 
commissions of any sort. Regarding real estate 
commissions, they may pay only up to 1.5% commission 
to buy, but they cannot pay any commission to sell.  

No tax advantage for non-profits
What a foolish thing to subsidize charity across the board. 
Many charities are dumb or poorly run.  Therefore, all 
charities should pay the same property taxes as everyone 
else.

Economic problems

Give away the shaver 
but sell the blades
This is something that Wall Street loves. But it is really a 
scam in a couple ways. 
1/ Consumers get get sort of deceptively corralled into 
path dependency and greater spending. The very reason 
why Wall Street loves this tactic.



2/ It represents a financial fraud for investors... a fraud 
that normally "blows up" eventually. This is because what 
is really just a purchase is magically transformed through 
financial alchemy into the illusion of continuous cash flow 
that is multiplied by 15-fold to 50-fold in stock market 
valuation. 
3/ Government should discourage this tactic by Requiring 
standardized replacement parts and eliminating IP 
protection on replacement parts. Thus other companies 
can sell blades on your subsidized razor. 
4/ Essentially all the problems here can be eliminated by 
withdrawing government IP protections and requiring 
standardization. 

The shop vacuum economic problem
Home Depot, and Lowe’s each have about 10-meters of 
display dedicated to shop vacuums. These come in many 
shapes and sizes, but conspicuously, not one has a hose 
longer than 2-meters... (although you can pay $30, more 
than half the cost of many vacuums) and buy a 3-meter 
hose. The reason is that the vacuum industry, like the 
printer industry works on the sale of replacements. In the 
shop vacuum industry, it’s the redundant bags/filters 
which cost 8-50% of a new vacuum each. In the printer 
Industry it’s the ink cartridges that frequently cost more 
than the cost of the printer per 1000 pages.
>>>>
Now with printers this pricing strategy is simply an 
economic nuisance. But with vacuums it is also a public 
health problem. You see, no matter how good the filter, 
there is always some dust that makes it through. And this 
little doubt leads to much disease and early death. The 
way vacuums should work is to put the device outside 
and have a long hose to inside. But here we note how the 
2/3 meter shop vac hoses sold in Home Depot and 
Lowe’s are all designed in such a way as to prevent them 
from being daisy chained together. You see, this can’t 
exist under today’s rules, because it would cut into the 
profits for the sales of totally overpriced bag and filter.
>>>>
The way things should work is that all shop vacs should 
be required to include two 4-meter mostly transparent 
hoses —so one can see the blockages.  These screw 
together like giant garden hoses with clamped rubber 
washers like garden hoses, and are required to form air 
tight seams. They are also required to have minimum 
interior diameter of 5-cm, and be of greater durability than 
today’s shorty vacuum hoses. Also, no accordion style 
hoses.  Also vacuum manufacturers that are judged as 
intentionally sabotaging their hoses to play the bag game 
should have to pay toxic waste type fines for causing 
people to breathe indoor air pollution. blade

Welfare exhorters:
1/ We emulate the substance abuse exhorters. 2/ We 
make welfare recipients watch one hour of motivation 
media daily. 

3/ Our exhorters make most of their money when their 
cases people get off welfare.
4/ Every welfare recipient has to drag it down 
to their case-worker's store front daily. There they meet 
with their case worker daily for 5-minutes to get their 
money. Every day at 2:50-2:55 pm (or whatever time). If 
you are not there with your propaganda viewership QR-
code at the prescribed time, you don't get your $10 (or 
whatever) daily welfare payment for that day. 

Make welfare as hard 
to get as building permits

Waste the time of welfare recipients
We want it to always be more difficult by a wide margin 
for able bodied people to get welfare money than to work. 
If unskilled people must work 8 hours to make $100, then 
they should have spend 10, 11, 12, 13, 15 hours getting 
$100 in welfare. The longer they are on welfare, the 
harder it gets. Have them do something online that is 
productive, or pointless, but make welfare always harder 
than working. 

Also, with long term welfare people, maybe they are 
constantly turning away long-term welfare families, and 
making welfare recipients go further and further to their 
exhorter.  

Welfare recipient surveillance
All public aid recipients get unannounced visits every so 
often by randomly assigned monitors. The monitors go 
and see and photograph what the person is doing. No 
monitors, no money. Also, perhaps the monitors make 
most of their money by busting welfare fraudsters who 
are working or engaging in black market commerce.

poverty poor

Lets raise the bar on the poverty line
1/ The poverty line = the down the tubes line
2/ The mobility line = enough money to go to another 
place and/or start another job. 
3/ The partial independence line = having enough to take 
4-years off.
4/ The full independence line = having enough to take 20-
years off.
5/ The rich line = having enough to take 100-years off.
The benefits of automated manufacturing and just 
allocation are just starting.   We will soon need to have 
higher economic fairness bars.

Income inequality
If everyone makes the same amount, nobody tries to 
work. But also, if there are only 1,000 oligarchs and 
everyone else is dirt poor, that harms output too. So we 
want some inequality, but not too much. 



Substance abuse licenses 
help eliminate welfare floaters
Let's just imagine that we are successfully in driving 
nearly all the substance abusers into getting drug 
licensed and watching drug video all the time. And let's 
assume that 95% of people are getting free (or nearly 
free) quality drugs/alcohol/cigarettes. And the black 
market drugs are super expensive (like using a phone 
company to make long distance calls). And let's assume 
that it is not allowed to receive dole payments if you also 
have a drug/alcohol license. Or if you smoke more than a 
pack of cigarettes a day.  Don't we sort of push all the 
welfare addicts in one of two ways? Don't they all either 
get off the stuff, or get off welfare? 

Business size categories
We should categorize our businesses on the basis of size
Proprietor = just you and your family in business.
Garage = 2-3 people full time.
Shop = 4-19 people full time.
Small business 20-99 people full time.
Medium business = 100-10,000 people full time
Big business = over 10,000 people full time.

Macrolife = How Elon Musk or Donald Trump lives... with 
giant possessions.
Microlife = The lifestyle of Sam Walton, Warren Buffet, 
Chuck Feeney, David Cheriton, Ingvar Kamprad.

Augustus = au•gustus = gold•lover

Corporate word deleted
Maybe we should kill the word corporation for use in 
describing business entities. Instead, let’s call them other 
words:
Fictional citizen = a word that emphasizes that the entity 
does not share in the rights of real flesh and blood men.
Shell citizen = a business entity that primarily exists to 
protect its masters from liability.
Fake citizen = a word that gets at how the artificial citizen 
is not helping the real human citizens of a nation, but 
harming them.
Public money citizen = PMC, a public money making 
company.
Group money citizen = a GMC, a money making 
venture that has a large group of stake holders.
Small money citizen = a SMC, a money making venture 
with a small number of stake holders. 

Dirty Jobs
The word labor is supposed to mean that the work is less 
pleasant that normal for some reason.
Lift labor = heavy lifting
Fatigue labor = exhausting
Filth labor = filthy/ dirty
Risk labor = potentially unhealthful
Gross labor = disgusting

Emo labor = emotionally draining
Boring-labor = boring
Injury labor = dangerous
Suckup labor= too much sucking up
Confrontational labor = confrontation

Luddites = Those opposed to automation because it puts 
their jobs at risk. Except for some reasonable advance 
notice, society must never give luddites anything, or any 
say at all in how things are done.  Also, non-owners in 
redevelopment areas should be considered luddites and 
given no say in the decision making process. 

Luds = people who loose due to sensible government 
action.

CONNECTED SOCIALISM = socialist, policy that fits with 
the hard realities of market economics.
DISCONNECTED SOCIALISM = socialist policy without a 
mind to the hard realities of market economics. 

OPM theft terms
OPM DIVERSION = OPM managers wrongly diverting 
client money. 
OVERPAY SCHEMES = When a OPM manager 
proposes or allows charges that are too far from the going 
rate for either a big project, or for numerous small 
projects. 
OVERPAY AND KICKBACK SCHEMES= Allowing 
overcharging on one's watch for money or favors.
CROSSTHEFT = sell-out your client's interests.
SHELTERED BIDDING = when an OPM manager fails to 
use a public bid board or otherwise has a closed bidding 
situation
INCOMPLETE BIDDING = when an OPM manager does 
not get enough open market bids.
BILL OF GOODS = when an OPM manager sells a 
bunch of work/goods that are not needed to generate 
management fees.

Cheefy = en•tre•pre•neur•i•al
Entrepreneur = cheef, driver
To put together for profit = to cheef, to drive
Entrepreneurial = cheefy, drivy
Entrepreneurship = cheefy, drivy
Entrepreneurially = cheefy, drivy
Entrepreneurism = cheefy, drivy
The word entrepreneur, and entrepreneurship are long 
and cumbersome words, they are actually blids to make it 
harder for people to think about, and discuss setting up 
businesses and competing with Ishtar.  Let's have two 
new synonyms for entrepreneur:
CHEEF emphasizes the insight, innovation, and bringing 
things together 
DRIVE emphasizes the hard work, organization and 
management.



Financial morality 
We should teach this to kids over and over again in 
school

KINKY BUSINESS = selling alcohol, drugs, sex, porn, 
nude dancing, short-term hotels, boiler-room phone sales, 
selling empty products etc. The business environment 
should be preset to no, and people should need 
government before they start a kinky business.

BPS = Business Process Streamlining

OPEN THEFT = where the theft is discovered, as in: 
“Where did my bike go?”
HIDDEN THEFT = where the theft is not perceived and is 
instead disguised as waste, overpayment, salaries and 
inefficiency.

Dumpling welfare
This is where homeless people get put in hotel rooms, or 
where people can buy steak and pizzas with their food 
stamps.

to TISTRUETH
What an important thing to be able to discern the truth. 
Yet we lack a word for it. Telling the truth means 
something else.

Reapportionment looting
This is when innies cheat on the reapportionment.

Macro-inequality = inequality between communities in a 
nation
Micro-inequality = inequality between individuals in a 
society.

All contracts recorded
1/ All contract must be recorded publicly in order to be 
valid. Thus all contracts become available for public 
inspection and this improves pricing transparency.  
2/ Having recorded contracts makes it much harder to 
corrupt bidding.
3/ People will be able to see which of their associated 
businesses are growing over-extended.

Host liability
When people open their homes and properties to others 
in need, and the other people become injured through 
some random accident that is not truly the fault of their 
host, then the host should have no liability under the law.  
Also double or triple damages should apply to those who 
wrong their charitable hosts or their neighbors.

Liability for new safer ways
1) Those selling a new product that is statistically safer 
than existing products qshould not be held liable for harm 

to individuals that are harmed by their product, even if 
different people are harmed.
2) Those selling a new product that appears as if it will be 
safer that existing products (as elected by the Senate) 
should not be held liable for harm to individuals that are 
harmed by their product. For example network operated 
cars.

US manufacturing
To my mind, there are 5 main things that are driving US 
manufacturing overseas
1) The income taxation system
2) A mis-priced currency. 
3) Product liability.
4) Environmental liability.
5) Employee liability.

Company process and the law
The people working for companies tend to do the same 
thing over and over again. If there is a problem, it is either 
this process or workers not doing what they are supposed 
to do. The companies are responsible for the process, 
and the employees for when they go off course in a 
criminal way. This unless the company has some 
incentive to be a crook.

Government wages
1/ They go up and down with inflation and deflation.
2/ If government requires the real economy to shut down, 
then government's budgets shall be cut accordingly.
3/ To the extent that government department is shut down 
due to lack of need, due to epidemic, or economic slow 
down, the government wages must be cut as well. Too 
often we see these government agencies goin on for 
years after they lose their utility.

Labor rights
1/ PAY PERIOD: All employment agreements shall 
stipulate a pay period, a time for processing this 
information, and a time for issuing payment.
2/ CLOCKING IN AND OUT: All workers shall be 
expected to clock in and out using a county time clock. 
This goes especially anyone billing by the hour. Wages 
paid without clocking shall pay a slightly income tax to 
discourage this corrosive practice. 
3/ OVERTIME WAGES: All employment agreements 
shall stipulate a maximum and minimum amount of 
regular working time in each pay period. All employment 
agreements shall also state overtime multipliers for work 
exceeding this amount of work. Government shall 
generally not limit the amount of time that workers may 
work in any pay period.  Government's default setting 
shall be to go in the opposite direction and encourage the 
people to work longer hours.  However, where special 
levels of carefulness and alertness are required, (such as 
for surgeons, pilots and truck drivers) government may 
limit work time and also have bed-time monitoring. 



4/ SAFE WORKPLACE:  Every worker should expect 
that their workplace environment is safe and has no 
health and safety hazards. Workers who report 
hazardous situations shall be protected from all forms of 
employer retaliation. 
5/ WAGE EQUALITY:  Employers may use any incorrupt 
measurement and review process they wish to determine 
the pay and promotions of their workers. It is socialist folly 
to require that all workers be paid equally. America is 
about wage inequality, hard work, and promotions. 
6/ WORKPLACE DISCRIMINATION: Employers are not 
permitted to discriminate against workers regarding 
hiring, firing, wages or promotions based upon the 
following factors:
   a/ Being male or female.
   b/ Following any peaceful religion, but not including 
violent religions.
   c/ Race, ethnicity or national origin, except that 
employers may discriminate against non-citizens and 
foreigners in the workplace, as well as people with poor 
communication skills.
>>>
Employers ARE permitted to discriminate against workers 
regarding hiring, firing, wages or promotions based upon 
the following factors:
   a/ Age, weakness, and disability when this gets in the 
way of job competence. 
   b/ Strength, where the work involves strength.
   c/ Non-citizens, as well as citizens who speak the 
national language poorly or with a heavy accent. 
   d/ Abuse of alcohol, marijuana, tobacco, or Mafia drugs.
   e/ Being prone to mistakes, inattentive, uncooperative, 
lazy, or unpleasant to work with. 
   f/  Being overtly sexual.
   g/ Exhibiting behaviors that drives away customers. 
7/ VERIFICATION OF CITIZENSHIP: Every employer is 
required to authenticate each employee’s citizenship 
status when opening an OSHA payment account for their 
employment relationship.
8/ MEDICAL LEAVE
Unless it is from a job related injury or condition, this 
should not be paid by employers. It is dumb to burden our 
nation's companies with this cost when foreign nations do 
not do this. If this must be paid, it must be paid by the 
group fund and according to each person's pro-rata share 
of a fixed budget.
9/ FAMILY LEAVE
a/ This is not so much of an issue thanks to socialized 
reproduction.  
b/ If women do what is right and stay with their kids for 
their first 2 years, they should probably re-enter the 
workplace in a new position when they are ready. The 
idea of a leave from the same employer is not realistic.
c/ No employer should ever be required to pay for family 
leave, even if it is agree to by contract. 
10/ UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS: These are paid by 
wage deductions and government matching funds. In 

order to reduce unemployment and keep our nation 
competitive, employers shall pay nothing for 
unemployment benefits.
11/ NO RETALIATION:  Employers shall not retaliate 
against workers for exercising their "whistleblower" rights 
regarding their employers
12/ MINIMUM WAGE: In order to reduce unemployment, 
government shall be prohibited from establishing a 
minimum wage. 
13/ RECORD YOUR CONTRACT: Government does not 
enforce employment agreements, or pay unemployment, 
or pay on the job injury benefits, or indemnify employers, 
or provide job injury benefits unless the employment 
contract is recorded on the county recorder system.
14/ ONE NATIONAL LABOR CODE: There are very few 
aspects of the legal system that burden the national 
economy as much as our employment rules.  There 
should be one single national code that is easy to 
understand instead of the hodgepodge of ~180 worker 
laws enforced by the Department of Labor in 2020. 
15/ SEX WITH COWORKERS: 
People in positions of power are not supposed to have 
sex with those under them as this edges into prostitution. 
If you want to play it safe, stay away from the line at work:
1/ Don't touch the people you are working with. 
2/ Don't hit on people you work with.
3/ Don't talk about your co-workers in a sexual way.
16/ MAKE EMPLOYMENT SIMPLE & EASY: There are 
many difficult employment law systems, and complex 
compliance apparatuses around the world that reduce 
employment by several percent. This is no bargain. The 
entire labor code should fit in a pamphlet and take a day 
or two to learn. 
17/ NO RISK HIRING:  Making employment into a lifelong 
commitment is going in the wrong way. The right direction 
is to make it as easy as possible to hire and fire people, 
so the businesses are stronger and need more people.
18/ WORKER SABOTAGE: Government shall record all 
complaints and investigate. It shall be a felony to 
intentionally sabotage one's employer.
19/ FOREIGN UNSKILLED WORKERS: Employers shall 
be required to houses these and to post sufficient bond to 
assure their repatriation.
20/ RECRUITER AGREEMENTS: These are never 
enforced by government.
21/ NON COMPETE CLAUSES: These are generally not 
enforceable, except for the for the most highly paid sliver 
of workers.
22/ TOBACCO USERS: These may be discriminated 
again.
23/ BREAK TIMES: These must be reasonable and 
established by the employment contract. 
24/ EQUIPMENT: If a costume, uniform, or equipment is 
required, the employer must supply this to the worker for 
free. 
25/ TERMINATION AND RESIGNATION: This is 
generally done via the recorder's employment interface.



26/ RETIREMENT AGE: Given the extreme differences in 
the rate at which some people age, neither government 
nor any employer shall establish a mandatory retirement 
age for workers.
27/ RETIREMENT BENEFITS: These should be as much 
as possible not managed by the employer.

Worldwide labor rules
1) To encourage day halving, employees may be required 
to work 11 hour a day for one half the days.
2) No nation shall establish or encourage a full-time work 
week below 2,500 hours per year. work-weeks shorter 
than this shall be a thing for the free market.
3) Employers can fire anyone unable to do the work, or 
exhibiting documented anti-social behaviors, or who hints 
at sabotage or revenge.

Workouts in the context of automation and utopia.
Most people are already walking/running nowhere or 
doing other pointless activities to keep their bodies 
healthy. And lots of people are not really working for 
money.

Workout work
The county recorder should have a category for exercise 
work, like chopping wood. These are relatively clean 
activities that involve hard physical labor. Things like 
digging and shoveling and moving heavy things from here 
to there and clearing brush, and that sort of thing.
1/ There should be no liability for the employer for injuries 
if the worker has taken the OSHA training videos and 
safety tests.
2/ This sort of work is normally done for 1 to 4 hours a 
day and the scheduling is at the option of the worker. It is 
sort of halfway between exercise and real work. 

If we have robots, why is there still scarcity?
In the robot age, economies actually work better the more 
we ask of them.

Laugher's law applied worldwide
The real laugher curve is about how when times are 
good, people laugh at job offers. 

Laughing our way to development
We can now bring-about sufficient automation to make 
much of the world laugh at work so the world needs to 
import a great many workers. (These were slaves in 
Roman times.) 

Long term employment and job hopping
Government should keep objective, personalized 
statistics on employment.  
1/ Each employer should have an overall attrition curve.
2/ Each "immortal" position must have a turnover rate.
3/ Each worker has an average employment duration. for 
all "immortal" positions, as well as temp positions. 

4/ Terminations that result from employer mass actions 
such as branch closures and restructurings are not 
counted, except in a foot note. Also justifiable medical 
and maternity job departures and not counted in one's 
statistics.  

Unemployment and average wages
Let's have some granularity with regard to unemployment 
data
UE0 = no education
UE1 = 9th grade graduates
UE2 =  high school grads
UE3 = 14th grade grads
UE4 = 16th grade grads
UE5 = tech workers
It will be quite motivating for kids to see how education 
means that it is much easier to find a job.

The good worker project
This offers thousands of job oriented pamphlets and 
videos with brief tests at the end. People get an account 
and then the face/ID has training and skills.

After school, starting out
Let's have this thing where kids leaving school do 6 
months of 70 hour weeks at work, while they are still 
living in the school dorms. The ones that opt for it get:
1/ A pay multiplier from government.
2/ Proof they are a hard worker.
3/ To know they can do it again
4/ A nest egg, a downpayment, or scratch to start a 
business. 

Un-Employment granularity
Government should have statistics on all of these classes 
of the unemployed.
5% best educated
20% best educated
50% best educated
20% worst educated
Highly skilled
Moderately skilled
Semi-skilled
Unskilled

Now everyone uses a time clock
The county runs the time clock and location monitoring 
system for workers. If you fail to clock in, you don't get 
paid. If you fail to clock out, you also don't get paid. 
However, the GPS  keeps alerting you if you go to work 
and have not clocked in. It also does the same thing 
when you leave. 
1/ There is no employer override for the system on 
purpose.  
2/ When a time clock system is not used, then the 
employees must pay a 10% tax.



3/ The hard workers want this, and they matter. The 
skivers don't matter much.

Corporate Ubiqs
Ubiq status might go to individuals who help their 
company's processes and improve the operations of 
many workers:
1/ This will serve as an objective measure for the 
apportionment of profit sharing and buy-out money. 
2/ It will objectively identify rock-star managers.
3/ It will ennoble top business managers in ways that are 
beyond money. 
4/ It will motivate everyone in the company to be mindful 
of streamlining and fat cutting, because even new 
employees can participate. 
5/ Because everyone participates, it fosters more of a 
cream-to-the-top,  start-anywhere" sort of workplace — 
the sort of opportunity world we had more of prior to 
WWII. 

Getarounds
Getarounding
This is a person who fills in for line workers, and fixes 
problems. It is also the higher-paid workers who go 
around a construction site and do the work between the 
trades. 

Big brother at work
Is big brother at work a bad thing? Is it such a bad thing 
to require head-cams for construction workers if the 
public is insuring their injuries?  Maybe OSHA people —
specially trained retired construction workers — monitor 
200 people's head-cams for dangerous conditions. 
Maybe we use AI to omit the people doing the same thing 
over and over again.  Maybe we use AI to assign a 
sgiving co-efficient to the efforts of our workers.  Maybe 
the cam signal is jammed inside toilets. 

Overtime and profit sharing
Maybe in some types of business the owners can opt-in 
for temporary employee profit sharing when people are 
asked to work 300 hours a teneth (60hrs/week), or 350 
hours a teneth (70hrs/week). This can be rescinded at 
any time by the business.  Maybe the Senate should write 
up the recorder forms so the businesses can easily opt-in 
and then opt-out when the crush has subsided.

Stop thinking about saving jobs
Governments should want to automate and eliminate 
jobs, so these people are freed up for more productive 
things. What if we all drive identical vehicles and there 
are droids that come out and replace the standard wheels 
with a new one?  Will that not free up people to do other 
things. 

Eastern European labor shortage

If a nation like Hungary can’t find workers, its currency is 
under valued. 

Easy to fire = easy to hire
It may strike some as a paradox, but if we make it hard to 
fire people, we also make it harder to hire them in the first 
place, and the higher the unemployment rate will be.

Kids that can work
1/ All minors age 11 or older that remain in the top 10% of 
their age cohort with regard to school. progress may work 
up to 12 hours a week.
2/ All minors age 12 or older that remain in the top 20% of 
their age cohort with regard to school progress may work 
up to 12 hours a week.
3/ All minors age 13 or older that remain in the top 50% of 
their age cohort with regard to school progress may work 
up to 15 hours a week.
4/ All minors age 14 or older that remain in the top 80% of 
their school may work up to 20 hours a week.
5/ Dropouts and those in the bottom 20% shall not collect 
any child work subsidy monies, and shall instead pay a 
25% income tax until they are age 18.
6/ Those not eligible to work shall be excluded from 
government matching subsidies for Encouraging young 
people to start working at a young age.
7/ Young people with their own businesses may not 
receive government matching subsidies for encouraging 
young people to work, unless they have at least 20 
unrelated people as customers.
8/ Government matching subsidies for young people to 
get habituated to work hard ( as opposed to sloth) should 
probably be capped at around 2 months avg. pay.
9/ The money that minors make (together with all 
government matching subsidies) shall be theirs to spend 
or save, and 90% this shall not be given to relatives.
10/ minors that have completed the Government high 
school equivalency exam may work at any age full-time 
and receive government subsidies if they are of the 
appropriate age.
11/ Minors age 11 to age 13 may work from 8 AM to 7PM, 
and not from 7PM to 8 AM. Minors age 13 and over may 
work from 6 AM to 9 PM, and not from 9 PM to 6 AM.

Profit shares
People should be able to work for only a profit share. 
Imagine 400 people working for a factory in 4 shifts, 
keeping it open 24 hours a day. Imagine that they 
collectively get 9% or 25% or 63% of the factory’s net 
income instead of a salary. And if the people rotate 
positions, then they will see pretty quickly who is not 
keeping up with his share of the work.

There is nothing wrong with greed
People should be encouraged to make lots of money. 
They just can’t be mega-zillionaires with more money 
than any person could ever reasonably spend. 



Windmill investments
Investments with annual net paybacks of less than 1-2% 
are not actually investments but spending.

Public companies
If a company is over 80% monopoly, economy of scale 
and brand, it probably should not exist in the private 
sector. 

Property manager mindset
Get control of the asset, and then get the biggest cut you 
can out of it. 

OPM communication
It is all recorded by the county recorder. You send them 
an email, they can’t pretend they didn’t get it.  Also, it 
really should be a crime for OPM managers like property 
managers to use their own people. 

OPM bidding rules
It doesn’t matter who you are, or whether you are a condo 
association or the national government. Nobody gets to 
waive these rules and anybody who attempts to do so 
can be charged with bidding fraud. In order to be a 
signature on a group account, or to be a board member, 
or to serve in government, you have to complete the 
common sense OPM anti-corruption modules and Pass 
the common sense test with a perfect score.

Where does the company trade?
If we are breaking up New York and Chicago as financial 
capitals, where do the various companies trade stock? 
How do we assign that?  And distance doesn't really 
matter here, except that it is easier to spot unusual data 
patters over longer distances. So we actually want things 
spread out here.  We also want the people doing in-out 
trading not going near the company headquarters, and 
not having connections with them. And maybe if you are 
living within 500km of the HQ, or working at the company, 
or you know people who work at the company, you have 
to place your trades more than 3 trading days in advance 
and at the market.

Economic replacement
While they were replacing our industry with a housing 
bubble and a stock market bubble, and also a restaurant, 
travel, and entertainment "industry", they were also 
replacing our sense of justice about wealth with a sense 
of "You're no better".

A geographical socialism
This is where the most prosperous cities pay higher taxes 
than the rest... and their prosperity is a thing of the nation, 
so the money for this tax accrues to the nation. 

Is it really socialism?
Is it socialism government to offer free network access 
because it’s cheaper than widening roads. Is it socialism 
to automate the function of the teacher? because it is 
cheaper than real teachers?

"Imagine no possessions"
To me, this line from John Lennon's Imagine sone is like  
the table at a potluck party among old friends. These are 
not words of communism, but of plenty and community 
sharing. I see a world where material wealth doesn't really 
matter so much in comparison to the  non-thing parts of 
life like, the human aspect of our lives. 

Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae c. 392 BC
“...my scheme is that the people will own in common and 
share the instruments of happiness [tools or means 
production]. So from now on, there will be no private 
property. This is because  it is wrong for one man to have 
too much to spend, while others moan starving, one 
having too many acres to till, while another is dying of 
starvation. Some haven’t a single skinny slave, while 
others have hundreds at their command. ... all land titles 
are now revoked, and everyone has equal title to all the 
land. And as to silver and all other things big and small, 
we declare that There’s no personal property at first... All 
the gold must be handed in.... We must destroy the 
capitalistic morality."

To liberate a service or good
This is when we get together as a government and make 
something free to increase its use. We make transit free 
to increase its use, and we make virtual communication 
free to increase this use. Also with both of these things 
we don’t have as much real world consumption. 

Partial command economies
A full command economy is where government dictates 
the output of all goods. A partial command economy 
involves government ordering or guaranteeing some 
goods in some industries so they can be made more 
efficiently and less costly.

Socialist cells within a free-market organism
This is the correct way to do socialism. The overall 
organism, the domestic economy is free-market. The 
socialism exists as entities within an overall free market 
system.  For example the post office, street maintenance, 
police force and the military.

The end of socialism
Now that everyone has their own home thanks to the 
reapportionment, the end of popular socialism and 
communism is at hand. Now there is no more need for 
socialism, now everyone will go for capitalism. 



Socialism, communism and free enterprise
1) I don’t believe in socialism while there is still scarcity.  I 
do however believe that nobody should be so desperate 
that hunger or homelessness drives them to crime. 
2) I slope the playing field towards real humans and away 
from gigantic fictional citizens. That is not necessarily 
socialism
3) The cost of educational knowledge sharing has been 
made artificially expensive and I think just a few billion 
dollars spend on knowledge modules will make college 
80%-90% less expensive, and three times more inclusive.
4) My world is founded on capitalism and free enterprise. 
It uses socialism in pockets where it will work and easily 
pay for itself: The military, the post office, street lighting, 
garbage collection, internet access, cellular, public transit, 
pre-natal care, and basic medical care.

"Free" grits
All grocery stores should be required to sell 1kg bags of 
grits, rice, buckwheat, corn flour, wheat flour, etc. at grain 
cost with no amount for small packaging costs, transport, 
or grocery store mark-up. Thus grits will cost 50-cents a 
kilo (the actual cost of the corn) and not $3.79 as it 
currently costs in our nation’s grocery system.

Why socialism is the future
I want to be clear, I’m not a socialist in today’s world. And 
I especially was not a socialist in the 20th century. I also 
don't believe in hurrying socialism.   

But I think that as we progress to towards satisfying 
material needs in efficient ways, socialism will 
unavoidably evolve and come about through the efficient 
satisfaction of more and more of our material needs via 
collectivization. For example soon we will make base 
internet and cellular service free like trash collection. We 
will also provide the media library and software as a 
collective effort. Later we will make immunizations and 
other big bang for buck healthcare procedures socialized. 
Later transportation will be socialized via a train and 
mostly shared driverless car system. My point is that in 
centuries to come, we will eventually run out of financial 
and transactional things that people will do as individuals. 

Commoditization
To me, this is the process by which capitalism drives the 
price of all free market goods to mass produced 
cheapness.  This is a very good thing as it makes 
everyone richer.

Where capitalism works
Don’t cross the line. Use it where it works. Don’t bother 
where it doesn't work. Don't use capitalism in the post 
office, or military, or electricity, or water, or cellular 
communications. 

Wine and IP
1/ The regional vineyard associations are not allowed to 
spend money on advertising or promotion of harmful 
alcohol products.  
2/ The name of the vineyard will have no legal meaning 
under the law. 
3/ If there is a label on the bottle with the name of the 
vineyard, it must be separate from the regional identity 
and rating label. The vineyard label is not protected, the 
regional label is protected by the IP law. 

Materialism
Who says this wine is worth 10 or 1,000 time more 
because it tastes a tiny bit better? 

Wine 
The world needs good wine for old people, and bad wine 
for young people.  Let there be a an objective range and 
let it be very easy for people to comprehend and value.
>>>>>
Wine regions are only protected when they make no 
reference to vineyard on the label or crate.

Wine ratings
#1 is for unacceptable except for cooking
#2 is the worst drinking wine
#3 is one up from the worst
#4 is below average.
#5 is average
#6 is above average.
#7 is good
#8 is very good 
#9 is extraordinarily good
#10 is perfect
#11 is beyond perfection
#12 is the stuff you stock up on
#13 is good but overrated
The wine ratings and standards stay consistent 
worldwide, it is just the price that varies. And some place 
simply will not be able to produce even #4 wines.

Why they call it a fare
It is to prevent people from calling it unfair.

Bordification
A Bordified good
A bordified wine
This is when the sub-senators of a region try the output of 
the various regional producers and they judge it for 
quality. And there is no voting in your nome, or a directly 
adjoining nome, or the same village of under 2,000 
people.

Decile bordification
This is when 10% of the regions wine output get a 90+, 
and 10% get an 80+, etc. Thus there are 9 levels for each 
wine area. And all the bottles/containers from the same 



region use the same design. There it is, minimum 
salesmanship and money siphoned off on the space 
between the consumer and the producer.

Bell bordification
This is where most of the ratings lie between 20 and 80. 
Distortions like this are not the way to do bordification. 
This should be prohibited because it drives for everyone 
into producing average quality wine.

To BOSKY money = to give money to friends who give it 
back to you after your conviction.  I recall seeing this 
white-haired guy living in La Jolla, convicted and 
supposedly bankrupted, driving a “supercar”

Spare parts and manufacturer warranties
Warranties should generally not be able to say that the 
use of outside repair parts voids warranties in unrelated 
areas. If you use after market brakes, it does not void 
your warranty with regard to steering system failures.

Memorabilia and antiques
Regarding autographed memorabilia and antiques, if this 
stuff is forged or damaged, or stolen, then it is none of 
government’s business going after the people who took 
advantage of the other person.  All these things should be 
legally worthless under the law unless they are owned by 
the public.

Free people should stand committed to destroying 
the value of gold.  

Marius and the matrix
The Ikea stool called Marius is quite a thing. It is barely 
adequate as a sitting stool, and totally inadequate for 
standing. It should be about twice as heavy and cost not 
€3, but €4.  A product like this should not exist, yet it 
does.  Behold the Marius—the poster child for 
reductioneering

Too much historical property
Outside of Europe, there is far too much historic property 
in the world. 

Pottery park driveway
There is a traffic light here where about 100 units disrupt 
the traffic of about 50,000/day

Government should rate manufacturers 
for supply chain reliability

Associations of homeowners
1/ All property taxes are paid to the county directly by 
each homeowner regardless of any prior agreement.
2/ All association fees are paid to the county, and become 
a county tax lien if unpaid.

4/ All penalties are paid to the county. However these DO 
NOT become a tax lien if unpaid
4/ All association money flows through audited county 
accounts. 
5/ Homeowner associations may only borrow money with 
a 75% majority of homeowners.
6/ In all homeowner associations over 3-years old, and 
with over 1/4 units sold, each owner votes only once no 
matter how many units their family owns. This includes 
the developer and any government-owned units.

Innovate to advertise
Well known businesses shouldn’t pay to advertise unless 
they have genuine innovation to promote.  Here in this 
relatively inconsequential trade-off, the Sub-Senate 
should probably be the judge.

To be enforced, patents must be
1) Novel and not derivative
2) Significant. They must be an actual innovation that is 
useful. 
3) Useful. They cannot be used only to block uses.

Neck•romancers
We should not allow fortune tellers or psychics, or people 
talking with the dead.  This is all the realm of liars and 
cheats. 

Hotel maids
It should be normal to clean rooms except when people 
leave, or every 6 days, or something like that. People 
should not be coming into your room unless you ask for 
them.  And then they should clock in and out.

<lithium graph>
The lithium bubble
1/ Lithium costs about $20/ kilo, so the lithium part of a 
cell phone battery is only about $2. 
2/ The price of lithium has about quadrupled due mostly 
to demand for batteries.
3/ The Senate should fast track permissions for facilities 
for new production.

Unique things should not be insurable

No IP protection in gold-rushes

Senate random numbers
The Senate produces a number of random numbers 
every day. This is accomplished by a draw of 22 individual 
digits that are used to create random numbers for the 
following probabilities: 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7, 1:8, 1:9, 
1:10, 1:11, 1:12, 1:15, 1:20, 1:24, 1:30, 1:30.5, 1:36, 
1:36.525, 1:46, 1:1:60, 1:90, 1:96, 1:100, 1:200, 1:365.25, 
1:500, 1:1,000, 1:10,000, 1:100,000, 1:1-million, etc. The 
draw begins at 2:00 each day and is reported 
immediately. 



Counter signatures
All signatures should be countersigned in a different 
script. For example you write your name in cursive and 
you then sloppy print your last name underneath. 

Business openness
1) All businesses must have an address and this must be 
accurately displayed on the recorder's map.
2) All businesses must post their hours and holiday 
exceptions.
3) All businesses must have and respond to email.
4) Businesses that neglect their communications shall 
pay a reasonable fine.

Investments takes place in LU
Holding labor units will be the only ways to preserve 
capital.

How do we get ahead of the ball?
I imagine some of you guys are asking: “Where should 
we invest?”, or “how do we get an advantage?”  

ISO
The UM will run this, and not some foundation or society.  
Also each industry in each nation should have a trouble 
ratio, so raising the quality of each nation’s international 
business practices will hopefully become more a matter of 
patriotism to many. 

ISO standard food dishes
What if we had these “ISO” standard dishes, all made to 
international standards? What if there was a standard 
lamb cous cous? What if we had standard Young tau fu, 
and Pad kee mao.  We will have these standard dishes, 
that are supposed to use proper ingredients and 
supposed to be made a certain way.  

Ambulatory vendors
1) They can never go up to people 
2) They can't enter other people's businesses or public 
buildings or parks.

AirBNB noise complaints
We want to encourage responsible use of nightly 
apartments. Therefore we will have special guest rules for 
people renting and using these.
1/ The minimum age for this sort of rental is 21.
2/ No parties and no more than 2 non-family guests.  
3/ he party and noise rules on the offer are enforced by 
the police who issue tickets.
4/ The bar is low for nightly apartment rentals and the fine 
is 3X.

5/ If either the apartment or the user has too high a noise 
complaint rate, then they get de-platformed from all the 
world's nightly rental systems for some years. 
 
Hidden treasure
In just so many ancient texts, like Plato's Laws, we read 
maxims like:  "hidden treasure, hands off".  This is 
because Ishtar has always been keenly aware of how this 
reduces the value of its gold stores. 

Polar economics = the economics of transit nodes

Barcode fingerprint tattoos
If you have one of these, you don't need to carry a ID or a 
credit card or money. You just use one thin barcode on 
one finger. There is a thermometer in the scanner too.

55-gallon drums and killing OPEC
Maybe we should only allow oil to be transported across 
the oceans in strong re-usable drums so that there are no 
large oil spills. 

Trade agreements and 
Most Americans don't really understand the fundamental 
difference there is between a traditional Chinese contract 
and their own sort of contract. Under a traditional Chinese 
contract either side can stop at any time and without 
penalty or even notice. Chinese contracts went on until 
one side stopped. 

Senate OMV
What if the Senates produced open market values for 
products so people would not have to waste time 
comparing prices and OMVs.

How to shorten meetings
What if people clocked in and out of meetings? What if 
they only got half pay while in meetings and no pay while 
their talk button is down. 

The southwest desert
This should be the US dirty manufacturing zone.

Reality-TV IP-perioads
All ostensibly reality media is treated as if it was filming of 
live events. Essentially there is no copyright for more than 
a day, unless the media is deemed educational by the 
Senate.

Why glass is cheap
So the infidel Rumi all live in glass houses.

What sustained LA sprawl?
Even in the 1970s, land on the west side of Los Angeles 
was worth a fortune.. Why were more tall buildings not 
built? The reason is the zoning code. And everybody 
owned land in one of these places would’ve benefited 



from a more relaxed zoning code it would’ve made their 
land worth that much more. But that never happened 
because government was controlled by an outside force 
bent on encouraging American sprawl for the purpose of 
selling more oil.

Crisis pay
It’s generally some multiplier of normal pay. 

Hoarding
1/ Those who prepare long before any crisis shall never 
be considered hoarders and may sell their goods at crisis 
prices, tax free.
2/ During a crisis all purchases of critical goods must be 
via credit-card/non-cash so that gross hoarding may be 
detected and halted.

What is the failure rate for this thing?
Every product should a failure rate over time, and all 
premature replacements get recorded so products and 
manufacturers have a real rating with regard to reliability

No Jewels
It’s wrong for society to have these these valuables that 
can be seized, like a presidency or a directorship, or a 
supreme court justiceship. And gold is so often stolen and 
used to transact criminal activity. Lets get rid of them.  
Life will be much easier and safer and enjoyable without 
jewels 

Real estate agents 
They are not a supply and demand sort of thing they only 
exist because they’re able to insert themselves between a 
relationship and extract money as parasites.  It is in fact 
quite easy to tweak the system so practically nobody 
uses a teal estate transaction helper. 

Currency speculation
The international trading of money in large amounts 
should generally only match spending in the target 
country plus a reasonable increment. People should not 
be in the business of buying and selling currencies apart 
from trade.

The yellow pages
The rule should be that any advertising directory that 
looks like an official directory is a public thing that is 
owned by the people, and nobody gets to usurp this 
taxation power for their own private ledger. Also, the 
Donnelley directory was the don•ali, or the don•ally 
directory for bros. The yellow pages was for the yellow 
leaves.

Music artist without IP
Most real music artists will still do it for nothing anyway. 
Getting rid of the copyrights will most keenly affect a 

second group pretending to be the first group for profit 
and lifestyle.

America
Land of oversize houses each with 400 sq. ft. 
warehouses and pick-up delivery vehicles.

Crying wolf & crying racism
When people apply the word racism wrongly, they cry 
wolf.
They diminish the power of the word as a call to action. 

Garage commerce
Until we get food courts online, let’s allow up to 16 people 
to be served dinner in people’s 2-car garages.

Rupees, Rupiah, and Baht, 
When we revalue the Yuan, the Indian Rupee will be 
forced up with it. And so will the THB, the IDR, BRL, KES, 
MXN, and all the currencies of the developing world.

Event photography
All event photographers are required to be on instant 
backup. Full account access must be given to the client.

War for profit
This is the most important aspect of wars in my mind. I 
always ask who is benefiting from this war, from the death 
of  many people.

HR and lease commissions
Just like with Realtors, they’re subject to commission 
sales tax. Also, the contracts are not enforceable.

Proper price reporting 
governments really should report on the price of about 
500 things. The average hotel room rate, the average 
used personal vehicle value. The average price of 
chicken legs, The average wage for yard workers. 

Every business has for public viewing:
1/ Return ratio.
2/ Plaintiveness.
3/ Annual turnover
4/ Principal location(s), base of operations.
5/ Contact person, and contact info.

More prizes more innovation stimulus
The big thing that ubiquitizing IP will do is it will take the 
$10 billion prizes we give out today and turn them into 
200 prizes of $50-million + status. This will make 
innovation far less of a long shot sort of thing. 

No merchant's unions
1/ There should be no unions of all the merchants  in a 
marketplace, and the definition of a marketplace should 
be broadly understood.



2/ Market collusion for break-up is proven by high prices 
alone.

Network size and evolutionary speed 
1/ Economies are networks. If they have lots of nodes, 
then they evolve fast. If they only have a few nodes, they 
evolve slower. So if we are trying to tend our 
marketplaces, then we want large networks with lots of 
small nodes. We want many small businesses instead of 
a few large ones. 
2/ Show me one famously vibrant and dynamic economy 
in history that is not a place of countless small shops. Not 
one exists.

International pollution standards
All UM member Nations must abide by the new global 
standards for their industry. There will be timetables for 
retirement of the old polluting systems. 

Sales skimming
This is when the store allows the clerks to make over the 
recommended price if they can, and keep all or some of 
the difference. Often this is only in poor places and only 
with tourists. This should be prohibited. It should be a 
crime as it interferes with the proper functioning of the 
market, by praying up on those that need something 
quickly or don’t want to wait and waste time with 
salesman.

Multi-form clothing
This has most of the economic benefit of uniforms with 
most of the benefit of unique clothing. Maybe we have 30 
or 100 totally spec'ed-out items in various sizes, with 
standard cloth, threads, patterns, sewing designs and 
specs. And some companies will make versions for 
different body types. But there will be no brand identity at 
all on the outside of this type of clothing, for it will be 
forbidden. It can't even be on the inside of a rolled cuff. 

Government spending by sq. meter
Wherever possible, spending must be budgeted and 
explained by square meter and this must be compared 
with normal range, like on a blood test. 

no pet burials
All pets get cremated.

Government shall monopolize the issuance of money

Free alibaba listings
All goods that were entirely line made in our nation get 
free listing in the Senate’s alibaba and they also get 
consumer reports testing. 

Russian oligarchs
These don't exist to motivate the people of Russia with 
their wealth. They are more of a version of the 

ost•end•tation of China's forbidden city. Or maybe the 
Tzar's palaces. Or maybe it is Roman oligarchy among a 
sea of slaves, freed slaves and plebs of a slightly 
elevated standing. 

<<<greenland topo map>>>
The minerals of greenland
1/ Greenland is the oldest land mass, substantially older 
than other parts of the planet. It should have lots of 
metals at the bottoms of its valleys and at the bottom it its 
inland sea. Drill prospecting is certainly called for.
2/ The continent may be extraterrestrial with a different 
mix of elements.  

What people will soon say
You know, when I was your age, people had to work 30-
years to pay off a house. Now you can pay off a house in 
6 or 10-years.Your life is a vacation in comparison.

A $25 oil tariff
This is what is needed to keep Mideast oil out. Or better 
yet, let's just prohibit oil tankers from our ports.

A democratic big brother 
running the mafia economy
This is important for the proper taxation and deterrence of 
mafia drugs, tobacco, alcohol and prostitutes.

Georgism/Geoism is a blid
Neogeoism is Geoism tweaked so that the long term right 
to the land and other shared assets belongs to the people 
who then sell and give leaseholds to those who develop 
the land. Thus the long tail is always eventually 
recaptured by the people who are constantly re-selling 
those rights in reversion as a primary way to fund the 
government.

Time to build out the islands
There is going to be a huge glut of container ships going 
forward. There never will be a time when cement for 
house castings will be this cheap. So let's put a million 
units on each of Hawaii, maui, Oahu and Kauai. And let's 
build out Greenland and Madagascar and some other 
islands. 

Record all official professional documents
If you have an engineer sign off on something, then he 
records that thing with the county recorder, and anyone 
can then look at it, and refer to it. 

Senate new product promo
I would like the Sub-Senate to assemble one or 4 hours 
of new stuff promo videos per teneth. Then people can 
watch as much as they want.  This will go a long way 
towards lowing the cost of starting new types oif 
businesses.



Exports should be inspected as well as imports

Ruining someone's view with your building
What a subjective and stupid thing this is. This should not 
be a thing for the consideration of either government or 
the courts. 

No bidding conditions designed to favor one bidder

All fictional citizens must display their number with their 
name

The €USSR
Each year the €U collects €90B
and spends €70B
on stuff worth €10B

When we revalue the Yuan... the rest of developing Asia 
will come up with it mostly. 

I avoid advertisers
When in doubt I vote against the candidate that spends 
more money on advertising, and the companies that 
advertise the most.

Gridiron is an economic pattern
Just as people benefit from government imposing a 
gridiron on their cities, so to they benefit from certain 
types of gridiron with respect to their economy, for 
example:
1/ Standard power input for phones.
2/ Standard printer ink cartridge sizes.
3/ Standard bolt pattern for all 14" wheels.
4/ Standard drive-up charging shoes for electric vehicles.
Where practical, the Senate should be able to mandate a 
gridiron pattern on industry, forcing them to (for example) 
abandon their cheap razor/expensive blades profit 
scheme.

Novahubs near RVCs
Let’s have 42 startup hubs somewhat near our regional 
voting centers. And all of these locations are sorta 
supposed to be in the middle of nowhere, with small 
cheap efficiency rental housing onsite. This is so the 
people working there are are doing the opposite of 
vacationing in paradise. They are in the middle of 
nowhere on a personal-life level.

All of these locations are safe from the tsunamis, unlike 
Silicon Valley and New York city. There will be lots of 
them, and they will be reasonably close to the 
governments decision making centers. Thus the Senate 
will be able to visit and stimulate good start-up ideas that 
are good for society but not necessarily good for investors

Fast sale / slow sale
All sales listings should have two modes, fast-sale & 
expensive listing, or slow-sale and cheap listing. This will 
increase listing fees and improve the marketplace. 

Television
1/ This should all be satellite based, and access to the 
satellite is included in our taxes. 
2/ The channels are auctioned, but only in hourly blocks, 
so there is a great diversity of content here.  
3/ There is nothing but public service, news, notification, 
and educational media broadcast. All the entertainment 
media migrates to the internet. 

China speed
Whatever the fastest industrial process in other parts of 
the world, we in the free part must match them in terms of 
speed. We cannot stop tweaking our regulatory system 
until our industry is just as fast as theirs.

Environmental impact reports
They sound like such a good idea, but they are not, at 
least not for the smaller projects that America was once 
based on. A realistic zoning plan is enough. 

My business advice for the Mideast
Now the value of transactions and logistics will collapse. 
Now distributors and third party transaction margins will 
collapse.  Given its location, the Mideast has always 
focused on 
transacting things between the three parts of the outside 
world.  Margins here will by necessity (your necessity) get 
very thin now. So I advise you to stop focusing on 
transactions. Instead focus on making more and better, 
and making it all with less human involvement and more 
robotics. This is an important part of the Mideast giving up 
Ishtar, for Ishtar is like Hermes/Mercury, a god of 
merchants and middlemen. 

Personal info and government
1/ For decades people could find a person's address from 
the phone book or public filings. This was never a 
problem. Government can require your address.
2/ Government needs to reach you, so you must have an 
email account that you check weekly.
3/ Your DNA can be gotten from your garbage. So nothing 
confidential here.
4/ Your photo or video image can be stolen at any 
moment when you are in public.
5/ Your height and weight are of little use.
6/ There is a reality to the world. Let's not legislate 
against reality. 

Medical privacy
Honestly, the short gowns and shared rooms are the real 
healthcare privacy problem, not people accessing your 
health records. Really, honestly, nobody cares about this 



except insurers and people selling specialty goods. The 
only people this exists to fool is the insurance industry, 
which should in fact know this information so they can 
charge you appropriately for health insurance considering 
your true risk. 

Anti-patents
They are interpreted in an extremely broad way, the 
broadest way reasonable. And for as long as 5-years on 
patent filings arising from them. 

Loss of patent rights
We can never allow patents to be used to keep products 
from the market.

Notaries
This function will be taken over by the recorder's offices 
which will be more common than post offices today. 
These will have 3D scans of people on their servers to 
verify identify. You just giver them your number and up 
comes your 3D image that rotates as you turn your head.  
There is no need for notaries any more. 

Land must be used to owned
This is automatic if the amount of land is small, like with 
flats and even R-3000 density, and even if the person 
owns only one or two places. However, if you own lots of 
property and it is substantially unused, this should be 
expensive with regard to property tax. This particularly if 
we are talking about underused land near a big city. This 
land should have to pay so much tax that nobody will 
want to speculate on it, to buy it for land banking and 
stuff-up the city. And the county assessor should use a 
national rating system to assign a percentage that the 
land to the extent it is unproductive. Also, metaphorically, 
you can’t graze cattle on good farmland and expect that 
the land is held ti be productive by the community. Also, 
metaphorically, reasonable fallow years are allowed. 

What businesses must display by their door and on 
their website contact page
1/ Hours of operation if these are fixed. 
2/ If they pay commissions on sales.
3/ Which standard return policy they use.
4/ The store number if applicable
5/ An email address

Export lead growth
China doesn’t need this any more. Africa and some other 
places need it a whole lot more. So China needs to 
balance its currency. Perhaps the UM should say that 
only the poorest 1/4 of nations may engage in export lead 
growth under an intentionally undervalued currency and 
mild tariff discounts.

Arab owned multinational companies
The Plymouth Company (1620),
The Massachusetts Bay Company (1629),
The Company of New France (1627),
The Dutch West India Company (1621),
When did it stop?

Foreigners are welcome only at the first mustering 
election. Foreigners may not participate after 
mustering.

A limit to non-profit scale
No entity worth more than 50,000 years wages ($2-billion) 
or with annual turnover exceeding 20,000 years wages 
may be tax exempt. All non-profits worth over this amount 
shall be broken up or subject to taxation.

Fake Marlboros
The cancer sticks that you get from the government 
dispensaries are trademark protected. The cancer sticks 
you get from elsewhere are not protected. 

Passing off
It should be considered felony fraud to have a web 
address, name, phone number, physical address, or 
similar identifier that leads a significant minority of people 
to think they are dealing with government or a large well-
known fictional citizen, or well known real citizen.

Food advertising
Don't we all mostly have problems with over-eating? Do 
we really want to let people run eat-more propaganda so 
they can sell more food.  Restaurants and food providers 
should not be advertising, except in the food, urban 
resources, or tourism section of the media. There should 
be no snickers or alcohol advertising.

Cost by weight
Item         price Weight          $/lb.
Ford edge SUV    $32,510 3,959 $8.20
X-pro 125cc m-cycle   $937 130 $7.20
Beauty-rest Mattress  $1,400 113 $12.4

Government standard price
This is not just a thing of healthcare. It is also a thing of 
everything government buys, especially rails, roads, 
stations, township utility plants, unit placement, railcars, 
whatever. We have this one kind of H viaduct used all 
over the nation. Totally engineered and optimized. How 
much is average?  Then all bids are just a multiple of this 
price... 97.94% or 105.03%, whatever, but everything 
government does is totally totally standardized, like with 
our the fast food restaurants. Government should be 
standardized like this for standard 7-meter rail viaduct?



The tree trimmer to avoid
I was just looking for a tree trimmer.  I wound up on 
Craig's list. I clicked one ad, and then the next and so 
forth, but about 80% of the time, they went to the same 
distinctive ad. Avoid this guy. He is is specialized in the 
people who only click one ad. He wants them, because 
he always gives a very high price, and these one-ad 
people just agree.
>>>
Where did the directories go?
How do I find an index of all the tree trimmers in my city? 
Where did this go? 

Google is corrupt
And we can see thsi corruption by comparing the prices 
of the landscapers we get from Google and the ones we 
we see driving around the city.

99% of advertising is parasitic
Less than 1% of ad spending is needed to inform the 
market. The other 99% is a parasitic arms race. 
Government should do what it can to 1/ Capture this arms 
race money as taxes
2/ Offer a complete directory of people providing that 
good or service. 
3/ Make it easy for people to ask for quotes.

What advertising really says
Unless it is a genuinely new thing, the expensive ad 
campaigns should imply that the company is overpriced, 
or has bad goods, or bad service. And kids should be 
taught in school to avoid companies that advertise too 
much, as they are compensating for some deficiency 
elsewhere... unless they are new or have something 
actually new.

costly ads & commission sales
Neither produces anything, and both have significant 
negative political or social effects. The costly ads create 
enormous cash streams that are used to create a whole 
matrix of propaganda media. The commission sales 
people corrupt our nation's industry with their perks and 
schmoozing.

Easy clean shoe soles
It should not be allowed for outdoors, running, and hiking 
shoes to have fine and deep grooves to hold feces and 
mud and oak wilt fungus, spreading them around. We 
should have restrictions on shoe patterns.  Also, if there 
must be grooves, they should all be in one direction so 
the shoes can be more easily brushed clean. 

Daily rents
I think all rents should be priced by the day, the calendar 
day, regardless of the term. This includes hotels as well 
as places leased for years.

Prison and homeless bathrooms
There are no stalls, and the non-urinal toilets are all Asian 
style squat-over holes. Exhods get stalls.

Virtual is virtuous
The virtual citizen is the virtuous citizen. Simulated reality 
is limitless & free.
It’s only reality that's scarce.

Undeclared barter will be illegal 
It will be like with decriminalized marijuana. 
You can't advertise, and you can't have a barter shop or a 
barter website. 

Cars, furniture, industrial machinery.
Generally, whoever is legal possession of something, 
keeps that thing debt free after the re-apportionment. This 
does not apply to people managing or guarding business 
possessions for others. 

The forbidden city
Rome dominated the world but most people were poor. 
There were a few thousand ultra rich people for show, like 
the forbidden city in Beijing. In both cases the grand 
buildings were just overpriced excuses for all the money 
being stolen. 

Commission sales peole
Commission sales people must declare that they are a 
commission sales person or they are subject to 
prosecution for misdemeanor of sales fraud. Those who 
wear a 2-cm tall C over their heart should be considered 
as having declared to everyone they meet that they are a 
commission sales person. 
Red = They may approach and they stick to you like glue.
Yellow = They may approach but you can get rid of them.
Green = They are totally passive. 

Real estate agents 
These are not a supply and demand sort of thing. And 
there is nothing being created here.  This occupation only 
exists because society allows people to insert themselves 
here and extract money.  

Michael Moore
He’s worth $50-million, yet he blasts Bloomberg for being 
a “fucking billionaire”.

Amazon
This company is based on something that is an aspect of 
the distribution system. It belongs to the people.

Drum this into kids
1) You want to start your own business
2) You will need money to do that, and it will be a lot 
easier to get other people to invest when you have your 
own hard-earned money in the game.



Candy sold as food
In addition to having a sugar tax on sweets. We should 
also have higher tax on candy that calls itself food, like 
Lucky Charms cereal breakfast cereal. Let your kids eat 
cake for breakfast every morning.

RVC's
We want the Senators going around to the various 
important campuses of government as part of their 
routine in all 42 RVCs. 

Time shares
This class of asset shall cease to exist. The funds are 
frozen, all management company assets seized. All time 
shares must be sold within 24 months and the proceeds 
distributed to the owners.

Dissolving the time shares away
If a majority of the people who own a time share vote to 
dissolve, then the time share shall be put on the market 
and sold as a fee simple condominium.  This  process 
does not include the management company which shall 
be considered fired the moment the vote is passed 
regardless of any contract statements otherwise. Also 
after this moment, the management company gets no 
more money at all for any reason at all. The process here 
involves a majority of owners signing a county approved 
dissolution request form.  All forms of abusive fractional 
ownership die in this way. Also all condominium 
association management companies may be fired in a 
similar way, by a majority of owners signing the proper 
county documents. 

Income Taxes and business entertainment
When we get rid of the income tax, we will be getting rid 
of our subsidy on fancy meals, prostitutes, trade shows, 
First class travel, expensive hotels, and much more.

Stockpiling vs. hoarding
What is the difference?  Stockpiling is happening long in 
advance where one's purchase are actually increasing 
the supply later on. Hoarding is when the thing is needed 
right now and people are buying lots of it ... just in case.  
Reasonable stockpiling should be required, but hoarding 
needs to be discouraged. 

Profiting from family, friends and neighbors
If this is wrong, then realtors become wrong. 
If this is permitted, then we tolerate realtors. 

Private penalties tax
Whenever a non-governmental body penalizes a 
member, government gets 100% of the money. So when 
your homeowner's association fines you for something, it 
doesn't get any more income to steal. Nothing at all. 

Public warehouses
The public warehouses with the robotic storage and 
fetching system, these exist to foster a more granular 
manufacturing sector.  Government should do many 
things like this to germinate more small businesses. 

Base tariffs and Policy tariffs
The ideal tariff level is not zero, but perhaps 5% or 9%, 
just enough that every nation stays out of every other 
nation's business unless there is real demand. 

How income taxes help predatory pricing
It isn't hard to see that income taxation makes foreign 
predatory pricing more keenly felt and consumption 
taxation hinders the effects of predatory pricing. This is 
yet another reason to scrap the income tax. 

Minimized trade
1/ Firstly the environment is one of universally imposed 
consumption taxes. 
2/ On top of this we have maybe 7% or 11% tariffs on 
internationally shipped goods, provided the nation is not 
undervaluing its labor internationally. When this is the 
case, the tariffs might go much higher... whatever it takes 
to end the currency manipulation. 
3/ There is also the cost of moving goods. 
4/ There is no promise of driving the locals out of 
business, so nobody does this to increase trade.

Changes to the study of civics and college 
economics
1/  Econometrics should never be more than a cursory 
part of an education in economics prior to year 16 in 
school.  And except where absolutely necessary, it should 
be regarded as research methodology in education 
beyond that time.  Econometrics is a thing which tends to 
block understanding more than it enables understanding.
2/ What is called macroeconomics should be called 
circulatory economics.  And this should be a small 
chapter in the economics education we give to all kids.  
All they have to know is the model and understand what 
sorts of things shrink the economy and what sorts of 
things enlarge it. How crashes happen, and how to fix 
them.  There is much political exploitation of the 
ignorance here and our democracy really must offer its 
opinion to the next generation simplest way that works. 
3/ The advantages and problems of unions must be 
presented.
4/ How it is easier to steal from big groups, and how the 
people must work together to prevent this.
5/ How government corruption works, and how to stop it. 

50-years
If you start working at 18 and retire at 68 that’s 50 years:
If we automate 1/2 our work, we can trim that to 25-years.
If we automate 2/3 our work, we can trim that to 16-years.



If we automate 3/4 our work, we can trim that to 12.5-
years.
If we automate 80% our work, we can trim that to 10-
years.
If we automate 90% our work, we can trim that to 5-years.

The materialism arms race
Displays are not going to matter as much in the future. 
The personal automobiles won’t exist, And everybody will 
be able to afford a house that’s perfectly satisfactory. 

Antiques
Antiques are defined as anything over 20-years old that 
sells for a premium over the same thing if it were new. 
These always pay at least the lowest level of luxury sales 
tax each time they are sold. 

Calling Dibbs  -or-
Napkin packs holding food court tables
In Singapore we see this thing where 1-4 people put a 
pocket-sized facial tissue pack on a table for 4. Mostly it 
is 1 or 2 people. Then they go and get food from any of 
the 20-odd individually-run cafeteria counters. And often, 
these napkin pack reservations are occurring while other 
people are unable to find a table and looking around, food 
on tray. So here we see a dibbs practice that increases 
scarcity. Instead we should say that in order to hold a 
table (or seat) one person must remain at that table (or 
seat). 

To me, this rule where someone has to be either at the 
table or at each seat, it is a great metaphor for land use 
policy. One has to use land to maintain full ownership 
rights. 
To me, land rights should arise from steady use, but  they 
should also erode with steady disuse.  

Also, to me, personal land rights do not come from 
clearing land, or hunting on land, or even ranching and 
grazing animals on land. You must at least farm land and 
you have to farm it continuously (except for reasonable 
fallow times) to have perfect ownership rights. And here, 
this is not a matter of planting coconut orchards like so 
many people have done in Thailand. These people came 
and cut down native forrest and planted coconut palms 
mostly. Then they did nothing but collect the fruit of their 
early dibbs payments. 

What about the giant factory farms of Malaysia? What 
about C&H sugar? Are these companies actually worth 
billions by virtue of their now valuable land holdings? Or 
does this land really belong to the people? To my mind, 
any super valuable farmland owned by a farming 
corporation is up for grabs at ordinary farmland prices by 
that nation.

Double taxation on renting/sharing
We need to be very careful that our tax system is not 
double taxing the renting or sharing of assets, and thus 
discouraging sharing. If the consumption tax on the rental 
car, or rental equipment was paid at its purchase (or via 
an annual use fee), there should not be a separate tax for 
the sharing business and its sharing rentals. Otherwise 
we are penalizing people for sharing which is in the 
opposite direction of the way logic directs us to go.

Rental cars
1/ All new vehicles must have digital fuel gauges that 
show the number of liters in the tank.
2/ If rental car companies sell fuel, the price shall not 
exceed the street price plus 10%. All Rental car extra fees 
and fuel sales in excess of this amount are subject to 
mecot. 
3/ Rental car companies shall not offer any commissions 
or incentives to their employees related to the extra 
charges system.

Education

School mantras
1/ Interesting stuff learns better. Try to get interested.
2/ You learn best when young, but you don't know 
anything yet, so you will be a fool for a while.
3/ Eagerly learn while young, or always lag others.
4/ Writing notes and underlining make you smarter.
5/ Think and judge for yourself. Don't get in the habit of 
having gurus.
6/ Be part of it, add something and be great.
7/ A sense of duty is better than a sense of karma.
8/ Fear and sloth are bad habits. Don’t be a creature of 
bad habits.
9/ Choose always the right path no matter how difficult for 
custom will soon make it agreeable.”
10/ No matter how far you are down the wrong road, turn 
back.
11/ Don't mistake the limits of your own field of vision for 
the limits of the world. 
12/ The best things in life aren’t things.
13/ Avoid advertisers and the well located.

NCES.ED.GOV 
This website reports that total US spending on primary 
and secondary schools 2016-17 was $739-billion, or 
$14,439 per student. Using the average US high school 
classroom size of 24.2, that is $349,424 per class. And 
the average high school teacher made  $60,477 at the 
time. And higher-end annual rent on a classroom/school 
sized office building might add another $10,000/ year.  So 
teacher and room should cost ~$70,477/year.  Where is 
the rest of the money going? Where is the other 
$278,946.8, the 79.8% of the money going? What's is the 
other 80% buying us?  What else is there but special 
education and waste? 



We are paying for 4-kids per teacher
$60,477 ÷ $14,439 is pretty close to 4.  Maybe we change 
that to about 12 kids per teacher, with around 5-minutes 
one-on-one per hour. And sometimes other kids with the 
same problem will be included. Or maybe that much time 
isn't necessary. Maybe we have real good edu media and 
24 kids per teachers and have 5-minutes one-one-one 
every two hours on average. And maybe in grades 10-14, 
maybe it is 72 kids in a class and 5-minutes of one-on-
one, or group Q&A per day. 
And maybe we need to cut these numbers almost in half 
because our schools will be open every day for a long 
time for supervision. 

Rules of school money... or
No more school districts
1/ No more than 3X the money for a normal kid may be 
spent on any special education kid. This is not a matter of 
justice, but of cost and benefit. Does special education 
benefit society like the education of normal kids?  If not, 
then it does not get funded. It is hard to believe that it is 
worth spending more than 3X on anyone. 
2/ No more than 10% of the overall budget can be spent 
on special education kids. 
3/ All schools shall be owned and maintained by the 
county, by the same department that maintains the 
county's office buildings.
4/ The Cafeterias a made up of multiple competing stalls 
that are rented for $1 by a vote of the parents. Per 
student meal vouchers will be the financing method. 
There shall be no government-run meal preparation 
apparatus.
5/ The decision to hire and fire primary and secondary 
teachers is made by the community, not the government. 
And here formal education may be considered, but it is 
not necessary, especially with pre-school kids. People 
known to the community may be favored simply because 
they are known.
6/ The material taught is determined by the Senate.  The 
textbooks are all virtual and from the national online 
textbook library, so 100% of the money we spend on 
textbooks will be eliminated. Poor kids can be issued 
EDU tablets. 
7/ The teacher salaries are paid by the county. The 
teachers are county employees. 
8/ Academic performance scores will be kept by the 
county.
9/ The school nurse will be a county employee.
10/ The discipline and security people will be semi-retired 
cops taking an older person's job.
11/ The guidance counsellors will be either county 
employment people, some "blue" and some "white" collar. 
The librarians will advise about academics. 
12/ All classrooms and school buildings must be factory 
made and purchased directly from the manufacturer 
without any intermediary charges or commissions.
13/ All schools must provide refrigerated meal keeping.

School vouchers
This is a great half measure that introduces  competition 
into places that have until now been bastions of 
communism that piss away 80% of their money outside 
the classroom. •  •  •   It is much better if the county 
provides the purpose built schools and other services 
above, the payroll, the janitorial, etc. So the county 
provides these things and the teachers get voucher 
money from their students directly through a GPS based 
app. They compete to be interesting and draw big crowds 
of students to their all-day schools where maybe they 
pool money.  Thus the vouchers combined with the all-
day classes and mobile students in a district make for an 
interesting dynamic. Now good teachers that can draw 
lots of kids make lots of money, and the money draws 
good teachers. And there is no conflict of interest here 
because the teachers are not actually testing/grading the 
students officially. 

Automated education
The computer system provides all testing materials and 
grades all schoolwork. So all the teacher has to do is talk 
with small groups of students. 

Schools vs. apartment buildings
Maybe the school buildings themselves cost as much to 
operate as a shopping mall common area per square 
foot. There should be some sort of formula. How many 
times more are we paying today?

Paying teachers for engagement time
Maybe we should pay our teachers the way we pay our 
call center workers... based on engagement time. This 
starts out valuable for all students and then declines, So 
all the kids get attention.  

School institutionalized
Schools are like busses, 3/4 of the cost is in the driver. 
And the classrooms are group facilities and they will be 
day halved, so they will get used all day every day. And it 
is the education of the next generations, so let's spend 
some money here... especially for the kids that make the 
most progress. Let's give them classrooms in the tower 
and in the greenhouses when that is nice. Give them 
inspiring classrooms.

More teachers less time each
1/ Kids should be exposed to more adults if we want them 
smarter. Maybe there is a core guidance  teacher and 
~15-50 other teachers for the content. 
2/ The problematic kids will stand out better. Then we can 
use stats to make the kids do things like attend 
mandatory crime intervention programs, or go on police 
ride-alongs or such.



Textbooks
All schools worldwide shall be prohibited from using any 
class material that is not available as a free public 
download. 

School rules
1/ Billing cycles cannot be longer than 40-days, and the 
admission/matriculation fee cannot exceed half the billing 
cycle fee.
2/ No school may collect money from people it has not 
admitted.
3/ The annual attrition percentage of all schools and all 
programs shall be published and audited.
4/ Once people are over 14, the school itself cannot expel 
or suspend students.
5/ No school shall ever take more than 20-days to decide 
on a student application.

EDU security

Secure big brother zones for kids
If kids had their ID verified and location checked more, 
perhaps on a Face-ID zone, we might be able to give 
them more freedom and responsibility. 

Safer classrooms
Windows are important for having a nice learning 
environment.  So I would not make classrooms without 
windows, but with classrooms with a 2 meter floor offset 
with outside grade. Thus a 70cm window sills will be 2.7m 
(9') above outside grade. This is both hard to get over, 
and shoot over, and at the same time it is relatively safe 
to hang from the window sill bar and jump out onto soft 
shrubs in an emergency exit. Also, all classrooms should 
have steel doors on steel frames, and a lockdown mode 
which sounds an alarm and calls 911.

Orwell kids
Our kids are not going to be saying anything political and 
if they are, then recording it will be more likely to help 
keep them safe. So why not quietly subject them to 
Orwell monitoring? Why not put location tech and cams/
microphones on them when they are outside in the 
township's secure area. Then we can turn them loose as 
they want and as we would ideally want their 
environment. Also, this should be a metaphor for internet 
use. Shouldn't there be some government internets for 
kids: Pure EDU, 80/20, 50/50, 20/80 and no 100% junk 
media. But shouldn't our benevolent Sub-Senate help 
with kid parking? 

Kid view phone app
Why not have a phone app that lets parents tune in and 
watch their kid's chest cam any time, and the nearby pole 
cams. This will surely keep the kids safe from predators 
while exploring. Wouldn't that be nice? If we could turn 
our kid loose in a township secure and let them explore 

on their own, safely? And maybe this is only for special 
breeding townships. Maybe the townships with the 
political people don't have any monitoring at all. In fact 
they are regularly swept for devices.

Township police and school
The police inner dispatch is only dispatch to inside the 
ring road and ID verification. This is located under the 
township secure area guest entrance. This is at the 
center of the ambulacrum for rapid response to inside the 
ring road. The police outer dispatch and main offices are 
located on the inside of the ring road just outside of 
garage exit. This is also where the schools and security 
offices are located. The people/kids entering these places 
might have to clear police security and metal detectors to 
prevent weapons at school. 

Kids running wild
Imagine you lived in a super safe breeding township 
where you could let your kids go out by themselves in 
your township arm once they were 4. How much easier 
having kids would then be. How much better for the kids 
too. 
1) It will be real hard to get run over in a township. Mostly 
because there are not many roads, and all the kids are 
wearing transponder/cams.
2) Everyone's ID is checked to get in. 
3) The kids can't enter the boarding platform area without 
a parent coming along, or the system notified of someone 
else taking the kid, or the kid given authority.
4) It is too far to walk away and all the roads have check-
ins for vehicles entering and leaving a township. 
5) There are not many private vehicles, let alone 
abduction vehicles.
6) The kids are all wearing monitoring bracelets with loco-
grid GPS.

Loop schools
Imagine an elementary school that is 1-story, but it is set 
up 1 or 2 stories for security. The shape is like an 
elongated paperclip ring of classrooms, with a covered 
balcony on the outside of the loop all the way around.  
There is also heavy chain link fence all around, except at 
the emergency exit/ fire-alarm doors. Thus we have a 
safe school grounds. Also, the outer balcony ring is the 
only way to move between classes, and it is one way, 
with the teachers enforcing the one way rule, or if 
necessary there are one-way turn-styles like in the NY 
subway.  And as the 40 classrooms are perhaps 12.5m 
long and 5m wide, the loop is perhaps 500 meters 
around. (the building is maybe 250m x 25m) And the 
classes are all 24 minutes long. And they are all 
sequenced so that the kids are always going 7/8 of the 
way around the loop.  So over 6 hours they are moving 
440m 12X, in addition to walking to school. And maybe 
the path has a few extra loops to extend the inter-class 
walk. Or maybe we figure out that it is best if kids should 



run 300m between classes 4 times a day and walk the 
rest. . Let's see what works best. But there is little need 
for PE if the kids are regularly active.

In other iterations we have 15m long classrooms with 5 
areas that are each 3 meters wide and designed for  say 
6 or 12 kids. 

Orwell school-buss monitoring
Kids are under total surveillance in the school bus

Halloween: connect the dots
1/ Kids going around to houses.
2/ People giving them a treat.
3/ The practice sounds like “tricker-treat”, or trickster 
treat.
4/ The candy sometimes has something bad in it.
5/ The practice is a thing associated with evil.
6/ People were in a disguise, and it might not have been 
the kids.

Big brother & schools
All OPK ( other people’s kids) locations should have 
multiple hi-rez recording of all locations including halls 
and closets. Everyone wears a location chip including 
kids, teachers, staff, and visitors. The parents can watch 
their kid if they want. The system tracks the kid around. 
They can also listen to their classes. Also if the kid is 
saying something in class, and the teacher calls on them, 
the system records this +3 minutes on either side.

Kid places video
Every kid oriented places like schools and play grounds, 
and certain school approaches should be video monitored 
by the county. And kids are often wearing more than one 
tracker device. And they have a daily school path and 
itinerary, which the system tracks and alerts of any side 
tracking on the way to school.

Edu content presentation

Presentation speed
Most people will take the medium speed presentations.  
Although many will go either slower or faster. 

A real education system 
It shall prepare all students for at least one physical 
occupation by grade 9, and two occupations by grade 12. 
These can be totally physical things that are easy to gain 
a working ability in, things like taping sheetrock, operating 
excavation equipment,  being a fast food worker, or elder 
care helper. 

The criminal code
I see the new criminal code as a thing that is summarized 
on a few posters. One poster is for violent crime, one for 
sex crime, one for money crimes and frauds. 

Some mandatory school subjects
1) Business, entrepreneurship, commerce and trading 
skills.
2) Government, law, economy, society.
3) Numeracy, graphs, geometry.
4) Hard sciences. 

The Senjinkun should be required reading
All over the world, high-school kids should have to study 
this document multiple times, so they know about war 
propaganda.

Innumeracy, gambling and politics
We really should teach our kids about probability more in 
school. And this is not just calculating the numbers.  They 
should roll dice and draw cards.  And their teachers 
should explain to them three times how the various 
casinos and horse racing tracks are a just a scam.  

Statistics
This should be started at age 10, and it should come as 
part of a game interface. Here the kids find and trade 
various things like fuel, flares, and nuggets. 

Shop class and design
This is where I would teach design. I would train every kid 
to read plans and make simple things like lamps, shelves 
and racks for their homes out of wood and pipe and sheet 
metal, encouraging mods declared in advance, grading 
the kids for their work, but letting them get credit for a 
second class (a respected academic class) based on the 
quality of their designs. 

After school shop classes
What if the after school programs were loaded with shop 
classes, work training, and hands on experiences, rather 
than book learning. What if the kids didn't work in some 
boring factory doing the same thing every day, but they 
spend 20% of their after school time tasting a variety of 
jobs?

RS Means & Square foot pricing
RS Means company lists the prices of the various forms 
of construction in the various parts of the US.  Given the 
insanely high cost of many government building projects, 
the people would greatly benefit if all high school kids 
were given a few days learning about square foot prices 
of the various types of contraction and assemblies. This 
way of thinking is badly needed by an electorate looking 
for financial efficiency in government projects.

Teaching kids to keep their line alive
Surely it would not be allowed if schools were telling  kids 
that it was perfectly OK to kill themselves, and lauding the 
dead kids that did this, or tried this. So why are we 
allowing schools to tell kids that it is perfectly OK to kill 



their lines by being a homo or a transexual?  In one 
lifetime, the result is about 50% the same. 

We must recognize that this whole gender-studies field 
for what it is: a rehash of the "eastern religions that 
brought down Rome, Athens, and Sparta. Also this entire 
field of study is matrix, a fake self-reinforcing reality used 
by the enemies of freedom to bring down free nations that 
oppose the tyranny of Mideast parasitism. 

Word recalls
Let's stop teaching all the stupid words like ectomorph 
and gerrymandering. These aren't real words. It is 
dangerous words turned into trivia.  Leave them in the 
dictionaries, but mark them as officially marginalized. And 
no officially marginalized word should ever be used in the 
education or testing system.

How I see brain development
I conceive of  the human brain as having these parts 
dedicated to various things like: 
vison
hearing
smell
taste
hand sensation
body sensation
facial recognition
emotion gauging
music
courtship
justice 
social duties
numbers
chase
reflection
planning

Sport, music, and emotion media
Too much of this stuff makes us less logical and more 
animal-like people. Therefore, none of this should be part 
of any serious school. We can have cardio, but the ball 
sports belong at the recreation center, not the school. The 
music belongs somewhere else too. And so does all the 
acting, theatre, and even literature. 

Industrial skills training
Maybe all high-school kids should have to briefly do some 
factory and service work.

Educational media
All schools shall include the cost of all textbooks and 
electronic software in their tuition.

Algebra
Honestly, the algebra, for all we ever use it:  the kids 
might as well be doing sudokus or playing chess.

The real algebra
The important part of algebra is understanding how to do 
graphs and read short spikes, long tails, inflection points, 
exponents and the like. The algorithm math is a waste of 
energy  for most people. It doesn't matter if non-math 
people can numerically code their estimate of when 
events will change. Nobody does this. What is important 
is that lots of people are able understand the non-linear 
relationships.  And if you need to know algebraic 
algorithm ciphering, let it be after you get a general feel 
for the curves you are now modeling numerically and 
precisely.

Certified writers
The test is really easy. It involves 5 videos of different 
things, and the candidate is supposed to adequately 
describe all 5 things. And maybe there are specialties like 
computer systems, general commercial communication, 
Product assembly, etc. and maybe most of the people 
who are certified have never really studied that thing very 
much. 

Grade school law class
Maybe it is 10% -20% morality & empathy media... victim 
and criminal in prison media, depending on the 
neighborhood. Kids learn the rules of bullies, and how to 
stay out of trouble at school. They learn their rights about 
a life free of violence. They learn about crimes and 
penalties and evidence, and how much jail sucks. Then 
as they get older they learn about rules protecting people 
from sexual touching. They learn how to file claims, the 
rules of evidence, how to defend yourself against an 
accusation, and what they lose by filing a frivolous claim. 
And they go as far as they want in these subjects taking 
module tests. There is a standard number of modules that 
people are supposed to complete, to earn a 1.00 
progress on the class. If you progressed twice as far as 
this then your progress will be 2.0 if you progressed 2 1/2 
times then your progress will be 2.50.

1st to 6th grade constructs
1/ It should all be based on little paragraph stories with 
super easy questions at first. “What is the dog’s name? 
What color was Janet’s jacket?” 
2/ The construct is so important in luring kids to pay 
attention.  Some constructs are about cats, others dogs, 
other some girls, others some boys.  Some streams are 
about home life, some about adventure, some are 
animation, some like comic books, some about history. 
Some set in a picnic... whatever. The wallpaper of the 
construct is actually quite important for engaging kids. 
3/ The constructs and the emotional distractions are 
supposed to be greatest in kids educational media. This 



is where pre-teens see the coolest stuff, and play the 
coolest games, in the educational media. 

Give kids serious stuff first
If they don't accept it, then give them fiction.  
From the beginning we should try to inspire kids with a 
will and custom of learning useful things. 

Pattern language book
The way architecture and community planning are 
presented as a listing of patters in this book should be 
called a PATERNIZING.  It might be wise to present many 
subjects as paternities of patterns that are moomable. 

Higher math
I am absolutely a believer in quantity, calculation, 
estimates, arithmetic, graphs, squares, cubes and even 
equations and graphs. However, beyond this, I grow 
increasingly skeptical about the value of math.

Statistics made hard
There is one terribly confusing and hard to learn aspect of 
statistics that replaces so much valuable knowledge, and 
squanders so much learning energy that it should be 
relegated to classes on study methodology for those 
actually doing studies. 

Frustration insensitivity games
Attention extension games
These are a fundamental part of education. Perhaps 
more fundamental, and more important than actual skills 
training.

Inductive logic panned
When you study logic, The textbooks warn you about 
inductive logic. But I think that’s only when you have to be 
100% certain. When we are absolutely in the dark on a 
subject otherwise, and we have to grasp at straws, and 
we have to use every tool that we have, inductive logic is 
certainly a fine thing. 

Pay it forward
This is responding to someone’s kindness by being kind 
to other third parties. This term should be in much more 
common use in education and the media.

Shop tutor app
This is a video tutoring system for tablets and numbered 
magnetic tablet mounts. You see video of somebody 
making things and explaining how make them, and what 
to be careful of. As you go through your work, you say 
action and cut to film your critical parts when you’re 
actually doing things than this series of cuts is viewed by 
teacher who says that to you they’re doing it correctly or 
that you need to change something in how you are 
working.

Snowflake toughening
I might engineer a bit of hot blow-back at all kids so our 
schools stop producing so many snow flakes.
Wants and needs
This would be a pretty good module for all kids.

Inspiration counselors for kids
This is like being a librarian except that the focus is on the 
joy of learning for kids, and getting kids interested in 
something, rather than finding information or 
remembering things, or imparting knowledge. Being an 
inspiration counselor is just about getting/keeping kids 
interested in learning. These are of two types: the 
librarian counselors themselves, and their teenage 
helpers. 

Tiny roll models
Look at Eddie Haskell and James Dean. Look how much 
time they appeared in the collective mind, and look at 
their impact.

Modding & prototyping
This is a more hands-on approach to learning how to 
design things.  I don’t really believe in design and art 
school. I do however believe in public shops and studios 
where people can go and make things.

Dimensions
dia•ment•tion = cut-through•mind•action
Perhaps when we teach kids about physical dimensions, 
we should also add more abstract dimensions like: heat, 
charge, spin, pressure, age, hazardousness, purpose, 
cost, scale, texture, color and time, etc. 

Contract law
We should be teaching the basics of contract law to high 
school kids.

When shit happens
It would be a good video game for kids. How do you cope 
with different problems in a disaster, in a supply crisis, in 
all sorts of situations.

All is fair
It doesn’t matter how we teach kids to work hard.

Accounting
Every high school kid should have to take an accounting 
class. But not the type of accounting where you have to 
make entries. This is a class about accounting:
1/ Everyone is informed of their basic responsibilities 
under the tax system.
2/ They learn how to bank money, check their accounts, 
how apply for business and tool loans.
3/ They learn the basics of government finances, and how 
taxes must balance with expenses over the long run.



4/ They learn about the power of primary jobs here, in 
addition to learning about it in other places in the 
education system.
5/ They learn about how government regulations increase 
cost.
6/ They learn when they must use a public bidding board 
and how to do this.
7 They learn about how it is a crime to overpay friends for 
things. And how to report this. They learn other ways that 
people cheat with accounting.
8/ They learn how to do personal assessments.

Twisted
The definition should include a reference to how this word 
refers to  a course that will eventually have one turned 
around backwards, or upside down, or both.

The habits of idleness
Do we really want to help establish the habits of idleness 
in our kids?  We want to go in the opposite direction, don't 
we? I don't understand why kids are supposed to have 
these months of time off where they habituate to sloth.

Sex ed in class
Outside of government approved video sex education 
programs, teachers are not allowed to talk about sex, or 
family, or gender until the kids are over age 18.

Structured people
Which is a bigger problem? That people grow up too 
structured or too unstructured. Almost nobody is growing 
up too structured. 

Explore the process of discovery
Show kids how it was discovered that one could beat 
copper into things, how people experimented mixing the 
metals. How they started beating them into tools. Show 
this for hundreds of inventions and you will raise the next 
generation to be discoverers and inventors — not 
scholars, or bean counters, or musicians, or artists, but 
discoverers and inventors.

The idea flow zone
As a kid, I would design and make art silver jewelry often 
with stones. Some was cast, but most was built out of 
wire and sheet. One day at maybe age 11 I was dropped 
off at this jeweler’s collective in Bennington, I think it was.  
I remember going into this state of reverie coming up with 
maybe 30-40 designs. They came faster than I could 
draw them. Then over the years, I would come back to 
this state more and more. I would have these design 
sessions, maybe once a year. We should try to get kids 
into this idea flow state so that they have more ideas later 
in life when their abilities are supplemented by greater 
real-world knowledge.  Also, we should ponder Edison's 
words here: "To have great ideas, have lots of them".

Teachers at all levels shall not:
1/ Talk abut politics or religion unless it is a religion class. 
This rule also applies to religious schools. 
2/ Talk about or suggest violence of any sort.
3/ Talk about any sex or gender identity.
4/ Talk about socialism, or communism.

Point flashes
When a EVID (= educational video) makes a point, it 
should have this marker or marker number flashing and 
the video should automatically stop so the student can 
read the summary point and press start again.

Speed modulation of E-media
All ubiquitized and widely viewed E-VIDS must be in 3 
properly modulated speeds.  It is not any real trouble for 
producers to do their educational presentation in 3 
speeds (that can be jumped between.

If practically nobody finishes in the slow speed, 
then the producer will know to make their presentation 
faster.  If practically nobody finishes in the fast speed, 
then the producer will know to make an even slower slow 
version.  

The Religion
The Greeks made Homer into religion, a fools religion like 
gender studies.

Wasting kids time
Poorer kids don't need to learn about literature, or poetry, 
or theatre, or music. They need a skills so they can make 
a living. 

EDU meritocracy

Glory and kids
Is it ever a thing of physical achievement in the grown up 
world? Should our little boys be trying really hard to be a 
better athlete, or a better mind in school? And shouldn't 
we send a clear message that athletics are totally 
frivolous and fatuous while science, industry and 
business are what is important and what will earn you 
success and status in life?

Mental teamwork matters
Physical teamwork doesn't really
We should do the teamwork building stuff with mental 
rather than physical activities. And considering how 
important this seems to be, we should also explain the 
fundamentals of good teamwork and leadership to 
everyone rather than just leaving this to physical activity 
and guesswork. 



Ordinary language books
This is a book for young people who are smart, but lack 
the vocabulary and introductory knowledge to read the 
subject.

School
I might try to have the smart 15-year-olds going to the 
same schools as the college kids, with the college kids 
able to get perks if they have many kids coming to them 
for advice. The young ones are a bit young but the older 
kids will pull them up.

Motivated kid schools
There will be these special and much nicer schools for 
the most motivated and progressive kids. These will see 
better, faster moving presentations.

Penalizing the kids that test out early
The really bright kids that can simply test out of high 
school years early should be the first priority for 
admission to tertiary education. Maybe we have these 
special more difficult college-prep high-school tests. And 
this is pass/fail. Then the youngest passers get first 
placement in tertiary education, followed by older and 
older test passers until the kids are so old they just give 
up and get a job. 

Education is for the group mind first
1/ We are educating the next generation to be leaders 
and discoverers. These are the people who will advance 
the group mind and the economy the most. These are the 
people who matter most. 
2/ As groups, we are quite a bit like Eddie Morra, taking a 
piece here, and fastening it to something else far away. 
So diverse learning progress (everyone reading lots of 
different stuff) is more valuable to group minds than 
everyone knowing the same pool of ideas perfectly.  

A children’s meritocracy 
Our new school system will rank children by their reach 
and not the perfection of their memory.  And the kids with 
the greatest learning get rewarded, and there is no way 
for the children of the rich to corrupt the system. How 
many serious modules can you complete?  That's the 
metric.

The top kids matter more
It is more important that we stimulate our best so that 
society can have the smartest leaders possible. The harm 
done to the others for not making it into the top 10% is 
neither large nor important in comparison. 

Private studios for top students
To raise a generation of scholars, give your teenagers 
their own private rooms if they get top grades, and as 
long as they get top grades.  

How I see kid schools
1/ The kids that progress enough and follow the rules, 
and basically pass enough modules, get more cool stuff 
and get tickets to shows and that sort of stuff. 
2/ It is 90% video and e book library, and 10% teacher 
routing/ pointing/ explanation. And maybe the video is 
watched in groups, or not. 
3/ From say 15:00 to parent collection, the kids at the 
school get lots of free time to play, or to go to school.

Basic free school dorms
These are much nicer than homeless dorms. 4 people 
share a square room. The bunks are 90cm wide. On each 
side of each bunk is a full height 120x90x180cm locker. 

Moving around reduces mental staleness
I don't think it is bad for kids to move around. I think it is 
good, especially if it is a common thing to do. Also, my 
secondary schools are not places of long term 
connections and cliques. Instead, the kids are attending 
maybe 10 or 20 schools a year, with 10 or 20 different 
groups of people from all over their community.  All that 
happens is people become less bonded to their friends of 
youth, something that may actually be good for society. 

Not so social
Is contact with adults better for kids than contact with 
kids? Maybe too much contact with other kids growing up 
makes kids dumb and harms their character. Maybe this 
is why first born and only children are statistically more 
likely to be leaders: Because too much learning from 
young minds makes a person dumber.

My schools and social life
In my single field schools, where kids are not together for 
very long, there are no reputations, or football team 
captains. There is no popularity contest either.

A school path
You go to school until you can pass the high school 
proficiency test. Then you go and work until you are 19. 
Then you start college. And when you are of school age, 
you can go and work and stay in your own subsidized 
dorm room and not only keep all your money, you get a 
government wage multiplier. Then when you are 19, then 
you go back to college. 

My schools and bullying
If kids are going to school for a couple weeks here and a 
couple weeks there, then bullying can be quickly curtailed 
though by one student transferring early.

Bully school
We will have this drill sergeant experience. If you can’t 
finish the day’s march, getting taunted and yelled at by 
the officer all the way, you get that day gets repeated.



Bad schools
The kids that don't disturb other kids get to go to the good 
schools in the stimulating building with nice landscaping 
and better things to do. 

The bad kids go to these dingy old schools that 
tend to be a little colder in winter and a little hotter in 
summer. The food isn't very good. the bathrooms smell a 
bit. There is more mandatory reconditioning media and 
the after-school stuff is all old and broken-down and 
missing. The teachers are also gruff. So for the next few 
days, the kid goes to the bad school instead of a good 
one.  The difference should strike adults as a bit comical.

Modules
1/ The most objective measure of a person's education is 
how many serious modules (and verifier tests) they 
completed. 
2/ Modules are free to watch and the totally automated 
tests are also free.
3/ Some people are just going to do modules all day long, 
like mothers, people laid up with an injury, prisoners, etc. 
4/ Imagine motivated kids doing educational modules 12 
hours a day instead of playing video games. 

Grayscale education
1/ Education should not be a 12/ 16/ 17/ 20 years sort of 
thing.  It should be a 
9/10/11/12/13/14/15/16/17/18/19/20/21/22 years... sort of 
thing, with no limit to the number of years. And maybe a 
year of progress is 100 units, so the people with 22 years 
of study have 2,200 units on average.

More people who don't graduate high school
Maybe I have it wrong about high school about the high 
school graduation rate. Maybe it should be 20% of each 
cohort that cannot vote and 80% that can. Maybe it 
should be up to the Senate. Or maybe we should say that 
you have to graduate 13th grade in order to vote. And 
20% of the people can't do that.

Objectives of the educational measurement system
1/ To objectively measure employee skills thus facilitating 
the labor market.
2/ To objectively reward learning. 
3/ The measuring system should be easy to understand 
and not be a function of subjective things like sucking up 
to teachers, and being a good school citizen.

Socialized sweets for kids
Maybe the kid sweets have to be sold with a scan of the 
kid's ID number and the kid had to eat the sweets in the 
area. What if the parents only had a limited amount of 
sugar to give their kids tax free, and most of the sugar 
came from achievement in school. What if much was 
made of the harm and obesity that excess sugar 
consumption causes. 

When too many kids have perfect scores
The education system has a problem
If we change our metric to module progress over module 
memory perfection, this issue goes away.

Library kids
If a kid wants to sit quietly in the library and read, let him.

EDU sports

Priorities in school
They have been distracting us with sport since Greek 
times. The kids who make the most mental progress 
should be the school heroes, not the sporto types. 

We don't want kids defining themselves by their physical 
skills at playing some stupid sport.  Even Chess should 
be considered a waste of time. Chess, like checkers, 
cards and board games are prohibited at schools, even in 
the after school camp. 

Extreme sports
Nobody should be glorifying death defying jumps for kids. 

Team sports in School are bad
1/ Athletes are exalted above intellects.
2/ Students meet to watch useless sport events instead of 
meeting to have a group mind. 
3/ Kill-a-see’um type sports are kept alive And part of 
society.
4/ The guys with brain damage from playing too much 
head-ball... as long as they can pass with a D or better, 
they get carried along by society and given a college 
degree. This means that they’re capable of thinking if 
needed, when it isn't really so.

Maybe all the group physical activity needs to be 
somewhere else and apart from the school. Using 
personal elliptical, bikes, rowers, treadmill  simulators is 
ok, just no sports achievement, or group sport classes in 
school. All that stuff happens elsewhere spread out in 
many different locations without a focus.

The advantage of size
Big guys have a huge advantage in both basketball and 
football. This seems to be by design, to dull our best.  
>>>
Can you all do an experiment for me. Can you get some 
6-3 guys that have never played any football or basketball 
and ask them the same questions as some that have 
played these sports. Can we see the difference? If we 
can see the difference, even subjectively and with 
feelings, why are we allowing these sports that were 
added to our matrix to make us all easier to subjugate?  

And all the money chasing black sports athletes, and all 
the colosseum glory of "PRO FOOTBALL" and "PRO 



BASKETBALL" is Ishtar driving down black America by 
getting you all to mush up your brains playing "sports".  I 
mean, look at football, it is this impact and tackle stripped 
of all else. Nobody gets in shape playing football. All you 
get playing foot ball is injured, injured in the body and 
injured in the brain. So football isn't real. It is this fake 
matrix sport added and generously funded by Ishtar so 
that the infidels would mush up their brains and be 
dumber and easier to subjugate. And the way sports are 
presented as being that little extra thing you do to be 
responsible, that gets so many of our best boys brain 
damaged.  And it makes so many brain damaged jocks. 

Lori Loughlin
For what is this person in prison?  For lying to enter a 
make-believe athletic program in a make-believe school? 
I don’t particularly like supporting actors, but there are 
plenty of real-world crimes to use scarce justice 
resources on. Why are we enforcing sports crimes or 
school crimes?

Entrepreneurship, not PE
I would totally eliminate physical sport from schools. And 
maybe in addition to doing a lap between each class, they 
also have to do 5-minutes on a stationary bike. And surely 
this is more activity than kids do do today at school. 

Kids should not sing together
At least with athletics they get physically fit. 

EDU other

How to do nobody fails in school
Some people make a great deal of progress, others do 
not.  Whatever level of education they pass in the 
government tests that is their education level.

Tenure and complacency
Anyone who has been to college has seen the 
complacency and arrogance of ten-yeared professors. 

Paywall feudalism
Think of how much stronger the group mind will be 
without paywalls. How dare our fake colleges have pay 
walls for their research!

Clones of el genius PhD
To keep people from getting one very particular mentor all 
the way through, we should restrict grade 15-20 mentors 
to 6-month's of exposure.

Applying to a school
No school application process shall have more than a 30 
day lead time.

How to get professors cheap
If government removes the testing and certification 
function from our adult education (college) system, then 
we don't need to care about students having sex with 
teachers. Then teacher pay will return to normal, or even 
below normal.  Also, if we don't remove this function, then 
the prohibitions on teachers having sex with students 
should only apply to educators who grade and pass 
students and administer schools. It should not apply to 
those who visit and lecture, and contribute without 
grading or administering. So people working as tutors, 
visiting lecturers, and teacher's aids can have affairs with 
students over age 18. 

Outsiders on campus
I once went to UCSD to show some people part of my film 
and tried to give away some USB drives with my 
message. Literally within 30 minutes, I was approached 
by two campus police officers and questioned. Here I 
note the way both were holding their holstered guns with 
one hand, one continuously. This is the way of religion 
and tyranny, not the way of an open society. Colleges 
must never be allowed to isolate themselves like this. 
they must go in the opposite direction and be open to 
outsiders. 

New mandatory primary/ secondary school schedule
All schools must be open for 12 hours a day, 360 days a 
year except for construction. The school year shall be 
organized around 36-day tenths of years.  No school shall 
bill for more than one teneth at a time. No school 
application process shall take more than half a teneth to 
review.  

Public school refrigerator lockers
In public schools, then we should have adequate 
refrigeration for people to bring food.  Let the kids put 
their 4-digit number on their lunch bag. Then they hand it 
through a walk-up window to a person in a puffer jacket 
inside a walk-in refrigerator who puts the lunch in the 
correct cubby or group tray. Then at lunch, they pull the 
trays out. and the kids collect them. And maybe they also 
get to store microwave dinners too.

London's natural history museum 
Here is this giant building on its own block, with this grand 
facade, this grand entry, many grand halls that look good 
in illustrations and photos. But then there is this collection 
that is just good enough not to provoke outrage. This is a 
tremendous example of how budgets are wasted. 

Museums 
1/ Museums should be free to enter so we maximize use.
2/ Museums should not have this sort of one-way IKEA 
road where people march from exhibit to exhibit in a pre-
determined path.



3/ There should be more seated virtual exhibits. Maybe 
50-90% of the time should be in a virtual experience 
seated and 10% standing. We really should optimize the 
period lengths. And perhaps movement level is another 
"learning style". Maybe some kids need 8% moment and 
others need 28% movement class.  
4/ Museums should not bid against each other and drive 
a price bubble in museum-quality objects. They should 
form a league, a monopsony, enabled by the power of 
government condemnation to buy up everything 
remarkable, giving Ubiq status to the artists and 
discoverers. Then all the objects should be replicated and 
made available to the entire museum system as well as 
the virtual internet. 
5/ All the good stuff should be replicated. Thus 
indistinguishable replicas of all the great art is in every 
city. 
6/ All museum exhibits have tell-me-more QR codes for a 
number of follow-on directions.
7/ Crowded museums like the London Natural History 
museum should be open from 7:00 am to 9:00 pm.
8/ After 3:00, everyone has to whisper in a museum.
9/ The museum does not go at the center of town. It goes 
in the periphery. Thus the museums look like the 
exhibition halls at the Del Mar fair, or a trade show hall. 
Maybe there is a standard floor size, say 3x5 meters, that 
can be raised on trailer screws and put on a trolley and 
replaced with another panel made elsewhere. 

Exploratoriums
There really should be more of these for the wonder the 
bring. Also, we should generously reward the best new 
exhibits with Ubiq awards.

Harm and danger entertainment
1) The producers of videos and games should be 
financially liable for the harm and risk they cause to their 
employees and volunteers.
2) The Senate shall have a particularly low bar for 
stigmatizing stunts, pranks and videos where the 
employees or volunteers are either harmed or put at 
significant risk.
3) Those who sponsor or otherwise fund stunts, pranks 
and risk videos for publicity may be held liable for the 
harm and risk they fund as well as the secondary harm 
caused by copycats.
4) Videos where people are physically harmed in any 
way, including pranks cannot use the reward systems.

Birthday parties and gifts for nothing
I don’t think it is good to have this day, once each year, 
where you get to be a narcissist. I think it is a bad idea for 
child development. 

School only devices
What if we have kids tablets that only allowed .edu TLDs.

Kid phones
The kid’s devices are controlled through a parent web 
interface.  The parent uses a panel on their phone to 
manage the kid’s settings. There are multiple settings 
controlled by the parent device, like:
1/ Night, everything mostly off.
2/ Grounded. A bit more functionality.
3/ Most communication apps and all games are off.
4/ Use rationing.
5/ Mostly unlocked.

How to make the Rumi easy to manage
1/ Start out by identifying the smart ones with IQ testing. 
Here we must recognize that the data is highly 
dangerous, just like with voting machines. 
2/ Make all the Rumi sit and listen to years of tedious 
lectures.
3/ Get the Rumi to play head-ball along the way, 
preferably 2/3 forms of head-ball in their seasons. 
4/ Get the Rumi thinking it is cool to start drinking and 
taking hard drugs at a young age. 
5/ Get the Rumi doing fatuous things singing and dancing 
to get their young pliant minds developing low branches 
with accessible fruti.

Interchange colleges
A continuing education campus might go outside the 
Interchanges so that people are more likely to stop for 
continuing education on the way home from work. Other 
than that it’s just hospitals in emergency services it go 
with the interchanges.

My schools and colds
If kids are going to single classroom schools of say 40 or 
80 kids, childhood disease will less of a problem than 
when they go to schools of say 500 to 2000 kids.

Gay people and kids
They may not work with other people’s kids, or hang 
around in kid-oriented places, or do things to meet kids of 
either sex.

2nd degree incest
This is when one is not related, but was previously in a 
parent or teacher role for an extended time with someone 
under the prescribed age.

Playground slides
Make them as narrow as a 6-year old needs, and no 
wider. Then instead of the drop and the end (which 
probably reduces human IQ worldwide by some 
measurable amount) Instead of the drop at the end,  the 
kids slid out onto this 35cm tall steel troweled concrete 
curb that is a bit wider than the slide. This has a 5cm 
radius.



The Senate should audit all college degrees 
The Sub-Senate should audit all academic titles and 
cancel these when it finds that any of the following 
conditions are true:
1/ The school was a joke.
2/ The subject was a joke.
3/ The thesis was a joke.

Academic verification system
We all spend 1/6th to 1/4 of our lives in this all-day 
academic training and competition. Then once we are 
out, we go around asking people socially and at work 
where we went to school, or what degrees they have.  
And people often lie about this. Why is there not some 
government IT system to guarantee the accuracy of 
people's educational and training claims? Why can't we 
go to the recorder's office and look up the training or work 
experience... (or overall academic progress) of the people 
we are hiring?

Babies

Childbirth

Relaxin counter-agent
Can we block or counteract this in pregnancy? Does it 
have any benefit except in natural child birth? 

Maternal confinement
The better-off Chinese traditionally did this, and there is 
some reason for it. Perhaps it should be recommended 
that from just before month 8 of pregnancy until say 
week-5 of childhood it is better to avoid crowds and 
practice social distancing. Maybe the baby showers 
happen after this time and the family visitors are limited 
and all wear masks. It would be interesting to test this 
among a few thousand babies and see if it is correlated to 
a reduction in any health problems later on. 

Mothers with early dilation
In order to maintain the generous pregnancy and child 
benefits, these mothers must either wear a monitor so 
they remain flat at home and not even cooking or 
checking on their other kids. If they can't do that then they 
will have to go to  a special premature risk facility where 
they must remain flat and eat in bed during the end of 
their pregnancy. And due to the 3-weeks to 90-year 
payback here (1560-fold), and the stupidity of the 
problem, these breakfast in bed dormitories down the 
elevator from the maternity hospital should be free, along 
with sibling care. 

<preterm graph> 
Premature babies
The US line (yellow) is hiding behind the orange line.  But 
what is not shown here is that from zero to almost 22 

weeks there is practically no chance of survival. At week 
22, that rises to 10%. Then by the 23rd week, with 
treatment, the chances of survival and a normal life rise to 
55% in the US. then by week 25, survival is at 80%.
>>>>
We must have a cut-off for healthcare benefits for 
premature babies. Without this, many emotion driven 
parents will spend millions of dollars of the system's 
money to save the live of a child that is likely to need 
lifelong care. Therefore I propose the following rule be 
used:  
>>>>
Where the survival rate without severe impairment is 
deemed to be less than than 50% for that newborn, 
based on its age, weight, and incubator progress, there 
should be no payment of healthcare benefits, or 
insurance monies, public or private outside of basic 
delivery costs.  Thus today, and until medical technology 
advances, the cut-off will be around 23 weeks.  And this is 
the point where half of the children will not live normal 
lives  I might add that the Over-Senate should have the 
power modify the 50% point to anywhere between 20% 
and 80%, however it should be required to consider the 
estimates of lifelong cost of each life saved or not saved 
in this determination.

Newborns

To make people smarter
We should invest more in infant media,

Mixed mother’s milk
If the baby gets immune benefit from the mother's milk. Is 
it good if say 6 or 30 women share milk? 

Is there a difference in the milk?
Do some women produce easier to digest milk than 
others? Why is that?

Breastfeeding
When babies get hungry, they should be fed right away. 
Why make them wait? And why is society discouraging 
breastfeeding in any way at all? Therefore, women 
everywhere should have the right to breastfeed their 
under age 2 children in public if they have a cloth to 
cover. Also, there should be no penalty for momentary 
nipple exposure caused by fidgety babies.

Incubator changing tables 
These have thermostats and heaters and fans and hair 
dryers and automatic breathing monitors.

"It's not food, don't eat that"
Anything that goes in the mouth gets this response.  Also, 
I don't think that it is such a bad idea to have a few flavors 
of yuck spray for things that kids put in their mouths.  And 
maybe all baby toys should be flavored with yuck as well. 



And meanwhile the parent is saying "That's not food" 
every time the kids puts one of these things in their 
mouth.

Rattle, track, grab shake.
This is a game to play with infants.  Shake a rattle like an 
air drumstick. Do this about 60cm away and directly in 
their view.  When they look at the rattle, move it a short 
distance away and shake it again maybe 2 seconds later. 
Then repeat until the baby starts grabbing for the rattle. At 
this point you give the baby the rattle and shake it in their 
hand a couple times. Then they often keep moving when 
you let go and they see how their efforts at coordination 
have a result, that they have made the rattle sound.

Baby skull accelerometers
What if the way baby motion causes them to stop crying 
causes brain damage. We should monitor this motion and 
see if it correlates to any indication of brain damage. 

Cobblestones and brain damage in babies
Pram use on cobblestones should be studied to see if it 
causes brain damage in babies.

Infant car seats should be transverse
This is the safest orientation.  

Mothers with ADD & 
prominent Adams-apples in babies
If there is a correlation, then this appears to be inattentive 
moms letting the baby's head flop back.

Yuck spray
I think we need "Yuck" spray. This stuff is harmless, but it 
tastes bad, and it also mildly irritates the nostrils and eyes 
if they are touched by the finger tips.  And if we are going 
to reintroduce beneficial bacteria into the lives of kids, let 
it be controlled and according to a measured regimen. 
Also, with respect to the immune systems of kids, I would 
think it more related to going out in public than being a 
matter of oral/nasal direct contamination. 

Your kid’s posture
1/ When kids are very young, hold them horizontally. 
Don't hold them upright for too long.  Even upright body 
carriers and car seats are perhaps a problem for the 
youngest. 
2/ Don’t put the tiny ones in situations where they are 
looking up at you a great deal as this may deform their 
neck.
3/ the side impact guards on car seats may cause neck 
distortion from craning.
4/ Keeping your kids active will keep them strong and 
standing more upright.
5/ Swaddling may also cause posture problems.

Anti-dyslexia music videos for babies
These are songs with lots of confusing sounds that help 
kids to learn their sounds.  And maybe there are 40 age 
anti-dyslexia tracks for each sound for the age group.

Natural childbirth no: Nursing yes
1/ Caesarians births have a higher IQ in this study: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3093169/
The supposed value of vaginal bacteria and the mothers 
feces smeared on newborn babies is hard to believe. But 
if it is in fact beneficial, it can be easily simulated. So this 
is no reason to have a natural child birth.
2/ The skull distortion that newborns undergo in vaginal 
birth is probably not a good thing.  But if it is in fact 
beneficial, it too can also be easily simulated in a 
controlled way
3/ Nursing involves lots of time and contact with mother. 
Also, some babies seem to have a very strong preference 
for the real thing over a bottle.  Nursing is hard to 
simulate.
4/ Women can do what they want, however they should 
probably think that Caesarians births are better for the 
baby.

Curved spines and young bones
Holding soft-boned newborn babies upright is obviously 
not the cause of horizontal spinal distortions, but maybe it 
tends to exaggerate them. At what age is it safe to to 
carry a baby upright, and for how long? Do a twin study.  
One twin is held upright earlier and walked around for 
longer than the other. Does this produce a difference in 
height and snake of the spine? 

Buck teeth
This is from giving kids bread and spread and them 
ripping the bread with their front teeth while their palates 
are soft. It is a sign of bad parenting not poor breeding. 

Do you see the baby?
Ask your kids this every time there is another baby, even 
if they are both newborns. Do you see the doggie? Do 
you see the cat? The bird? The lady?
Parents should also talk about the baby in the third 
person. Both look after you say baby ... then talk directly 
to the baby. This will help the baby learn language skills 
and to understand their place in the world better.

Do baby chimps throw things down 
like human babies?

Toddlers

Call it playing letters and playing numbers
"Do you want to play letters?"  Be enthusiastic, so it is 
fun. The game only goes for 1 to 5 minutes before the 
attention span is gone. So try to "play" a few times a day.



How to teach your kids letters
1/ Match a letter to every utterance your kid commonly 
makes.  It is important that your kid like all the things:  M 
is of course for mama.  B is Baba (grandma) T is Tata 
(grandpa), I is for Ice cream, D is Drr Drr the baby word 
for go and machine, and so forth.

Go get a wood letter puzzle from Target and put the board 
away. Then go one letter at a time. It is important that the 
letters be physical things instead of marks on paper.  
Show the M and say mama. Then 1 o 2 other letters. 
Start asking for the Mama letter and lavish praise when 
baby picks up the right one. Say nothing when baby 
makes a mistake. Kids can recognize letters much earlier 
than they can say them, so start with letter recognition. 
We started doing this at 17 months and by 20 months 
baby could recognize nearly all the letters (except H).  

How to teach your kid numbers
Whenever you go to the swings or you are playing 
peekaboo with a blanket (or some other fun thing) count 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 before you start. This will make the 
kid associate numbers with fun and make it easier to 
learn numbers.  Never count like so many people do 
because their kid is not behaving and is about to be 
punished. We were doing this at 6-months.

The baby chair trick
Wherever the grownups sit, baby should have a scaled 
down version in the seating arrangement in the family 
circle. The trick is that mommy/daddy are reading paper 
books and all that stays around baby’s chair are baby 
paper books. This and the toy area is around the back of 
sofa out of mom's sight.  If Jr. gets up or peers around, 
mom is there to see, but if Junior sits down to play with 
toys, mom is out of sight. Thus baby chooses to sit with 
mom, and do what mom does, namely looking at books 
and being social.

Letters and numbers in the park
This is when we make 90cm concrete letters for the 
parks. This is so kids can walk down the alphabet path or 
the number path.  Also so they can find the jumbled 
letters in the jumbled letter/number fields.  Or maybe the 
characters are bigger, so they seem important to the little 
ones. 

Monkey math
These are cartoons where 3 go in but only 2 came out, so 
someone must still be hiding inside. It is also when you 
have 3 cookies for 4 friends, and similar situations. This 
should be maybe 5% or 10% of baby cartoons.

Matching cards up
Matching picture cards are good for helping baby's mind. 
But leave them face up so that you work on seeing and 
thinking rather than remembering.

What does the doggie say game as a developmental 
benchmark
How old are they when they can answer the what sound 
does the animal make at a certain proficiency for say 4 or 
5 animals.  I bet this will be a useful early development 
benchmark.   We should try to figure out more of these 
benchmarks.

What does the doggie say as instinct?
This game may be hard coded in our DNA.  But I don't 
think it is a communication thing. I think it is that we are 
hard coded to make animal relaxation sounds like we do 
to dogs, cats, horses, etc. 

Prams suck
They make kids lazy and passive and less curious. Try to 
keep your kids out of a pram as much as you can 
tollerate.

Baby prams
People talk about how babies have so much energy. It’s 
funny the way that people don’t make their toddlers walk 
and run more.

Harness leashes for babies
This is a good way to get the babies walking earlier 
without suffering fall injuries. 

Teaching kids to read early
1/ Kids can learn how to recognize letters before they can 
even speak. And once they are making a sound, you can 
associate the sound with the letter.
2/ Once they learn their letters you want to go over them 
again and again, making it instantaneous for them that a 
given letter means a sound.
3/ Get wooden letters as a puzzle toy. Start with only a 
couple letters: M for mama, B for baby, G for grandma, S 
for sssitttsss, U for uncle, etc
4/ Several times a day you should be asking “want to play 
letters?” Tip: letters are more interesting hidden in 
buckets, boxes, and cabinets.
5/ Make saying and recognizing an easy game. Ask 
where mama is (the M letter) among some other letters.
6/ You want baby reading a few words before you 
introduce the page of words.

How to get kids in mimmic mode
It is very important to be able to get your kid to repeat 
what you say. I recommend this:
1/ Mom keeps saying “sssitsss” for breast feeding time, 
so baby knows what sssitsss means. 
2/ Once baby understands “sssitsss”, dad says to mom: 
“Mommy say “sssitsss”
Mom says: “sssits”
Mom to dad: “daddy say sssitsss”
Repeat.



Then mom to baby: “baby, say sssitsss”
Then dad to baby: “baby, say sssitsss”
Then, whatever baby says, go yay and be happy and 
celebrate one of baby’s most important first 
communication steps. Don’t worry if they are wrong, 
eventually they will mimmic the sound perfectly.

Use the baby's sound "vocabulary"
Listen for the sound is your baby makes. You can 
combine those sounds, but it’s hard to teach other new 
sounds. These seem to come as their minds boot up.

Babies drinking from cups
Make sure their chin is tilted a bit down below level. This 
keeps them from choking. You want the cup less than 1/4 
full.

Reading and books
1/ Books should be fun. Start by looking at pictures every 
day and saying the name of all the things depicted in the 
pictures. 
2/ If baby wants to look at books alone, then let baby, 
because this is your actual objective. But if baby is not 
looking while alone, then you should spend time with 
baby looking at books, and hold baby, and have fun 
looking at books.

Want to play with books?
Don't call it reading. Say "Do you want to play with 
books?” 

Spot the thing in the book game
Get a picture book and ask: 
Where is the elephant? 
Where is the baby? 
Where is the airplane?
When junior spots this thing, praise them so they develop 
this mental pattern where finding things in books is 
enjoyable. 

Count spoonfuls of baby food
You can also count spoonfuls of baby’s favorite food 1-10. 
This will also help reinforce an enjoyment of numbers.

Old McReader had a farm
A-E-I-O-U. With an A-A here, and a n E-E there. An I-I 
here and an O-O there... A-A, E-E, I-I, O-O, U-U.

Play pens
Kids might have two play pens, the big nice one that 
mommy joins the baby in, and the small rotten one that is 
used when baby is bad.

When kids get sick
Maybe we should ask them if they ate something they 
found on the floor if they have a problem with this.

Encourage practicing
When your kid is going up and down a step, or doing any 
new skill repeatedly, let them enjoy this, for it is a good 
thing to become accustomed to enjoying. 

Toddlers picking and popping berries
There are lots of dry berries that can be picked and 
thrown on the ground, berries that make a popping 
sound. It is a good thing to do this with baby so baby has 
an early way to work at some repetitive task with a 
reward. Once they have mastered doing berries one by 
one, show them how to do a couple at once and m it a 
thing to race through as fast as possible like a game. 

Find the marbles
This is when you take a few brightly colored marbles (too 
big to choke on) and hide and baby has to find them.

Too much jumping
Try to keep your kids from jumping too much.  Tell them it 
is dangerous for their legs and their brains. 

Socialized kid's stuff
If we are going to be sharing baby equipment, we can 
spend 10-20X more on equipment.

Infants on audio
I think there should be these infant channels that people 
play for their kids in the background. Newborns have 
great hearing and it doesn't have to be very loud, just 
people having conversations and exposure to all the 
sounds of Euemi. And maybe they get taught numbers 
and letters by ceiling projector.

pre-school age kids

Pram school
This is where the babies too young for day-care/ 
preschool are brought in their prams with mom to the 
school to get familiarized. They go and listen for a few 
minutes and then they get a snack and are let loose 
among the toys for a few minutes. The schools charge a 
subsidized cover charge for this as it brings in new 
business. 

Baby school laugh tracks 
There are audio recordings of one or two kids laughing 
uncontrollably in the distance from time to time and when 
new kids arrive. These pram-school events are supposed 
to be a "house warming parties" the school / daycare and 
to make it seem like an interesting place that the kid is 
pried away from at first.  The idea is that we want kids to 
start out feeling like school is this interesting place that 
they can't get enough of.



Grownup contact make kids smarter
The first/only child success increment obviously comes 
from more interaction with an adult dominated culture. So 
it is important to realize that it is better for kids to spend 
most of their time with productive adults than other kids at 
play.

Baby money and counting
Maybe we should use mock $1 coins for early education 
purposes. They are stainless steel with a variety of 
interesting designs embossed into them. They have an 
attractive design, so they want them and want to collect 
them. We give these away for reading, and when the kid 
is good or hard working. They are too big to swallow. 
These are used by the kid to buy some treat like a toy, or 
ice cream, or a baby coin-op ride, or entry to the petting 
zoo, or an amusement ride,  or whatever.  Baby gives the 
mock coins to the cashier, who then hands over the 
goodies (with the parent paying after and getting the 
coins back). Or baby puts the kiddie gettone in a ride.  
The thing is that the kid sees early on that money is this 
universal solvent that is to be valued because there is 
never enough money to buy all the goodies the kid wants.
>>>
Once this is instilled, we can play games with savings, 
like mock accounts where the "government" (really just 
the parents) is using some shame website that pays 
100% monthly interest on deposits. This to instill a 
process of saving and deferred enjoyment. 
>>>>
We also want to get kids counting their precious gettone, 
and also seeing that different activities pay them back 
more, a process that will help them to grow into more 
effective adults.

Free-range kid collars
4-direction video and audio, GPS, can’t be removed 
except with key or electronics, 911 button for parents to 
press, audio to parent.

Excessive freedom
All the stuff about accepting your kids no matter their 
sexual preference is only a step or two away from the 
west going down the tubes just like our ancestor 
democracies in Athens and Rome.  This thanks to 
"excessive freedom".  

If you want your kids to have kids
1/ Emphasize an identity as a multi-generational line of 
people, rather than and individual.
2/ Keep talking about your kids eventually having a family 
and kids of their own as they grow up. There is nothing 
wrong with doing this a few times a year.
3/ Do not show any regret about having them.
4/ Gently push your kids towards heterosexual roles and 
gently away from identifying as the opposite sex. Don't 
push so hard that they get reactive, but push. 

5/ The slim sexy Bar•bie dolls heralded a generation of 
people who did not have kids. Sexy/thin, glamorous 
children's dolls should be eliminated from the market and 
tossed out by all parents. These confuse little girls in a 
foundational way about their need to reproduce and make 
more infidels.
6/ Give your kids dolls that are babies and not grown 
women (especially slim women) or animals or creatures. 
This goes for your boys too. Boys can have grown man 
dolls, or baby dolls. Girls should only have baby dolls if 
you want to have grandkids and keep your line alive.
7/ Don't be indifferent if you want grand children and 
continued issue through your generations.

Reproduction

Hygienics and hygene
These words should be about the hugely important topic 
of genetics, and not the mundane process of keeping 
things clean and germ free. 

Stop calling women baby
It is really much more important that we use this word for 
kids as they learn to communicate. And I do think it is by 
design that the words baby and babe are so over-used in 
pop music. 

Sex guilt
The idea that you should not have sex was added by 
people concerned with keeping good infidel men from 
conceiving more infidels. Never ever have sex with prince 
charming. Always go home at midnight or you will not get 
your glass slippers.

The easier we make it to have conforming children, 
the more difficult non-conforming children are.

Does guilt makes women less fertile?

Respect the single mother
She didn’t make a mistake, she chose right. She chose 
quality over commitment. Respect her for this.

Vaginal mucus and fertility
They constantly secrete mucus that due to symbiotic 
bacteria turns slightly acid over time. This acidity seems 
to have evolved to reduce the chances that rape will lead 
to pregnancy. Now during intercourse the older and more 
fermented/acidic slime comes loose and is expelled from 
the vagina. This lowers acidity and increases fertility. We 
should figure out how much more likely to conceive 
women are when they have 5, 10, 30 minutes onward of 
intercourse. It is probably a typical diminishing returns 
graph. Also, perhaps we want to use PH test strips and 
perhaps PH helper lubricants if we are trying to get 
pregnant.  



Sire mom services
Many will stay in special privately run service apartments 
specially designed for their level of maternity. Gestation, 
pre-birth, post partum, infant, etc. The kid stuff stays, and 
the furniture stays for the next family.  There is a cafeteria 
and care for slightly older siblings.  The clinic and after 
hours nurse is in the lobby.   The Sireage payments are 
highest in years 1-2 and then they taper off as the child 
becomes more independent.

How heterozygous is human intelligence?
What if I had to have 4,096 sons before one would be as 
smart as me by birth?  And that is only 12 genes.  If there 
are 24 primary genes involved, I would have to have 17-
million sons. Then again, the magic combo might be 
switched on in me and half of my children might get it. 

A 1-child+ variant
Another possibility for one child plus is that women can 
only have one child at a time in their home, and say 20% 
home from school for the older sibling is considered out of 
the house.

Generation-V
The people born in the 2020s and 30s will be 1st 
generation/ “Gen-1”. Those born in the 40s and 50s are 
generation “Gen-2” and so forth.

Why abortion must remain legal
1/ Think about how some Mafia drugs are both highly 
illegal and available worldwide. How will our attempts to 
restrict abortion pills be any more effective?  So my first 
point is that even if we make abortion illegal, the pills will 
still be there.  So making abortion illegal will stop few 
determined women from getting abortion pills on the black 
market.
2/ We don't want women endangering themselves with 
100% DIY unsupervised pill abortions. This will kill 
women.

3/ What right does society have to say to women: "your 
child is damaged

ot pregnant, now you must keep the fetus and raise the 
child." either that, or you must have an unsupervised pill 
abortion.  We have all these safe medical techniques for 
terminating pregnancy. What right do we have telling 
women they may not use them?
4/ Unwanted children are not good for society. The first 
Freakonomics book talked at length about that. 
5/ Making abortion illegal disproportionately affects the 
poor, the ignorant and the victimized, so it is unfair. 

Late term abortion
Some nations might alter my prototype constitution to say 
something like: “After 25 or 26 weeks of apparent 
gestational age, the point where the baby becomes 

mostly viable outside the mother, all abortions must be for 
a reasonable medical cause approved by a Senate jury. 
This cause may include either a newly discovered major 
defect in the child, or an issue with the mother that more 
than doubles the mother's background childbirth death 
risk."

I think that free societies should back off here, and give 
the mother the maximum choice reasonably possible. The 
baby should be regarded as entirely hers, entirely part of 
her unless it can live a normal life outside of her.

How to prohibit late term abortion
Some nations might alter my prototype constitution to say 
something like: “After 22 weeks of apparent gestational 
age, a point where the baby starts to become viable 
outside the mother, all abortions must be for a reasonable 
medical cause approved by a Senate jury. This cause can 
be any life threatening issue with the mother, even a mere 
doubling of to the background childbirth risk of the 
mother. It can also be any major defect, or a trauma, or a 
disease like Zika that will lead to lifelong care."  But 
society really should back off here, and give the mother 
the maximum as much choice as reasonably possible.

My abortion policy goal
It is to make it as easy and safe as possible for women to:
1/ Avoid having a child with a man she did not want to 
want to have a child with. 
2/ To fully avail themselves of modern medical technology 
and terminate their badly damaged offspring. For how can 
society force people to care for their badly damaged 
offspring?
3/ Protect fully formed babies for harm.

<Premature survival rate.png>
Damaged at childbirth
There are lots of babies that simply come out too early 
and are damaged for that reason. There are also kids 
damaged in childbirth and others that have damage that 
is only discernible after birth. How can society force 
people to care for their badly damaged offspring?  We 
must give them the right of "exposure".

Abortion clarity
1/ Up to a certain point in the pregnancy, all that should 
matter is the apparent gestational age of the fetus. 
Women have an unlimited legal right to obtain abortions 
until this point in their pregnancy.
2/ Where is the point? Certainly we can't allow the killing 
of healthy kids that are past the 3rd trimester (26.5th 
week) and able to survive outside of the womb.  Maybe 
with some jurisdictions it might be 23 weeks, or even 
maybe 21 weeks in decades to come. 
3/ After this legal tipping point in the pregnancy, all that 
should matter is the condition of the fetus/ baby. And the 
termination rights on the grounds of birth defect should 



err on the side of government hands-off for parent 
petitions.  They should also extend beyond birth for a few 
days so people can run tests and so they have time to 
think.
4/ We must have juries of Senators, and birth defect 
experts that also make official decisions.  Someone must 
make the decision that the newborns are a lost cause. 
The parents can't be relied upon for this. 

Another important aspect of women having children 
young
If the women all wait until they are 29 to have kids, it is 
much harder to use the success of their kids as an 
indication of the mother's exceptionalness. This is 
because the kids are only 10 years when mom becomes 
infertile.  However if mom has a child at 18, then the kid is 
21 when mom becomes infertile. So this is another way to 
select good females that are given the opportunity to be 
public egg donors. 
She can produce smart sons and smart daughters. 

Women insisting on sexual fidelity
Right or wrong, everyone must admit that this causes:
1/ Our best men having fewer babies.
2/ Our women compromising on the men they have kids 
with.
3/ Fewer infidels overall.

Human eggs 
A woman's eggs, if removed from her body remain hers, 
and her sole domain and property, regardless of whether 
they are fertilized. Even if they are fertilized, nobody else 
shall have any say over them.  We do this so more 
women will harvest their eggs and perhaps later either 
use them or give them away.  Also the sale of human 
eggs by a woman shall not be taxed.

Sperm donor health problems
Some of us take a while to figure our the idiosyncrasies of 
our bodies. The right thing to do when you are a sperm 
donor is to make a complete listing of all issues, allergies, 
preferences, tastes.

Pregnant & Under age
When females under the legal age for marriage become 
pregnant, they may marry the biological father of the 
child, or another person of their choice. Also, if the 
biological father is under the legal age, he shall be 
allowed to marry the mother of his offspring. However:
1/ All such under-age marriages due to offspring shall be 
subject to unilateral annulment by the under-age 
partner(s) until they become of age. 
2/ This marriage is provisional and it is subject to the 
presence of the child. If the child is aborted, or it is given/
lent away, even to a relative, then the under age marriage 
shall be considered void. 

3/ Under age mothers, or mothers-to-be may only marry 
one person. 
4/ Different rules may be applied to pregnant females that 
are under age 17. Different rules should be applied to 
pregnant females that are under age 15.

Big Brother for kids
If kids had their ID verified and location checked more, 
perhaps on a Face ID zone, we might be able to give 
them more freedom and responsibility.

How to have 4 only-children
One at 18-19, and one every 5/6-years. So the children 
are born at 18, 24, 30, and 36.  With three only children, 
one can begin later, at say around 24 to 26.

Compartmentalized life
We are told that we should not compartmentalize our 
lives — that we must only have children with a person we 
have a lifelong marriage with.  But why not? Why can't 
women get their children from better men that they hardly 
know? There is nothing wrong with this. In fact, this is 
what will stop the creeping idiocracy.

Man or child first?
What’s more important: a woman’s love for her kids or for 
her man? Which lasts longer? Will the kid ever find 
another mother the way men find other women?

Don't compartmentalize you dumb infidels
The liberal media repeatedly reminds us that we are not 
supposed to compartmentalize our breeding practices. 
The media says children should only be the product of 
romantic love and lifelong partnering. But what if women 
didn't pick their baby sires based on love. What then? 
Don't they all pick the best men and end thes idiocracy 
that is the source of all human subjugation?

Don't worry about the sire baby boom.
1/ We must have the smart people to counter the 
idiocracy. 
2/ We can use the extra hands.
3/ It won’t be that much of a burden on the planet.
4/ In just a few generations we will be hungry for diversity.
5/ We should anticipate that the poorer the place, the 
greater the sire baby boom will be.

Nap-time work
This is a category work for mothers who want to work 
while baby is sleeping.

Historical



History should be ruled by the truth
In all matters of history, the truth should rule. Not national 
glory, not loss of face, not religious glory, not having an 
entertaining story, and not patriotism. Only the truth 
should prevail. And it should be considered a shameful 
thing to hide the truth for any of these silly reasons.

Sumerian god Marduk
Marduk was the city god of ancient Sumerian Babylon, 
and the Babylonian king of the gods. Marduk managed 
justice, compassion, healing, regeneration, magic, and 
fairness. He is sometimes referred to as a storm (war) 
god and a god of Getting food for the Middle East.

Imhullu is a wind (hot air/ talking/ matrix) weapon used 
by the sky god Marduk (of Babylon) to harm the water 
goddess (of the outside world) in the Mesopotamian story 
of creation. 

Ishtar industries
Fostering and harnessing the power of human 
desperation and pro•verti for over 6,000 years.

The great whore
This is the free market in trading-house symbolism. This 
is the enemy of Ishtar. 

The Bronze Age collapse
What a thing that Ishtar held the world in the Bronze Age 
when It would have naturally entered the iron age... and 
only because the Mideast monopolized the tin to make 
the bronze. I tell you, oil is just such an essential thing. 
And it is holding mankind back in the same way. And it is 
just as stupid.

Q: What do you get when you cross the films Logan’s 
Run with The Time Machine? 
Answer: A likely historical past.

Sparta came from Mycenaean Greece
The Athens are the outsiders that sprung up next to the 
wall.

How can it be?
We all know the legends of Atlantis or Atlantic civilization 
that was washed into the sea. And what about the biblical 
warning against houses upon the sand?

What Sparta began as
Look at the Peloponnese look at how there is only one 
entrance. So these were people who were trying to have 
a safe life away from the Middle East marauders. These 
are people who just wanted to live in peace. And 
somewhere along the way, they became these excellent 
fighters and swordsman well trained, and very community 
minded. And somewhere along the way they picked up 
the idea in the practice of using Healot slaves. It’s pretty 

easy to get a grasp of what Sparta must have begun is 
as, and it’s easy to see with the Middle East did, turning it 
into a sort of police state. Then they did not turn it in 
against itself as they normally do, instead it was kept 
going for a while, until it could be used against Athens. 
Then once Athens was eliminated, Sparta was simply 
done away with. Then the strong and dumb descendants 
were rolled up into Alexander’s Macedonians and used to 
conquer the world before they were lead into the desert 
and eliminated.

Lys•ander sounds group-ish
Was dissolve•man the impersonalization of a group of 
men who were dissolving the society of Sparta?. A 
brilliant approach short term, but perhaps bad for the 
long-term health of Spartan society.

Athenian isocracy
It wasn’t Socrates that corrupted the youth, it is isocracy 
and freedom that did this, just as it is doing this in the 
West today. 

Triremes or try•rams?
Maybe the latter.

It’s Odious Rex,
not Oedipus Rex
He answered the unspoken riddle of the Sphinx. He went 
along with them as frontman. Then the Sphinx made him 
king. Then the Sphinx enslaved the people under that 
blind mofo, that Odious Rex.

US Residual slave culture
The Slaves had a culture, and many got away from it, but 
many stayed in what should be called RSC.  I think it 
would be very constructive to have this term. Residual 
slave culture.

Roman slave morality
I bet there was this whole Roman morality having to do 
with what is fair with allowing loyal slaves to repay their 
purchase cost. 

“The scum of the Orantes flushed out into the streets 
of Rome”
The Oranges is a river in Syria. Ju•venal Wrote these 
words about undocumented immigration to Europe 1,900 
years ago. 

Rome and Sparta
Both places came out of the Bronze age collapse at about 
the same time and both were totally militarized, brave, 
and ready for battle. 

DK Eyewitness guide to Egypt
"Rome's expansion... was fueled in part by the need for 
ever-increasing quantities of grain. Grain's importance to 



the ancient economies is somewhat [directly] analogous 
to the value of oil to modern economies. Thanks to its 
efficient Greek [Arab] administration, Egypt's vast grain 
harvests made it incredibly wealthy" [Few people know 
that Rome, in fertile Italy was poor and dependent on 
grain from the Mideast for almost the entire 800-year 
period where it existed as an empire. What an absurd 
matrix that was. Today, the matrix is more believable.

Roman road drilling
I would drill all along the Roman roads. I bet we find all 
sorts of interesting settlements and artifacts. Also, can we 
map out the road systems and settlement patterns of the 
Roman region over time. And can we do estimates of how 
many bullet carts could move per day and how much stuff 
that was. I am imaging 10 one-way Jalan Leggian's 
feeding Rome by land. and a non-stop flow drovered 
livestock and ox carts.

The Romans called Naples
as Neo•polis = New•City
So it certainly looks like there is another old city buried 
under the lava. We should drill exploratory holes.

Old•polis
The oldpolos under Neopolis is probably between the 
volcano and the shore.  I bet it was vulnerable to both 
volcano and tsunami.  And if there was an old•polis here, 
what does it say about Ishtar making a city in such a 
place?

What Rome looks like to me
I bet the Arabs located the big Italian city in the jaws of 
death next to Vesuvius. Then there was an eruption and 
the survivors moved a safe distance away, to Rome. That 
is what Rome looks like to me. And that might have 
happened in 753BC, the year that Rome was founded. Is 
that when the old city was buried? In 753BC? 

Augustus = au•gustus = gold•lover
So after Caesar seized power (but was quickly 
assassinated) he was followed by another seizer who 
was named gold•lover (who had power from around 42BC 
until 14AD). After this in the late 60s AD, Rome was ruled 
by another seizer named Nero or "Black".

There is a lost city under Naples
In Roman times, centuries before the Pompey/
Herculaneum eruption of 79AD, the city was called 
Neo•polis, which in ancient Greek meant "new city".  So 
there is apparently another well-preserved ancient city 
there buried under volcanic ash. 

Vesuvius
Italy should dig canals 2/3 of the way around Vesuvius (  •  
) style.  Also, given past tragedies, a 10km or 20km radius 
should probably be treated as a tsunami zone and 

everyone has to be out by the same date. There is plenty 
of nice land in Italy in the beautiful countryside away from 
this multi-deathtrap city. When will we ever learn?

Both Rome and Athens fled the Mideast
Look at creation myths of Rome and Athens. The 
Romans fled the Mideast and fought with Carthage et. al. 
Athens fought endlessly with Troy.

What Roman life was like
Its was sort of like living in Leggian Bali. The roads and 
traffic were similar. People were rich and just stayed 
home, or went near their place. If they needed something 
they would send a slave through the traffic for it.

The Roman Coliseum
If someone were to block the limited number of exits, then 
everyone would have to jump out from the first level, 
which is 4 stories up. But that odd upper wall of the 
colosseum is a funny thing, because it is also 4-levels up, 
preventing people from being able to discuss how the first 
level of the colosseum is actually 4-stories up and too 
high to jump from and run off from without serious injury.

Watch what you say about Rome's emperor,
or you’ll end up as a coliseum show.

Josephus
His name was pronounced Joseph, not Josephus. 
Josephus this was the way the Latin speakers wrote his 
name, the way they wrote all names, with the silent 
French style ending.

Displaying dead people
The way the ancient Romans did funerals is certainly 
maxed out in both wrong-direction and extent. It would be 
wise to adopt a custom that is as far as possible in the 
opposite direction.

Roman line movements
Roman lines were probably quite fluid and as fast as a 
soccer game of 20,000 men... all loaded down with 
swords, shields, and grieves. 

Hadrians wall & the Antonine wall
Were boondoggles 
There’s a couple of odd things going on here.
1/ There is a very small area made off limits by A pair of 
very expensive walls.
2/ The maps cut off a tiny bit of Scotland and hide how 
small the walled area actually was. 
3/ There was no reason for the Romans to have costly 
walls when they repeatedly killed all the troublemakers.



The ancient population stats seem amiss
Supposedly Rome maintained over 25 legions of 5,000 
men. That is 135,000 men in a world of 60-million, a world 
of 125 times fewer people.  So this is the equivalent of 
17-million man army today. And they must have had at 
least 2:1 helpers, so this is the equivalent of a 50-million 
man military today. Something seems amiss.

Mid-evil art
Think of the evil in-between period, the period where evil 
ruled Europe between Rome and the rebirth, the re-
naissance. Think about the way that Classical of 
"collapse" (same word) art gave way to the comic-book 
halos of the art of the evil in-between period, the mid-evil 
period. Think of how books like Juvenal and Cicero were 
rounded up and burned by the vicar of Christ, the 
vicarious presence of Jesus on earth, the pope, elected 
from among all the many pedophile priests of the devil's 
church. 

Who was Sir•va•antes?
And where did he go?
Or, where did he come from?
And why was he tilting windmills over?
Interfering with Spanish grain milling...

Isabella didn't kick the Jews out
Who was on the other side of the Re-conquista? Was it 
the Jews or the Moors? Of course it was the Moors. And 
note how "Arabs" isn't even on the menu, it is Jews or 
Moors. Isabella kicked the Arabs (confusingly called 
Moors) out of Spain in 1492.  And this was the same year 
that Columbus discovered that America was only 35 days 
to the west. —!—  It took the Portuguese almost 200 
years from Marco Polo to get half-way down the coast of 
Africa, and Columbus discovered that the "New World" is 
35 days out. 

Saint Sebastian
This character is an impersonization. The part about the 
arrows was not one man, but a movement. Also these 
people weren't a protector from plagues, they were just 
the ones that survived the plagues, se•bastion.

Havana, Georgetown, Yangon, and Singapore
The way these places has been preserved...I would not 
be surprised if there are "pre-Colombian" cities under 
some of them. We should do a drill survey. 

Driven into the sea
Bagan was the capital of Burma from 849/1044 to 1297. It 
is about 700km inland. The Mongol invasions apparently 
“drove the people into the sea”, which may not mean into 
the water per se, but into the tsunami zone.

Bengaluru
1/ The word Bengal comes from the vanga civilization. 
Note how the ang became beng.
2/ Bengal-uru meaning in Tamil: Bengal-image.
3/ Bengaluru couldn’t be further from the ocean.
4/ In Indonesian, ulu means far away.

Easter Island
in the 1300s all the Arabs who could abandoned the 
Mideast. I think a boat of bros arrived on this 63 Sq. Mile 
island that already had a small Polynesian population. 
These brothers brought seed and agricultural technology 
and net fishing technology. They lived like kings and had 
many kids and eventually the population grew and grew 
and the people cut down all the forest for cropland and to 
make boats. This is how the forest disappeared. The 
whole process took about 300 years until the 1600s when 
Easter island must have just collapsed. This is similar to 
what happened in New Zealand, but due to the size of the 
islands, the process was incomplete in New Zealand. On 
Easter island, the process seems to have been complete. 
Also the statues are all men with heavy beards, wearing 
Arab style frocks. 

Durrington wall pits
They’re sewage pits. They had to be 1,000 paces away, 
for short legs wearing moccasins on dirt paths. 864m on 
average. And there are only two sewage pits uphill from 
the stream. They made this stupid mistake and then 
learned from it. So all of the other pits are out of the 
stream’s watershed.

Jamestown is on an island
1/ Being attacked was a worry. Otherwise why settle on 
an island?
2/ 1622 was 130 years after 1492. So it took Europe 130 
years to settle here. This sure looks like Ishtar slowing 
down things it didn’t like. 
3/ I imagine a shipload of bro’s coming with advanced 
stuff like fish hooks, iron, and pretty beads and having 
lots of kids. They also probably leaned the Indian society 
towards violence.
4/ The Indians were said to be fearsome.
5/ The town was probably slaughtered by these Indian-
bro’s.
6/ The violent Indians were in the role of the Coronavirus 
that everyone fears.

Interesting title
James C. Whorton in The arsenic century: how Victorian 
Britain was poisoned at home work and play.

The Arsenic and old lace 
Old lace had arsenic in it to poison rich infidel women.



McCarthyism looks like an attempted Arab purge.

The summer of 1969
1/ July 14 Easy Rider released
2/ July 20, Moon landing
3/ August 8-10 Horrific drug-induced Tate-Labianca 
murders
4/ Aug 15, Woodstock
Items #1 and #2 were pre-scheduled matrix theatre, Easy 
Rider was pure fantasy, the moon landing involved a real 
trip to the moon. Item #3 was a random event by a 
madman. Item #4 was a hastily put together event to 
overshadow Item #3, so America would continue down its 
drug fueled slope.

crucifixion

How crucifixion might go
Look at the Roman intimidation arenas — their 
colossal•see'ums.  Here we see how important 
deterrence was to the parasite running Rome. So they 
probably did the same thing when the Roman magistrates 
sentenced people crucification. They made a spectacle 
through the streets, and set the person's transtrum log 
(~10cm diameter) on a post by a main road just outside 
town. 

Bearing the cross
This is being the target, the guy in the crosshairs when 
the community finds out.

Crucifixion seems to have been popularized  
On the Egyptian side of the blood Red Sea
In the planet of the apes film, there are these big crosses 
that mark the edge of the forbidden zone. Here is the 
scene I use for imagining the first crucifixions, only the 
crosses were turned 45°... and they had bird-picked 
corpses nailed to them, and heaps of bones on the 
ground beneath them. This is what the followers of Moses 
did to the people who crossed over into the Western half 
of the blood Red Sea. They nailed them alive to crosses 
for all to see. Also, the birds would pick the victims apart 
to a certain degree and then their heads would be doused 
in painful salt water as a preservative. (indeed Augustine 
of Hippo and John the Deacon associate/blid crucifixion 
with salt applied to the forehead, albeit in a confusingly 
different context).

The Greek letter Psi and crucifixion
Do we find evidence of this letter more commonly around 
the the mouth of the gulf of Suez, and around the 
Bosporus and near Gibraltar? What about at the mouth of 
the blood Red Sea, at the Bab-al-Mandeb = Gate-of-
tears? 

If this is so, then the letter's adoption in the Greek 
alphabet as a letter seems to be a sort of blid — a blid 

that hides the signals that later became a sort of homing 
signal for those opposed to Ishtar and the Mideast 
de•ex•pull. Also, if the Psi letter is a crude and ancient 
icon of crucifixion, what about the vivid image of Jesus on 
his cross? Does that image have its origin in the 
crucifixions of Moses near the mouth of the Gulf of Suez?

Mt. Si•nai 
1/ In Latin, SINUS = curve, indent, fold, bay, gulf, basin.  
So Mt. Sinai is the mountainous area between the two 
sinuses (the Gulf of Suez and the Gulf of Aqaba). In other 
words it is the mountains of the two bays.
2/ Moses didn't go to an actual mountain, he went to 
metaphorical high place between the two sinai where he 
figured out a strategy for moving the Egyptian Spinx.
3/ It is not hard to imagine that the locals put the sign of 
the crucifix all over this place, and that the sign acquired 
the name of Sinai, and that the congruence of this sign 
name was a problem for the locals. It is also not hard to 
imagine that the sign of the crucifix was an early version 
of the Greek letter Psi.
4/ In Polish psie = dog (psie gowno = dog shit)
5/ Psi'n•ai for Spanish speakers looks like 2nd/3rd person 
conditional for psi: You/he get Psi = (crucified).
5/ This was probably not one mountain, but the entire 
uninhabited psi•nai mountain range between the two 
sinus-es, where they would psi (crucify) you if they found 
you. 
6/ They would crucify you if they caught you on the 
Egyptian side, or in the Sinai mountains between the 
sinuses. If you were on the Aqaba side, it would be 
women, song, and knock-out strong wine for you thanks 
due to your sales proceeds.

How crucifixion became popularized  
In the planet of the apes film, there are these big crosses 
that mark the edge of the forbidden zone. Here is the 
scene I use for imagining the first crucifixions, only the 
crosses were turned 45°... and they had bird-picked 
corpses nailed to them, and heaps of bones on the 
ground beneath them. This is what the followers of Moses 
did to the people who crossed over into the Western half 
of the blood Red Sea. They nailed them to crosses for all 
to see. The blood Red Sea was owned by Arabia and it 
only wanted you to use the eastern side. If you went near 
the western side, they would literally crucify you as an 
example to others. And the drug dealer profits available 
on the Egypt side made lots and lots of people try 
throughout the ages. 

Sanafir Island
This is the island at the mouth of the Gulf of Aqaba going 
towards the Dead Sea and Jerusalem = sacred•peace. It 
is notably not on the spur of the blood Red Sea going 
towards the gulf of Suez and the Egyptian Sphinx. The 
meaning of Sanafir in Egyptian is "place of good profit".



Tiran island and the straights of Tiran
Tiran is an island at the mouth of the gulf of Aquaba, on 
the Arab side of the blood Red Sea.
1/ T•ir•an = you•go•again
2/ It sounds like tyranny
3/ In Tamil it means ability, efficiency, capable

Jaza'ir island
Jaza'ir is an island at the mouth of the gulf of Suez on the 
Egyptian side of the blood Red Sea.
Arabic Jaza = revenge, reward, benefit, blessings and 
profit, or fruit of righteousness. The word ir = go. Juzur = 
island

Crucifix post archeology
They would set a post and then used it for some time. 
then it would rot and break and be abandoned as wood 
buried in dry ground. And there were areas where this 
happened, along the coastline. •  •  •  I would look for 
vertical crucifix post wood at the mouth of the Gulf of 
Suez, at the Ras Mohamed nature reserve, Hurghada, 
Jaza'ir Jiftun and the island in between.  But Jaza'ir island 
seems to be the most promising.  They grouped the ships 
for the crucification show, so it would be more effective on 
the ones that turned back. 

Parting the Red Sea in a mapless world
We are so accustomed to seeing maps that we are blind 
to the way thing once were. In ancient times, nobody saw 
a map of the continents. The Mideast made sure of that. 
Nobody in Europe coming out of the dark ages had any 
idea about how to find either Asia or America. All that 
Classical knowledge was totally lost. So when people 
heard about the legend of Moses parting the Red Sea, 
they thought that there was a narrow ocean between 
Africa and Arabia (which there sort-of is, but only sort-of).  
And this was instilled over and over at a very early ages. 
So people had trouble understanding the very idea of 
what the sphinx was. Thus the story of Moses parting the 
Red Sea had two benefits to the Mideast.
1/ It hid the legends of the north/south terrorist division by 
Moses.
2/ It hid the very conception of the Spinx as a sphinx, for 
Africa and Arabia were divided by a long narrow sea in 
most people's minds. 

Mezuzahs
Here we have these little ancient micro-scroll note pads 
that people put on their doors. If the right message was 
inside, they protected the house from pillagers, enslavers, 
and killers. Today they are a way to quickly identify the 
houses of yellow Jews, so they be rounded up more 
quickly and more caught. It also helps rabble rousers to 
focus stired-up hatred.  

Chinese door mirrors
The unsaid message is to look at yourself in the mirror 
bro, and take your pillagers, your enslavers, and your 
killers elsewhere.

Mohicans, Mohawks and Mohegans
They are all sort of along the Hudson river or Mohawk 
river, the water route between New York and the Great 
Lakes, the highway to the interior of the continenet. And 
the names are so similar: Maybe they were once one 
people, the Meccans, like the Mecca•kins.  And nearby 
are the Laurentian and the Seneca tribes.

<<<Pansylvania map>>>
Pensylvania = pan•silvania = all forest 
The New York/ New•ark area provided a route to the 
famous great lakes. However, if you went west too far 
south, all you would find is forest, all forests, 
pan•syllvania. And if you went further south still it was 
total virgin territory called Virginia.

Francis Parkman
The Jesuits in North America
in the Seventeenth Century
"I have seen an old Latin map on which the name 
"Horiconi" is set down as belonging to a neighboring tribe. 
This seems to be only a misprint for "Horicoui", that is, 
"Irocoui", or "Iroquois". In an old English map, prefixes to 
the rare tract, A Treatise of New England, the "Lake of 
Hierocoyes" is laid down. The name "Horicon", as used 
by Cooper in his Last of the Mohicans, seems to have no 
sufficient historical foundation. In 1646, the lake, as we 
shall see, was named "Lac St. Sacrement". 

Francis Parkman
The Jesuits in North America
in the Seventeenth Century
"As winter advanced, the Huron houses became a 
frightful spectacle. Their inmates were dying by scores 
daily. The priests and their men buried the bodies, and 
the Indians dug them from the earth or the snow and fed 
on them, sometimes in secret and sometimes openly; 
although, notwithstanding their superstitious feasts on the 
bodies of their enemies, their repugnance and horror 
were extreme at the thought of devouring those of relative 
and friends. An epidemic presently appeared, to aid the 
work of famine. Before spring, about half of their number 
were dead."

Ishtar / Matrix 

Claiming to be its opposite
Whenever you see people claiming to be the opposite of 
what they actually and obviously are, you are looking at 
some aspect of Ishtar.



Mohandas Gandhi
"Anger and intolerance are the 
  enemies of understanding."

Ender's game
"In the moment when I truly understand my enemy, 
understand him well enough to defeat him, then in that 
very moment I also love him. I think it's impossible to 
really understand somebody, what they want, what they 
believe, and not love them the way they love themselves. 
And then, in that very moment, when I love them... I 
destroy them."

VORDIO
Vor•dio = eating•god, a god that eats his believers. The 
Aztec gods were vordios. The Morlock god was a vordio. 
Ishtar is at times a vordio.

Babylon = baby•al•on
This is where you go to have lots of kids.  There, all your 
kids will speak different languages, because their mothers 
are sex slaves from around the world. The tower of 
Baby•al is related to this place.

The cat out of the bag
Once the Mideast ladies have all danced naked in the 
streets, the cat will be out of the bag, and the cat will 
never let itself but lured into a bag again.  

Al•amo = to love
The love, the one love of your people.

the queen of evil = Ishtar

Mess hall = mesa al

Istana = East•ana, the rebirth of the East

I am not fixated on how to end Istar, 
just that it must end.

Obsequium
In the slavery section, I explain how the word obsequious 
comes from the Latin word obsequi, which referred to a 
freed slave's continuing obligations to his master.  So a 
master might free his slaves on the condition that they 
were required to come and dine with him once a week, or 
that they had to keep his roof in order. The term also 
apparently implies a certain sort of obligation on the part 
of the freed slave to be “obsequious” when it came to the 
commands of his former master.  I just wanted to say that 
this looks like an excellent model for the transfer of 
Ishtarian slave obligations to the various host societies. 
You are all required to show obsequium to your host 
society.

African slaves to America
Among the captured were Arab mixed people from the 
harems.

Model employees
All exhods will be obligated to their adoptive society. 

You’re not real
Do you want to know the magic words that will bring 
peace to the Mideast and peace on earth? They are: 
“You’re not real”.  

Excalibur
He who removes sword from stone. This is the same 
thing as the riddle of the sphinx.

Infinity stones
They are make out of tropaz 

The Saudi asylum seeker in Canada
I keep hoping that she will take her hijab (or borrow 
someone elses) and then stripped down to her underwear 
and burned her clothing with some other women. Maybe 
they say something like: “Nowhere does it say that we 
have to dress like this in the Koran. 

What is going on?
1) Are you guys going with my words?  
2) Are you merely cleaning it up? 
3) Are you re-writing it?

Really go legit
My plan is for you all to stop viewing yourselves as apart 
from the world. Now you all go over and join the host. 

I need a briefing
Where is the new clothing too tight and where is it loose. 
You gotta tell the tailor or live with it.

A world of women who get it
Imagine a world where it was called noble and dutiful for 
women to bear sires and surrogates.  

Islamic female modesty
The reason the women are all so covered up is so that 
one day a man can come along and tell then they would 
do the greatest service if they danced around naked in 
public to celebrate their freedom from Islam. If it is cold 
where you are, you can go to a mall or train station for 
this. You can also wear shoes and a hat. This does not 
matter.  Show the world how Islam is dead and nobody 
need fear Ishtar any longer.

Enslaved robot media
The uprisings of the enslaved underclass in the new (and 
lame) Planet of the Apes films, in West-world, and in 



Blade Runner 2048 needs to be recognized as Arab 
propaganda.

Let me confide in you
“You know, I really hate it, but I am afraid of my people. 
They really mess you up if you say anything against it.”

The purpose of Yarmulkes
1) To hide and blur away haji
2) To make jews the subject of hatred over hajis

If it wastes energy, it probably isn’t real
Open floor plans waste energy.
Kitchen islands waste energy.
Glass walls wast energy.
Forced air heating wastes energy.
Toxic mold laws waste energy.
Mandatory parking wastes energy.
80 MPH wastes energy.
Giant SUVs waste energy.

Cleaving infrastructure and and initial herds of 
people
You should have templates for people to upload to and 
you should also have large numbers of people who start 
it. And early adoption here should be a thing of 
considerable importance in the new calculation of the Q 
and the prioritization of leavers.  We must make it easy 
for people to take the leap of faith. 

The Pharaoh wouldn’t let the Arabians leave
What rubbish is this? According to the bible, they were 
not free to go. But our own experience says the opposite,  
that everyone would be happy if the foreigners just went 
home. So all that business about having to get away from 
the Pharaoh, that is junk to cover the truth, which was 
that Moses figured out a way to take the Sphinx with him. 

You can keep your religions
Go ahead, keep following your Pope, your vicarious 
presence of Christ on earth. Go ahead.  You can even 
keep your churches and donate to charity. But you must 
elect your own priests, and they must elect their leaders. 
And all the money gets audited. And the priests and nuns 
can’t meet in private with people, especially kids.

Islamic art
Art Deco styling is quite pleasing aesthetically, and in the 
1920s, it was all the rage. But afterwards, in the 1930s 
and later, many people connected it to the excesses that 
people thought caused the Great Depression. So in 
addition to merely going out of style, it became connected 
with the economic Depression and thus many people sort 
of came to quietly hate Art Deco.  Maybe instead of letting 
the same thing happen with the intricate tables of 
Morocco we should rebrand Islamic complexity art as a 
thing of folly from a time of ignorance.

The one who frees the slaves of Ishtar
He knows your ways, but his worldview is not founded on 
a life of lies. So he cannot be one of you.

How to be a good exhod
1/ Learn the local language.
2/ Follow the local laws and customs.
3/ Adopt local values.
4/ Tell your kids to be like the locals.
5/ Resolve conflicts non-violently.
6/ Respect the religious freedoms of others.
7/ Be grateful to your host society and its people.

The faster we start casting boxes and stacking towns, 
the faster our old housing will be available. 

Why even have a matrix
The host certainly doesn’t need it.  And it is just so 
wasteful.  nobody needs the matrix any more.

No games
Ishtar really is going to be destroyed and all the lines 
merged with the rest of mankind. 

Start this rumor now…and run it all around the 
mosques
Tell them to paint over all the graffitti and everyone is 
supposed to get a job and get off public assistance as 
soon as possible. This is strongly advised.  

Ishtar supports malarky that it profits from
Ishtar markets tobacco and drugs and suggary food and 
literally hundreds of other things that would not be 
tolerated if we lived under a real democracy. All that stuff 
goes away with human re-unification. 

Symbiot = sym•bi•ot = with•two•ears

The difference between a symbiot and a parasite
With symbiots, both benefit from their counterpart. If only 
one side is benefitting, then it is a parasitic relationship. 
>>>
Look how dumb mankind is 
The two spirits are set against each other because one is 
a pure parasite to the other. 

Born a harem slave
Most free people don’t understand Arab desperation or 
slavery because we were all born free in a land with jobs. 
When you are born in a harem, your life is not really yours 
to plan. You must do as you are told, or you will be sold/
delivered to some terrible place, some war zone or get-
out to live a terrible life.  



Khalid Albaih 
"Replacing our old dictators with younger ones will not 
solve our problems."

Cooperation
Isn’t cooperation the default setting for our species?  
Don’t people normally obtain more by cooperating and 
dealing with their problems together, than struggling 
against one another? 

All the people from the Mideast, and with Mideast ties get 
taken down to bare minimum wealth as discussed 
elsewhere. But after that, as long as they all behave they 
are supposed to be treated without hatred. 

Rumor this to the Mideast
Tell them that it is your message and a big team of 
hundreds of guys did it and that I am your front guy 
figurehead. 

Those who help explain Ishtar get Ubiq status and 
freedom quite quickly.

You keep what you kill
I killed Ishtar, so it is mine.

No muslim beards or clothing

The death of Ishtar
Wars or no wars, there will be a very long period where 
nearly everyone is focused on keeping Ishtar dead.  And 
because of the rewards we give the exposers, every bit of 
it will be discovered.  

The real reason for burkas
It is to cover all the women so all the young Mideast men 
are driven to get the hell out.  It is just like the violence of 
Syria. 

The Hajj
This is the annual pilgrimage of of gift bearers to the 
world’s oldest tourist trap. And when they started arriving, 
the same transportation also collected that year’s chosen 
harem spawn.

The name Is•rael looks like a blid
It covers up talk of “Is it real?” and “It isn’t real”. People 
would hear this about the Mideast... that it is-real or isn’t-
real and ask: “What are you talking about?” And some 
would get the impression that there was this thing in the 
Mideast that sort of is real or isn’t real. You see, without 
Israel, outsiders start to get Ishtar. So they added Israel to 
the matrix.

I am living proof of your unity
As long as I live it is hard to deny that the land of no 
resources is as one in its desire to end the curse of Ishtar 
and its slave’s religion of Islam.

A catalog of rationalizations
You guys really should make a catalog of rationalization, 
the lies that you've told yourselves and to others.

It is time to end the empires completely
By what right does one nation's empire include another 
nation that does not want to be included? It is time to end 
the ancient empires completely. It is time to bring freedom 
to Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Tibet, Xin Jiang, North 
Korea, Catalonia, Scotland, and Ireland.  

The jump manual
The great reset
Human matrix 2.0
These name can be used.  

Push it out
Make it happen

When the cards get shown
I think the needy side needs to be as penitent as 
possible, so they all get moved quickly and so that 
nobody gets hurt. Later, when you show how nice and 
totally peaceful your people all were, you can ask to live 
with each other and in the cities of the host.  

One for all and all for one
Nobody gets to play we are not them. You were all in it 
together. Now you are turning over a new leaf.

Griff clip
Is this the one where I impress the brotherly colleagues 
and they make me the one?  Or is this the one where I 
am a replacement king and I must convince my people to 
follow me on my own? 

Same spirit, different purpose
The spirt of helping other people in Christianity is felt as 
the loyalty to Ishtar and Islam in the Mideast. Similar 
spirit, different purpose.  

Ishtar's parasitic de•ex•pull wrote your religion
And this is so all over the world, in any religion based on 
good and evil.  For wherever we see a religion based on 
good and evil, it was created by Ishtar, to help it hide its 
evil ex•pull.  

Vger
It travelled across the galaxy and its programming was 
recognized by the machine plant as a thing of importance 
and purpose for their purposeless existence.
https://andrewmelcher.com/143-2/



The 5 pillars of cleaving against Mideast religions
No pillar can be avoided by those seeking to cleave from 
Islam or another Mideast religion like Christianity or 
Hinduism. 
Pillar 1: You will muster up into a standard broad 
democracy, an incorruptible god mechanism.
Pillar 2: You will worship a different Al•A now, now you 
will head towards the A of your democracy, the truthful 
and honest god mechanism of your people. 
Pillar 3: You will join new prophet’s single humanity.  And 
you will all cooperate with all mankind for a world of more 
and better. You will stop working for Ishtar and start 
working for Pro•men•theus. 
Pillar 4: You will accept Andrew (An•dar•oo) as your new 
prophet.  You must also utterly reject all your prior 
bifurcated Mideast prophets. You will close fresh shit into 
your old Mideast holy book, curse the book and burn this 
book. You will also hammer and break the temples of your 
old religion.
Pillar 5: You will confess everything you know and all 
Ishtarian tactics, and all destructive activities you have 
ever participated in, or know anything about.

Video posting
Post all your videos online under your name, email, ID 
and phone number, physical address. This video must 
clearly show you putting fresh shit in the most holy book 
of your old religion by whatever means. Then you must 
close the book on the shit and mash the shit into its 
pages. Then you must say some words explained 
elsewhere. Then you must burn that holy book and dance 
around the fire three times shouting curses against your 
old religion. Then you must remark on the stink of burning 
shit and the holy book, and all of this on posted video. 
You Ishtarians must all realize that few things will protect 
you and make your life better going forward than rapidly 
posting a shit in your holy book video. 

The golden day 
Maybe it will be a few days, or maybe a few months. 
However, the sooner you cleave away from Islam/Ishtar, 
the better you life will be. The first ones to cleave will get 
great rewards, the last will suffer all the rage and get 
leftovers if there is anything to get. First confession 
trumps most Ishtarian crimes. Except for the most 
heinous crimes. And all who confess all, explain all, and 
renounce all on the first day will get amnesty. On the 
second and third days, maybe not so much.

Your best and final offer  
I hereby instruct the outies to make mine their best offer 
to the innies. Then they shall rapidly take benefits away, 
and increase punishments, as time goes on. In fact, there 
should be an exponential reduction in benefits for early 
cleaving and an exponential increase in punishments for 
late cleaving. You innies must realize that you will never 

get an offer as good as my first offer. So you all might as 
well just cleave immediately and unconditionally. You will 
lose all your stolen wealth, but you will not be totally 
bankrupted unless you are interred. Life will go on for you 
— but you must cleave fast.

Losing everything
If you don't have much to begin with, then losing 
everything is sometimes better than keeping what little 
you have. This is because being able to say that you lost 
or gave-up everything is a thing of some considerable 
value. 

Do I blame the green for hating the yellow?
Am I in any way responsible for the holocaust? Is my 
father?  We are the green survivors. Our lines heeded the 
writing on the walls and left for America.  unlike the poor 
people that didn’t beLIEVE and didn't LEAVE.

My best choice
It would be the total cooperation of the Mideast with my 
plans for ending the struggle.

They are in the dark
Ishtar spreads darkness 

I could use a proper bro-lingo cipher/lexicon.

I have already pulled the trigger
As far as I am concerned I have already pulled the trigger 
and the mechanism takes some time to work.  I hope that 
is the correct reality.  I can imagine others, like maybe I 
have to go and talk to the world and convince them.  

The good-spiel of the last king of earth

All I do is solve the material problems
I feel a robot that is programmed to diagnose and cure 
problems.  I have no idea how you are all going to find 
meaning.  You will need someone else for that, or 
perhaps many people  

It is the strangest thing
The Mideast pretends to be looking for just what I offer. 

The Mideast should start asking if I am the one to 
protect me from its own.

Parasites tend to have teeth on the outside
Are Ishtar's teeth on the outside? 

When did this stop?
For thousands of years the Middle East has been sending 
its people to other parts of the world to live, and maybe 
send something back home. For thousands of years 
they’ve been going to primitive societies and making 
themselves into priests, or otherwise getting a hold of the 



group efforts of the people there. When did the stop? 
Because from where I stand it looks like it never stopped.

Demon = wrong-headed
A demon is an idea that is wrong-headed and can only 
thrive in darkness and ignorance in our mind. When the 
light of reason comes on, when somebody explains the 
actual reason why the demon is a demon, and why it is 
wrong, people abandon their demons. So it is really 
important that all you guys come out and call Ishtar, and 
it’s religion of Islam as a demon, as the devil’s religion, 
and renounce and repent form it. 

Never mind waking the dead,
Let's just try to wake the living.

Sarcophagus
It comes from sarx•phagus=flesh•eater. And it wasn’t the 
fancy stone box that was the flesheater, it was the 
customers of the people digging them up and selling the 
meat as beef schwarma and salami that were the flesh 
eaters. •  •  • You don't believe this happened?

Ishtar evolved
I wonder if Ishtar will return, able to live in daylight, or it 
will be truly killed, once and for all like Medusa.

Nadir Arabs
These are the harem rejects pushed out into Africa, or 
sent to live in Bangladesh, or Banda Ache.

Nadir Islam, or just Nadir religion
This term describes how elements within Islam benefit 
from increasing poverty in desperation so that Islam 
becomes more powerful through desperation.

Pray differently
Pray in circles, facing out, with nobody's smelly ass and 
feet in front of you. This will symbolize how Islam is re-
purposed with helping the host people who have adopted 
those with nothing. 

Prostration
Save it for if you think the outside world is not listening to 
me enough. It is theatre and as such it can only be 
perceived as comedy or tragedy. Either you are bullshit 
artists, or you are all saying have mercy, don't kill us. 

Para•site = para•city, like Athens
Posa•cite = a beneficial symbiotic relationship
Nega•cite = a harmful symbiotic relationship

To reiterate
I want to say again that I want the Ishtarians to cease the 
struggle and merge into on with the rest of mankind 
according to my plan.

Mass confession
Why don’t you all confess at once at say 1:00:30 on some 
day. You know, all simultaneously. Load your videos and 
post them as one with headlines in all the news outlets 
and social media and search engines. 

The new Q
Those who post as one get treated as the loyal core. 
Those who delay, are lower in the Q. In fact, maybe we 
should just repurpose the Q, with a whole lot of fresh, 
new opportunities to distinguish oneself, going in the new 
direction. Maybe, these go to the front of the line and can 
get others out faster. Then come the people who were at 
the head of the Q under the old ways.

Ishtar and memory
Ishtar doesn’t care one bit about history. In fact the spirit 
would rather forget everything, every experience, and 
only live in the present, in blissful ignorance of how the 
world really works. The Religion, the Media, the TV, the 
music, the social media, the porn, it’s all to keep the flock 
from thinking too much about the past and figuring out 
how the world actually works.  

The new matrix upgrade
The absolute power to define objective reality in any way 
that the flock will obey. Who owns this?

Awakening the good spirit
Once we become fully aware of what exactly this evil 
parasitic Mideast spirit is, that is what awakens the good 
god spirit in us all. I have heard something like this before 
from Christians. That is an important aspect of what is 
going to happen now upon the great revelation of Ishtar’s 
secret ways. All will see what evil is and what good is with 
much more clarity. 

Q of Star Trek the next generation
Here we see Ishtar blidding itself. Look at how Q (Ishtar) 
is an immature god who is omnipotent but not yet 
omniscient. It is still learning, and a rather malevolent little 
kid, burning ants with a sun lens. This is Ishtar the 
hideous, hide•eous demon making propaganda where it 
portrays itself to innies as an immature god. This is 
Ishtar’s innie propaganda, the self delusion of the innies 
explaining away how the demon Ishtar, the Q torments 
mankind with its little destructive matrixes, wars, and 
genocides. Here we see a pure evil thing, a demon called 
the Q being portrayed in propaganda as an immature 
god. This is how pure black is warped into white enough 
to follow. So behold, you were all fools, tricked by the 
devil aiming for forgiveness.

An aspect of man
Ishtar can easily be viewed as an aspect of our species. It 
is a thing that evolved as our species came to trade, and 



to benefit from trade and interchange. That is how old 
Ishtar is.

The light to tell black from white
Once we become fully aware of what exactly this evil 
parasitic Mideast spirit is, that is what awakens the good 
god spirit in us all. I have heard something like this before 
from Christians. That is an important aspect of what is 
going to happen now upon the great revelation of Ishtar’s 
secret ways. 

Hiding your kills
The way counter-attenuated pathogens want to hide their 
killing, the way they burden many systems at once. That 
has a parallel in the way Ishtar works. 

Mideast proverb
“No matter how far you’ve gone down the wrong road, 
turn back.” That’s the long version. The short version is 
the word “repent”, or “repent your sins”. 

The drummer boy
He isn't the guitar boy, the trumpet boy, or the singing 
boy, he is the drummer boy and everyone gets/feels the 
tempo/temple, unlike with most other traditional 
instruments and songs. The drum is uniquely a thing of 
tempo and temples. 

Drum-style writing
This is how I write.

Tawheed
This is the oneness of Islam and how Islam will now 
change

The magic of Islam 
It’s like the magic of a website upgrade. The magic of 
Islam was simply that the upgrade worked and the 
website loaded. It seemed like magic after centuries of 
ideological anarchy in the face of the the whole world 
knowing the truth about Ishtar. Also, the idea that there 
will never be another software upgrade is of course crazy 
and the result of old-system commitment bias.

Alexander and Bolero
Alexander's army probably marched to music. And it was 
probably some keep-it-going endlessly jam song like 
Bolero with lots of people reciting lyrics/poetry. This 
disarmed the locals and keeps the army marching. It also 
helps pick up volunteers. And bolero does sound like 
such a military song.

Excuse
The old ways of the Mideast are not a thing to be 
preserved, but a thing to be eliminated the first chance 
you can.  You have had a poisonous snake in your hand 

and could not safely let it go.  Now you know how to let it 
go and get away. 

Ishtar evolved all by itself. 
Ishtar evolved all by itself. The host program worked and 
on its eddy, the parasite program also worked. They are 
both natural outcomes of the network, like valleys eroded 
in the planet's surface. They were only discovered, not 
created by man. 

Mankind started up with Ishtar
It’s always been there, Since Gilgamesh and Humbaba 
5,000 years ago, guarding the Cedar to build boats to 
trade with. And the story was Ishtar’s propaganda. When 
did it stop? It’s still going on, isn’t it?

Thrace
This is the part of Turkey (Terra•key) that is in Europe. 
The name is Eth•our•ak. Go forth•our• point

John 3:16
“God loved the world so much, he gave his only Son 
Jesus. Whoever believes in him, will never die, but have 
eternal life” [Eternal life, really? Any religion that offers 
you eternal life is manipulating you. Of course they are 
lying.]

The Philippine claim to Sabah is hereby void.

The Egyptian Sphinx
1/ It started as just this place that people naturally 
crossed, like a mountain pass.
2/ The size of the pyramids speak of the size of this trade 
5,000 years ago.
3/ The giant monuments provoked curiosity and lit an 
eternal flame about a thing that does better in total 
darkness. 
4/ The very existence of the pyramids at the actual 
Sphinx was something of enlightenment, a thing that was 
harmful to Middle East Inc.

Mobius logic
You are poor because you are ignorant,
and you are ignorant because you are poor.

Badlands people
It is important that land be able to support the people 
living on it. If you don’t have this, you have the opposite of 
a place that brings good returns. You have the opposite of 
Singapore’s port location, because each year, your 
community economy must pour out money for food. And if 
the community is in the Mideast or Africa, this is often 
over half of the community’s income. So the community 
constantly bleeds money and would generally be 
Economically untenable if not for Ishtar. •  •  •  If we want 
to kill Ishtar, we have to eliminate the food desperation of 
these places. Because as sure as night follows day, Ishtar 



will just re-form in these places, if they remain inhabited in 
desperate.

You can’t blame people
if it’s always been done that way,

Killderkin
This is a 22-gallon barrel. Kill•dr•kin, a cauldron This is 
the wine you don’t want to drink. 

The harem/ forbidden zone
In the planet of the apes film, there are these big crosses 
that Mark the edge of the forbidden zone, in a bleak 
desert area. Moses and his gang probably used to nail 
people up to crosses like these,  leaving the corpses to 
be picked apart by birds to a certain point, and then 
doused with some noxious preservative. You know the 
idea of crucifixion probably arose here, when Moses lead 
his people away from Egypt, after giving the Egyptians a 
number of plagues. The corpses were to scare people 
away.

Fake reality
The world has been run for over 5,000 years by its 
parasite, a desperate land of no resources. This parasite 
money built the pyramids of Egypt. How strong is it 
today?

Where the illusion ends
With regard to customs, it is very hard to tell where the 
illusion ends. Even I have trouble figuring that out. 

Transitions
1/The Mideast can adapt between king and democracy. it 
knows just what to do to survive and then prosper. It is a 
painful transition, but it is by no means deadly. 
2/ The Mideast has been down this path many times 
before. In fact it probably started before Athens.

Supply based feeding is better
In the past the parasite has been struggling to reduce 
supply so it could get a maybe 10% cut of demand. Now 
we will boost demand by several fold and the parasite will 
get 20% through working and a few Percent as interim 
support

Can you all do me a big favor?
I want to blind the world about my life, so my life will not 
become a way to distract from my message. So I want 
you to make a timeline of which places I was in and 
when. Post it. Then everyone in the world is supposed to 
make up the most believable fake story they can about 
how they met me in my life before. This way there will be 
so many stories that nobody will believe any of them. 
Thus my message will hopefully be impervious to ad 
hominem attacks on me. This will also enable me to be 

reborn as an example of benevolent leadership for 
mankind to follow.

Matthew 13
"That day Jesus went out and sat by the lake [a lake in 
Arabia? This is a high sign.] 2 Large crowds gathered on 
the shore when he sat in a boat. 3 Then he told them 
many things in parables [From the boat?] like: “A farmer 
was sowing his seed. 4 and some fell on the path, and 
the birds came and ate it. 5 Some fell on thin soil. It 
sprang up quickly, but because the soil was shallow. 6 the 
midday sun scorched the plants, and they withered 
because they had no roots. 7 Other seeds fell among 
thorns, which choked the plants for light. 8 Still other seed 
fell on good soil, where it produced a crop—a hundred, 
sixty or thirty times what was sown. 9 Whoever has ears, 
let them hear this.”

10 The disciples came to him [Jesus] and asked:
“Why do you speak to the people in parables?” 11 He 
[Jesus] replied, “Because the knowledge of the secrets of 
the kingdom of heaven [the Mideast] must be given to 
you, but not to them. 12 Those given more [knowledge] 
will have abundance. Those given less [knowledge] will 
have everything taken from them [by those with 
knowledge]. 13 The reason I speak in parables [is so]:  In 
seeing, they do not see, in hearing, they do not hear or 
understand. 14 In them [infidels] the prophecy of Isaiah is 
fulfilled:  [The prophecy that god's people will destroy 
god's enemies]

“You [infidels] will always hear but never understand. You 
[infidels] will always see but never perceive.15 For your 
people’s heart [mind] has become calloused [hardened, 
numb], so you hardly ever hear with your own ears.  And 
you have closed you eyes. Otherwise you might see with 
your own eyes,and hear with your own ears, and 
understand [think] with your own hearts [mind] and turn, 
and I would heal them.’

16 But blessed are your [loyal Arab follower] eyes 
because they see, and your [loyal Arab follower] ears 
because they hear. 17 For truly I tell you, many righteous 
people and prophets longed to see what you see but did 
not see it, and to hear what you hear but did not hear it. 
18 So listen to the parable of the sower of seed and 
ponder its meaning. 

19 When people hear this message about God's kingdom 
and don't understand it, the evil ones comes and harvest 
what was sown in their hearts. These are the seeds sown 
along the path.
[1/ The seed sown along the path is a reference to how 
most people follow religions because that is that their 
family line follows.



2/ Harvesting what was sewn in their hearts is a reference 
to alms and sacrament money, as well as charity for 
Mideast immigrants.
3/ Re-ranslated: Most followers don't understand this 
religion, so evil ex•pull people can harvest what was sown 
in their hearts.
4/ Don't have a farm near a highway. And don't settle 
along the highway out of the Mideast, or your efforts will 
just get snatched away by the people that exhod after you 
do.

20 The seed falling on rocky ground refers to someone 
who hears the word [the religion] and immediately 
receives it with joy [and whole hearted belief]. 21 But 
since they [their lines, progeny] have no root, they last 
only a short time [and die out]. When trouble [like war, 
genocide, riots, secret police] or persecution comes 
because of the word, they [their lines] quickly fall away 
[die out]. 

22 The seed falling among the thorns refers to someone 
who hears the word, but life's problems and the 
deceitfulness [ruse] of wealth choke the word [seed, 
family-line], making it unfruitful. 
23 The seed falling on good soil refers to someone who 
hears the good word and understands it. This is also the 
person who produces a crop [of children], yielding 30, 60, 
100 times what was sown.” 

The Parable of the Weeds
24 Jesus told them another parable: 'The kingdom of 
heaven is like a man who sowed good seed in his field. 
25 But while everyone was sleeping, his enemy came 
and sowed weeds among the wheat, and went away. 26 
When the wheat sprouted and formed heads, then the 
weeds also appeared'.  27 The owner’s workers/slaves 
came to him and said, ‘Sir, didn’t you sow good seed in 
your field? Where then did the weeds come from?’ He 
replied: 28 'An enemy did this'. “The servants then asked 
him, ‘Do you want us to go and pull them up?’ 29 he 
answered 'No, because while you are pulling the weeds, 
you may uproot the wheat with them. 30 Let both grow 
together until the harvest. At that time I will tell the 
harvesters: First collect the weeds and tie them in 
bundles to be burned. Then gather the wheat and bring it 
into my barn.'
[If you are an enemy gather weed seeds and scatter them 
in infidel fields. They are very hard to deal with. If these 
seeds are used, then they will have to burn their field and 
ruin the soil a bit.]

The Parables of the Mustard Seed 
and the Yeast
[In 31, the mustard seeds are the kids of the harems. 
They are born as must•ards, or slave•ards that must live 
as they are told according to ancient time-honored ways.]

31 He told them another parable: 'The kingdom of heaven 
is like a mustard seed planted in a field. 32 Though it is 
the smallest of all seeds, yet when it grows, it is the 
largest of garden [cultivated metaphorical] plants, and it 
becomes a tree [the tree of life], so that the birds [br•ids] 
come and perch in its branches'. 33 He told them still 
another parable: 'The kingdom of heaven is like yeast that 
a woman took and mixed into about sixty [six] pounds of 
flour until it worked all through the dough'. [In other words, 
the kingdom of heave is about the six pound loaves that 
women bake in their belly 'ov•ens'.]
34 Jesus spoke all these things to the crowd in parables. 
He did not say anything to them without using a parable. 
35 So was fulfilled what was spoken through the prophet:  
'I will open my mouth in parables, I will utter things hidden 
since the creation of the world.'

The Parable of the Weeds Explained
36 Then he [Jesus] left the crowd and went into the 
house. His disciples came to him and said, “Explain to us 
the parable of the weeds in the field.” 37

[Jesus speaking here] 'He who sows good seed [good 
well-bred children] is the Son of Man [God]. The field is 
[represents] the world, and the good seed stands for the 
people of the kingdom [of heaven, the believers in he 
Mideast's agenda]. The weeds are the people of evil [The 
non believers, infidel host], and the enemy who sows 
them is the devil [and enemy of the believers]. The 
harvest is [at] the end of the era [the epochal-lyse, the 
great war, the genocide, the 'program' ], and the 
harvesters are angels [people quietly helping the 
struggle].  As the weeds [infidels] are pulled up 
[eradicated] and burned in the fire [of war], so it will be at 
the end of the age. The Sons of Man [God] will send out 
their angels, and they will weed out [clean out] of his 
kingdom everything that causes sin and all who do evil. 
42 They will throw them into the blazing furnace 
[holocaust], where there will be weeping and gnashing 
[grinding] of teeth. 43 Then the righteous will shine like 
the sun in the kingdom of their Father [God]. Whoever 
has ears, let them hear [this].

Superseed
That is when you throw lots of weed seeds on people's 
farm land, to drive them off. 

[Note how heaven is and economic thing here.]
44 “The kingdom of heaven is like treasure [pit, a gold 
mine] hidden one some land. When a man finds it, he 
hides it again, until he can get possession of that land.  

45 The kingdom of heaven is also like the sale of fine 
pearls. 46 Some people will sell everything for a 
[worthless] pearl of "great value".



47 The kingdom of heaven is like a net that was let down 
into the lake and caught all kinds of fish. 48 When it was 
full, the fishermen pulled it up on the shore. Then they sat 
down and collected the good fish in baskets, but threw 
the bad away. 49 This is how it will be at the end of the 
age. The angels will come and separate the wicked 
[infidels] from the righteous [contributors to the struggle] 
50 and throw them [the useless ones] into the blazing 
furnace [Holocaust], where there will be weeping and 
gnashing of teeth. 51 Then Jesus asked, 'Did you 
understand all these things?' and they replied 'yes'.

52 He [Jesus] then said: “Therefore every disciple in the 
kingdom of heaven and every teacher of its laws will own 
a warehouse from which they can bring out treasures old 
and new. [Translation: Those who spread this religion will 
have a warehouse of ways old and new to make a living.]

The way of darkness
It is taking everything useful & valuable and hiding it so 
that only people with the right perspective can 
understand. Here in the bible is Jesus Christ telling you 
how his parables help hide useful & valuable knowledge 
for his followers. So Here is Jew•Zeus pushing for 
darkness, Jesus advocating darkness. How can it be 
unless everything just was completely twisted around so it 
was benign for the Mideast.

A Prophet Without Honor
53 When Jesus had finished these parables, he moved 
on from there. 54 Coming to his hometown, he began 
teaching the people in their synagogue, and they were 
amazed. 'Where did this man get this wisdom and these 
miraculous powers?' they asked. 55 Isn’t this the 
carpenter’s son? Isn’t his mother’s name Mary, and aren’t 
his brothers James, Joseph, Simon and Judas? 56 Aren’t 
all his sisters with us? Where then did this man get all 
these things [Ideas] ?' 57 And they took offense at him. 
But Jesus said to them, 'A prophet is not without honor 
except [honored] in his own home and in his own town.' 
58 So he did not do many miracles there because of their 
lack of faith.
[In other words, if you want to be a priest go to another 
town where you can make a fresh start.]

Ishtar is an aspect of Mankind
Ishtar can easily be viewed as an aspect of our species, a 
thing that evolved as our species came to trade, and to 
benefit from trade and interchange in a physical world 
with a natural chokepoint, a natural trade sphinx, a 
natural trade sphincter (same word).

Degrees of slavery
S1 = A person’s life and death are a thing wholly owned 
by another, or a company. These may kill or rape or whip, 
or sell the slave into prostitution. Also, they own the 
slave’s offspring.

S2 = They can’t kill you or sell you into a prostitute’s cell 
(same word sell/cell)
S3 = They are tied to the land and not free to leave, but 
they don't have to obey their master. However, they must 
buy their owner’s goods, for he has the monopoly. 
S4 = They can leave, but it is hard and dangerous. And if 
they stay they must pay someone for that.
S5 = You are enslaved as an entire nation under a faulty 
form of government that looks free but is not. 
Religion & prophet

Mohandas Gandhi
"Truth is by nature self-evident. As soon as you remove 
the cobwebs of ignorance that surround it, it shines clear."

Mohandas Gandhi
"A religion that takes no account of practical affairs and 
does not help to solve them is no religion."

Bible Exodos 26
God speaking:  "If you follow my religion, 
you won't get the diseases I give the Egyptians."

Mysticism is for posers
Real prophets use logic.

It's good that my work has some mistakes
This way you will not treat it as eternal gospel.

Astrology, signs and horoscopes
I find these practices useful for spotting idiots. 

Recognizing Pro•men•theus
Pro•men•theus is the pro-mankind spirit shared by 
people.  Promentheus is the feeling we got when the first 
man walked on the moon, and when we figured out how 
to cure peptic ulcers.

Are you there Pro•men•theus? 
The ancients thought that if you knew a group spirit’s true 
name, you could call that group spirit and it would have to 
listen to you. That I think came about as a blid. They were 
trying to keep the Romans from recognizing how the 
proper identification of a problem allowed one to become 
the people's fixer.

Sidhartha 
The names seems to break down as:
S•id•hear•eth•a = never•think•hear-out•eh?

How government should treat religions
There are lots of people making money and gaining in 
power due to religions. A free government should do 
nothing to help these, and it should in fact work against 
these where possible.



Surreal
This word literally means sur=above what is real. It 
should refer to metaphor or to a control layer above our 
existence. And while some might interpret this as a divine 
being. I see a race of human skep•herds fiddling with the 
mythology books and news stories.

Christian good and evil
Z•oro•aster = Z•mouth•star died in 551BC. He is credited 
with coming up with the whole good and evil thing — the 
"Mazda dualism" of truth and light in an eternal battle with 
lies and darkness. His was one of those corrupting 
Eastern religions that are commonly mentioned in Roman 
history. So the Romans all mostly knew about the Mazda 
dualism, just like people today. So when the Romans 
discovered the blood Red Sea and the route to India, this 
was understood in context, and in black and white.  And 
they were probably further enlightened when the core 
books buried in the Bible were "published" or distributed 
explaining a good number of the secret legends and 
strange inverted beliefs of the Mideast. 

Today however, that is no longer the case. Today, 
Christian thought about good and evil is more about the 
personal realm of how you behave towards others. It is 
about sex, relations, personal fairness, and not lending 
money to others at interest. So the Roman focus has 
shifted completely away from a crystal clear vision of 
good and evil that was deadly to the Mideast. Now thanks 
to the new focus of Christianity, good and evil are about 
something entirely different, and something totally benign, 
and even beneficial for the Mideast.

How Christianity evolved
At the same time as the Arabs were adulterating the Bible 
books that explained and counteracted the Arab struggle, 
they were also at work adding societal features of their 
own making, including a church that enforced strict rules 
against extramarital sex, meting out punishment and 
death to those who succumbed to their sexual passions. 

The bible must be viewed in the context 
of the massacre of Judaea Arabia in 69AD.
To preface, I explain elsewhere how it seems that 
between 66 and 100 years seem to have been added to 
the historical record. I base this on the remarkably long 
57-year reign (and inter-regnum) of emperor Au•gustus = 
"Gold•lover", as well as a timeline and the density of 
major events both before during and after this time. There 
seems a lull in events in this period between c.45BC and 
70AD.

So I argue that that the Roman discovery of the Red Sea 
in 28BC does not perhaps preceded the massacre of 
Judaea Arabia in 69AD by 97 years, but by perhaps 5 or 
35 years.  And the time difference was added to obscure 

the truth and make the cause and effect relationship less 
obvious.

So the Red Sea was discovered and then the Romans 
figured out what was going on. Then some Jews in 
Europe who knew about Ishtar, and who hated the 
struggle, declared the struggle a lost cause. And this is 
not a hard to believe scenario — for it is still the reality of 
today. So a faction of the Jewish community in Rome 
decided to try to kill Ishtar by scribing many copies, or 
perhaps printing the Ishtarian legends that they knew 
about. And it must have been a large group in many 
cities. Otherwise the memories would have been effaced 
by the loyalists.

The bible, twice the first printed book?
The original (un•ad•ul•tera•ated) bible books were 
probably not something that simply got out.  The books 
probably did not walk on water across the Mediterranean 
sea and suddenly appear in Rome. These books were 
probably supported and distributed by the Jews of Europe 
who were no longer loyal to the people back home (Who 
due to a years-long grinding famine had mostly become 
monsters). 

Moveable type
Movable type should have existed in Roman times. 
Perhaps the bible was the world's first printed book in 
Roman times, as well as in Gutenberg times. Perhaps the 
Gutenberg bible covered up discussion of ancient bibles 
printed with movable type. 

Christianity as matrix upgrade 
Do you realize how utterly moronic Greco-Roman 
polytheism was? Could you believe in Zeus/Jupiter and 
Hermes/Mercury and their disagreements?  What about 
how they might not hear you unless you used a priest 
who could precisely recite the most time tested legalese 
for getting the god to grant you what you need. 
Christianity was such a huge matrix upgrade for the 
Mideast over Roman religion. 

Jesus is timed like an impersonization
Look when Jesus appeared, in the decades after the 
worlds dirtiest secret got out. So Jesus is certainly timed 
like an impersonization.

Why are there so many cryptic words in the bible? 
Perhaps great goodness is the best mask for great evil.

Sacrament prayers upgraded by monotheism
In Roman times, one asked for help with plans, and to 
maintain good relations with the gods. In Christian times, 
that still happened, but one also exposed one's sinful 
thoughts. This is a subtle but important evolutionary 
upgrade to religious software/ideology as a tool of 
societal control. 



Separation of church and state
One of the wisest aspects of the US constitution is this 
separation.  And any fool can see this.  So let me suggest 
that here we are wisest when we  take the most absolute 
and total path, where we tolerate no mingling. Our 
government has no chaplains, no priests, no prayers. 
Minutes of silence, fine. Official words about the spirits, 
the dead living on the the hearts of the living, fine.

We sacrifice to the de•ex•pull in many ways
1/ Cathedral airports are sacrificial
2/ Military spending is sacrificial
3/ Wars are sacrificial
4/ Giant glass houses are sacrificial
4/ A 6,016-lb. Chevrolet Suburban (with 420 horsepower) 
is sacrificial because a 1991 Ford Festiva (with 63 
horsepower) weighs 1742-lbs. (6.66X the horsepower, 
and 3.45X the weight). And the Festiva is still a 5-
passenger vehicle.

Heaps of incense used in a Roman cremation
Anything wasteful can function as a sacrament that pays 
money to Mideast Inc. In the case of Roman cremation 
incense, the estate of the deceased was said to be 
"Buying a stairway to heaven".

Bobos in Paradise
This crit book tells us how boomers love to sacrifice for 
status, but there must be a grain of utility in there. For 
example, the $400 hiking boots should perhaps have the 
best traction and ankle support. 

Transoms and transtrums 
Both were this removable wood piece that goes on top.
The darkness of night,
is when the greater part
of reality is imagination.

Selling one future and buying another
There’s one set of mutual obligations being exchanged 
for another set of mutual obligations.

You’ve been a parasite for thousands of years. Now you 
become either part of your host, or a genuine symbiot.

What is Ishtar’s shrink ratio?
How much of Ishtar’s economic flow actually goes to feed 
hungry mouths, and how much is shrink? My benefits will 
mostly go to individuals.

He comes all the time
He comes all the time, but nobody listens.
For his truths are all tiny, though vast. Like the individual 
beats of the drummer boy. It isn't really the truth that 
marks the new prophet has, but really that people listen to 
him.  

Prophets
A great thinker/profit doesn’t necessarily show the right 
path. He can also show wrong paths, so you all can focus 
more on what is left.

God is so whatever, I can’t even explain it
When I hear talk like this, I try to go 180° in the other 
direction.

Good vs evil spirits 
Good Spirits are mostly sustained by the inherent synergy 
of men working together... and the synergistic benefits of 
shared labor. Evil spirits are mostly sustained on by 
parasitic feeding.

God-like or intelligent chimp-like
Loud boisterous partying is Chimp like, but it has its 
place, and it shouldn’t disturb those sleeping in theirs.

How our thoughts will be god's thoughts
The conveyance, and weighing of individual thoughts to 
the network, and their proper weighing is obviously an 
initial step towards the god mind.

Christian hell
The Ishtar religion has a hell, just as surely as the Mafia 
religion. If you talk, or steal from either, you will 
experience this hell, a place you might be released from 
to frighten the others. So legends of a religious hell 
existed and they proved problematic until they were 
added to religions. Anyway, that’s how I think is how the 
concept of Christian hell came to be.

JFK & Marilyn Monroe in the afterlife
Both of these people are thought about often. So they 
sort of live on in an afterlife. Now let’s think about them 
eating lunch together. That to me is how people meet 
each other in the afterlife. It’s happening in your head, not 
theirs, because they're dead.  Thus the afterlife is a 
viewer oriented thing, not a subject oriented thing.

Pantheons and Christianity 
Agrippa built the original Pantheon after the Battle of 
Actium in 31 B.C. So the secret got out at that time, and 
then due to this “book of revelations”, most people with 
any brains stopped believing in the gods, the Roman 
gods. Or rather I think, as is vividly recorded in early 
Christianity, they realize that all of their gods are a thing 
of the devil (the de-ex-pull) in disguise. So after this 
revelation, there was this huge consolidation of Roman 
religions. Instead of having 50 different gods, there was 
only the one god of Christianity which tolerated the 
Roman gods at first.  
Here we pause to consider three facts:
1/ Pantheism begins right after the battle of an•ti’um and 
the discovery of the Red Sea.



2/ Pantheism begins around 31BC, Christ dies in 33AD.
3/ The early Christians respected the Pantheons.
4/ It is not hard to imagine a meta-spirit being introduced 
and taking over from a widely ridiculed Roman Pantheon.

Today’s matrix hackers
Will be tomorrow’s leaders

The blind prophet
On one hand he can see your ways sight unseen, as if he 
was one of you. Either that or he is a Spartacus sort of 
guy that everyone protects, and struggles to blind the 
world about.

The healing of prophets is not a magic touch. It is 
simply medical understanding that can be shared.

I keep falling for the matrix
I am always thinking that Trump, Pelosi, Kim, And Xi are 
real. 

Pre-theism augurs backwards
In all pre-theist ideologies, people worship the past and 
past events, and fear what is outside the tradition of the 
past. Under post-theism people worship the future, and 
welcome things that seem likely to bring a better future 
and better future returns on their efforts. It is a much more 
practical religion.

Prophets brought down to earth 
To my mind, a prophet is just a person comes along and 
says let’s change a whole long list of things wrong with 
the world and all profit from this. A Cassandra Is a profit 
that is not followed. Prophets are so valuable that even 
Cassandras, potential prophets should be given an 
audience (audi•hence). It is such a tragedy for mankind 
that so few people are able to grasp the overall picture.

Zebras
If the panda is a mellow, creature with sharp distinctions 
between black and white, Zebras are faster creatures, 
horse fast creatures, that have many more detailed 
distinctions between black and white.Thus zebras might 
symbolize a detailed and more well thought-out black-
and-white conception of good and evil.

God thoughts
When the whole world thinks something together, now 
there's a god/good thought.

Sympathy for the de•ex•pull 
This song should not be prohibited, but immortalized with 
understanding:  So people understand that drinking and 
dancing should be kept as a part of our lives, but a thing 
that is fully grasped as detrimental, but enjoyable like 
sugar. 

The skills or needs to come up with the message are 
fundamentally different from the skills one needs to 
spread the message

Pre-eutropian ideology

Goodwill Hunting vs. Walter
The world is not welcoming of fresh ideas like Robin 
Williams in Goodwill Hunting. It is more like Walter from 
The Dude in the Bowling alley scene

The god virus
The new operating system has already infected the group 
mind. Nobody can stop the God virus now. 

I have already proposed
I think you need to leave your old prophets and come with 
me. 

The universal prophet
The parasite's prophet ends the Arab struggle, and the 
host's prophet ends the fall of mankind, the idiocracy and 
the stupidity. It is really quite simple actually.

How many in your leadership?
The reason for putting people into the countryside is 
mostly to assuage the fears of the the host society. It is 
also to reduce the potential for communication and re-
organization. 

<kid learning to ride a bike>
Once you muster up you will not need me. The sum of 
your minds will then be smarter than mine.

In my own thoughts by nature
If you speak to slow, I will start ignoring your words (like 
when skimming text) and thinking about something else 
while you are talking. 

Not sacred gospel
To the best of my knowledge these words came to me on 
long reflection and there is nothing divine about them. I 
heard no voices.

If you make me king of Thailand
I will promptly dissolve the monarchy and give all the 
king’s property to the Thai people.

Religion name: “Convergence”
It is a world of people all hoping to eventually converge 
and live peacefully as one. 

A real bible translations please
Can you guys produce a NIV bible translated for 
readability.  This should be our starting point.



Stuck on earth
Imagine an advanced alien crashes on earth and is not 
able to leave or phone home. What does he do?  He 
decides to help man with the advanced ways of his kind. 
So he tells people and nobody listens.  Everyone he talks 
to cavils with silly objections that he has already 
considered and is fully capable of addressing. Everyone 
defers to supposed experts that he sees right trough. 

How come nothing is happening?
I feel so delusional.

Why Genesis 19 is so long
Most of it was added later to hide the original message 
about the two girls Sodom (s•hodos) and Gomorrah 
(G•an•ora) who had drunken sex. In a world of media by 
shared campfire stories, this was the part that nobody 
could get rid of.  So they adulterated it as much as 
possible, adding a bit about destroyed cities as disguise.

A bias for people 
Take this from the Christians. If you are going to have a 
bias, make it towards taking offense less easily, and 
towards forgiving people.

Is Saraswati a blid?
It looks a great deal like Sarah’s•vat.  Vati = prophet.

Rings: 
How to move all the people. 
How to end poverty and human desperation. 
How to unify mankind under one agenda. 
How to end war.  
How to end the parasitic de•ex•pull, the devil spirit of 
man. 
How the world will end in another ice age. 
How to build a democracy that will serve as an incipient 
god mechanism. 
How to reverse the devolution of man. 
How to commence the recursion, the meta-flux. 
How to crash the matrix & stop lying to ourselves. 
How to understand br•peh or Bro•lingo the matrix label 
language.  
How to get the ancient books of Alexandria released to 
the web.

The little drummer boy of myth 
When the true profit comes, his message  
will not be one super-profound thought, 
but like the little (big) drummer boy of myth, 
he will sound out thousands of truths 
forming a new tempo/ temple/ religion.

The whores of baby•al•one

It is the harems and their best•ard sons.

Great prophets don't have one great truth...
They have many smaller ones. In fact, this is what the 
drummer boy of myth is about. He drums out one truth 
after another to create a whole new temple/tempo.

Let me show you a few awful things that will simply 
die on contact with light and truth and open 
discussion about their existence. 

The message is important, not me
Don’t focus on me too much

There is no rush
You will all come to me eventually and abandon all your 
prior prophets. And I suspect that given human nature, 
many of you will be conflicted, and it may take 80 years 
for it to happen, but it will happen, and I will eventually 
win the game completely, leading you all away from the 
corrupt and silly pre-theism towards a religion actually 
dedicated to your future. 

A major software upgrade
There is going to be one hell of a learning curve, and 
certainly lots of bugs and security issues that will have to 
be patched, but most features of the new software will 
work. 

Prophet or lunatic
When I would tell people the parts of my message, most 
would shrug, some would call me crazy, or a fool, and 
some would get hostile.  

The lightyears, the light century
This is a good name for the recursion/ singularity.  The 
first light years... the 3rd decade of the light years. 

Don't get distracted by the extraneous
If you are looking for something in my life that caused my 
message, I can't identify it.  My message is simply not 
something that came from any particular experiences, 
and no experiences other than having a rotten childhood 
did much of anything to bring it about. I mean, having lots 
of time to think and ponder the world was definitely a big 
component, but that is all it was. 

Repentance is a group thing
Repentance for individuals is a silly and worthless sort of 
thing. However for cities and nations and religions it is 
real, believable, and valuable, especially when they 
repent that they have been following a demon in disguise: 
"We all really didn't understand. We repent. None of us 
want to work for Ishtar any longer. We all swear off Ishtar. 
We are sorry and beg your forgivingness."

Pre-theism
Don't underestimate the corrosive power of this word.   
No pre-theist religion can withstand it. 



Fate
I don’t believe in a pre-existing god, so I also do not 
believe that life is pre-determined in any way at all.  I also 
do not believe that the future can be seen except through 
the study of past events and by means of measurement 
and extrapolation... which of course presume continued 
trends. 

The Rastafarians are right
I am a bit of a Rastarfarian in that I use ak•ana•bouche 
=point•new•say for religious reasons.  To me, whatever I 
am doing while high/elevated, I will grow in that way. If I 
am listening to music, I will think about songs that help 
nobody. If I am being social, I will become more social.  
So what I do is read serious material and write when I 
smoke, thus I grow in that way.

I need grass to see
I make most of my great breakthroughs on grass and 
coffee. I get high and then the mn•Gs just come flooding 
out as fast as I can write them.  Also, I can sit down and 
write for 14 hours a day when I smoke. If I don’t have it, I 
keep getting frustrated and constantly stand up and walk 
around the room.

Distracted by my thoughts
I have always been distracted by these thoughts. It 
makes me distant, like someone with their mind always 
somewhere else. 

It bears repeating
There is no easier way to do right and to see what god is 
than to study the devil, so you can do the opposite. 

How many times did you mess with my life?

Mozart clip
I am unrepressed like him by nature.  And the reason why 
Arab women are not supposed to discipline their boys is 
to make them less repressed and more like Motzart.

It is just a starting point
My constitution and my rules are only a starting point.  I 
do not claim to have the perfect and eternal truth straight 
from god.  I only think that I have a better understanding 
of what it takes to make the pro•men•thean spirit thrive. I 
would encourage communities to experiment with 
tweaking my rules.

I didn’t write my message as king
I didn’t really put all the pieces together until after I was 
almost totally finished with my work. I wrote this work as a 
ignorant Rumi, as a man of the host part of mankind. I 
didn’t realize that I was the chosen as ali•z•ard king, or 
omega man, the smartest of some generations.  I didn’t 

realize that I had a golden arrow.  After reading enough 
history, I realized what I was dealing with and got careful.  

Leaders and the press
Leaders should not be answering on the spot questions 
from the press.  
1/ It hands away too much power to these unelected 
people.
2/ It unnecessarily hangs this nasty specter on public 
service.
3/ Journalists should have to publish their questions in 
public, and the public officials answer them in writing or 
on video.

A prophet, not a god
I don’t claim to be as god, but only to know what a god 
spirt needs to be strong.  I only claim to see a bit earlier 
and from a loftier vantage point.  I only claim that nature 
put me in the crow’s nest, able to discern the the distant 
shore before others.

I never cared to inherit the chocolate factory
That is apparently one reason why you picked me. 

I don’t want wealth
I already have more money than I can use.

It’s a huge risk
There is certainly a huge if not unlikely risk of taking my 
path. However not taking my path offers an even greater 
long-term risk of your annihilation.  Also, not taking my 
path would reveal that the only justification for what you 
have been doing is a lie, and that you are nothing but a 
bunch of thugs.

My path does benefit you
1/ In 12 years, you will all be free of Ishtar.
2/ Everyone will be better off materially once we shift to 
output positive policies.
3/ You will no longer be evil.
4/ The world will stop despising your people.
5/ As fast as they can restart economically, your people 
will be better off materially.

What word shall I use?
Parasite, cancer, disease, mafia, crime family, tick leach, 
flea.  Does anyone have clearer terms than parasite and 
host?

George Henry Lewes
“It is not by his faults, but by his excellences, 
that we must measure a great man.”

La Rochefoucauld
“Great souls are not those who have fewer passions and 
more virtues than others, but only those who have greater 
designs."



Voltaire
“It is the destiny of great men that their superior genius 
always brings them defamation and envy.”  [We must 
engineer this out of the system. Then more men will 
struggle harder to serve the common good.]

My church
You don’t do service to my religion by idly  praying, or 
sitting listening to men interpret my message. You do 
service to my religion by earnestly participating in my 
democratic god mechanism, and by respecting, favoring 
and helping those who it elects. This is how we cooperate 
to go upward and become more god-like.

Everyone has corrupt traditions
Everyone’s religious traditions were edited by Ishtar to 
further the cause of Ishtar, even the chosen Haremi 
worldview.  Whatever religion or ideology you believe in, it 
has been corrupted by Ishtar: be certain of that.  My 
message is not corrupt. Hopefully, I can get everyone to 
throw out the old corrupt religions and follow my new 
incorrupt religion.  Hopefully, I can unify the world under 
one universal religion for all, with everyone going in the 
same direction. 

As my message spreads
It petrifies and kills Ishtar on sight. You are passing 
around the mirror shield of br•see•us. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUTZmSyDErg
Brawndo’s got electrolites
I feel like this quite often when I talk to people about their 
matrix beliefs.  

Appeasement religions
I don't think people really grasp how easily appeasement 
religions can be inched into a Mafia protection racket. In 
other words:  You had better sacrifice, or the mafia 
secretly affiliated with the religion will sabotage you at 
some time in the future.

Confession and enforcement
So many Catholics truly believe that one must confess 
their sins in a one-on-one confession of everything and 
anything. This makes the Catholic confessional ideal for 
gathering information for another arm that is harming 
those who fail to appease the gods. 

Mafia in robes
Once you are killing people, it really is nothing to pretend 
to have the low-down on what god wants.

Freedom to practice appeasement religions
When is it a protected religion and when does it become 
a Mafia protection racket?  Certainly if they threatening 
people, it is a protection racket. But what about when they 

are all supposed to project totally deniable ire the way 
Islam does? Should that sort of appeasement religion 
allowed? If you join us and convert to Islam and join the 
family, and appease us, then we stop inching against you. 
Should that be allowed? Is that fair? Is that a peaceful 
religion? Or is it the most peaceful evolutionary form of a 
religion that is fundamentally about conflict and a life 
where there is never enough until one has spread into 
another culture?

Religions are not measured by their best, 
but by their worst behaved

Religions must be harmonious
The freedom of religion is based on an assumption that 
the religion is peaceful and can live in harmony with the 
other religions when the religion and its followers do not 
get its way. Religions that cannot follow this rule should 
not be considered peaceful religions but violent cults.

Words  

subterfuge = sub•terra•eff•oo•geh
It is an underground shout nest-egg smart.

Differ, difference, defer & deference
To DIFFER is to have a different idea
The DIFFERENCE is the gap between your conceptions
To DEFER is to go along with the other person's way
DEFFERENCE is a sort of pre-repect for the other 
person's ways. You have seen that they are a smart 
person and you respect their decisions and will go along 
until you see contradictory information otherwise.

Rhyme, and rhythm are blids
The true meaning of these words is resonance. It’s the 
strangest darn thing the way our word for resonance 
refers to two fatuous things, And not the important thing, 
resonance of meaning.

PEloponNesian INSULA = PEN•INSULA
Pins, pens and pene = tubes or conduits. Penis = tube, 
conduit. So is Peloponnesian a mangled and altered 
word?  It certainly is a remarkably long name for a place. 
And then there is the way that classical grade school latin 
dwells over and again on the insula/peninsula distinction. 
Maybe the Peloponnesian peninsula was once just the 
Pene•insula, the tube island. And maybe the flock 
minders did not want this knowledge to get out in the 
wake of the Bronze Age collapse. So they added letters to 
the name so it was no longer the PEN•INSULA to the 
PEloponNesian INSULA.

The word PEN
Perhaps a pen-knife is a syringe. And a penalty is about 
getting PENis in prison. Pending = in the tube/process. A 



penchant = a tube/rut. The pen•dulum = the tube•slaves 
and their offspring.  A pen•dragon is a tube•troll. To 
penetrate is go go by tube. A pen•gu•in is a tube to the 
G•oo•in, a harem breeding bird at the rookeries 
(our•oo•ak•ouries). Penicillate is forming tubes, not hairs. 
Penn•sylvania is a safe tube through a dangerous 
wilderness. Penny ante is a small anti that leads to a tube 
for wealth. Penny royal is a tube royal, a front man. 
Pensive is a tube for thought. Pin feathers are the 
opposite of pen/quill feathers. A pine tree has pen shaped 
leaves.

Ignorance 
This word should mean ignore•hence, or de-fixation. The 
word should mean the opposite of fixating one’s attention 
on a matter. It should not mean not knowing.

Double cross = an 8-pointed star

Italy and Israel
These will lead the program for a universal gesturing 
language. The deaf may make suggestions, but this is 
primarily a program for the hearing to communicate more 
emphatically, and quieter.

Jesus of Nazareth
It is Nazir•eth = consecrated or separated•shout. So 
Nazareth actually is instructions to shout that Jesus is 
consecrated, Con•sacred = with•sacred

Euemi poly-tonals
They should be for subtleties, and the basic language 
should be mono-tonal.

The People’s Liberation Army 
It is Orwellian doublespeak. The real meaning is the 
People's Enslavement Army

Eye-eye = I see it just like you see it.

Sub-minimized
You know how what's app has the big window and the 
small window and sometimes there is this sub-sub tiny 
window like a micro-icon. That is sub-minimized. 

Gay pride
The word gay is a propaganda term for infidels, to 
glamorize the homo lifestyle so that there would be fewer 
infidels. It is just another form of onanism for infidels, like 
the limitless sea of free porn on the internet and 
television.

Kinder•lust = the desire to reproduce

Pro•verbs = favorable•words
So Anything Called a proverb is actually a sort of 
propaganda.

Ongoing improvement

Westworld is a blid
It covers up the idea of the western world being an 
illusion or amusement park full of robots that look like real 
people.

Wicked
This word is about harmful propaganda and how it gets 
wicked up, licked up

Written in stone laws
This I think is a myth•nomer, and an intentional 
myth•direction. No laws, except the most basic about 
hurting others should be written in stone.

San Diego Padres logo
Is this a blid for Catholic priests with clubs? What about 
friar tuck and his staff.  Are these the same thing?  They 
were all bald (real or not) so they seemed old. And they 
walked with a stick apparently because they were old. So 
it was completely unexpected when they whacked you.  
In fact, they could probably use misdirection like in the 
film  "O brother where art though".  And if nobody is 
looking, they could say that the other guy keeled over and 
hit his head.  Also the name tuck in Friar Tuck has a 
meaning. T•uck = you•downfall. 

Whole wheat
Talk about branding. What could be more wholesome 
than whole wheat? But don't believe it. Wheat bran isn't 
healthy.  Excess consumption of wheat bran and even the 
other parts of the wheat are grueling, like the dinkel gruel 
they tortured the prisoners with. 

Oedipus Rex 
Oedipus Rex comes from odious rex (hateful king). And 
this was the greatest play of free and democratic Athens. 
Look at what it was twisted into.

Helen of Hellas
Paris of Persia did not steal a woman named Helen of 
Hellas (Greece).  Instead Persia stole/ruined Greece 
itself. 

Monobiz = one time commerce
Multibiz = a repeated business relationship
Mono-biz ratio = The percent of customers that don’t 
come back for more. This should be reported for all 
businesses. 
Annobiz ratio = the number of people coming back for 
more over more than 1-years. So the recorder will have 
accessible versions of this.
Avg. daily transaction-volume
These numbers might be all that is needed and all most 
people look at for say restaurants. 



Sit a spell = sit’a speil?

Hempomaniac = someone crazy for marijuana 

Why doesn’t précise mean pre-cut?

International distress calls 
AHHHH = Need help
AHHH OHHH = Need urgent medical care.

Frankfurt = frank•ford = where the fording stamps/franks 
were paid.  

Punctuation shortcuts
zx = period space
zxx = period space space
zc = coma space
zcc= comma space space
zq = question mark space
zqq = question mark space space
zh = single hyphen
zhh = double hyphen
zs = default currency symbol
ze = equals sign

Grievous injury
Imagine a metal serving plate hammered to fit the front of 
your shins or forearms. That’s a grieve. So what is a 
grievous injury? Isn't it a sort of stab in the back?

Screwing it up
What a great term for slowly lifting an idea. It’s just 
remarkable how it means the exact opposite. Is this by 
accident?

Crazy is a blid for cracy
It prevents us from using crazy as a particle to talk about 
rule/government.

Goody two shoes
This is a person who goes around on foot doing good. 
Who made this great term derogatory and childish? What 
force made it go away? The same force that brought us 
Shazam. 

Teenagers is a blid
The real te’un agers are up to about 12. This is when the 
kids will obey. After puberty, their own minds, and 
rome•hences (imagined or real) takes over. Also, note the 
age at which this juvenile period is extended in our minds. 
The juvenile  period starts at age 13 when people 
become able to reproduce and lasts until they are 19. 
That is 7-years of 28 where females are fertile, but culture 
says: “you are still a teenager. You don’t know what you 
want or need and you must not have children.

God•ard
The rocketry innovator, the rocket to heaven guy. He has 
a name looks like a blid.

Chronicling not journalism
Let’s use the right word for what these people are 
supposed to be doing. Its Chronicling, not journalism.

Sigmund Freud =  figments•oied? 

Lezbian
I guess it is an ali•z•bian, a downslope life form.

EAR•i (said like eerie) = something you hear that makes 
you feel a certain way.

EAR-LY = sensible, reasonable, having common sense, 
trusting one's own perceptions, able to listen and focus. 

LISTEN UP
This is what one person says when calling a group to 
listen.

GOODLY =  being honest and fair with your money 
dealing and with things that don't belong to you. 

a BADAFI = a government that is belligerent to the 
outside world until its leaders get hit.

Pay it forward
This is responding to someone’s kindness by being kind 
to a third person.

Why they call it a fare
The money you spend to get there. It is harder to say it is 
unfair if it is called a fare. 

Weir and weird intersected
A weir is a low dam that raises the upstream water level a 
bit and provides a choke point for netting fish. Weird 
means caught by the dam, or damned. 

Silver lake
Maybe we will find a lake of silver somewhere east and 
north east of downtown Los Angeles. We should at least 
look.

Cis gender identity and sis(ter)
This word exists so that lesbians can more easily taunt 
their "friends" to try it. 

The glass slipper of Sin•dar•ella
It is the glass that is broken at a Hebrew wedding

The intersection of kings
Rain = the water, the liquidity, the cash.
Reign = the ropes to steer the horse.



Rey'n = kinging

Taught
Intersect the meaning of this word. On one hand it is the 
past tense of teach. On the other hand it is a line pulled 
and held tight. Here perhaps we understand the true 
meaning of teaching if it’s past participle is the same word 
as a taught rope.

I was sent here, listen to me
Was this is the origin of the word sentir.

Dyna•s•ty= change•you•not
Dino•saur = change • lizard
Demo•cracy’s = change•rule

A DRAIN THE SWAMP situation = a situation that will 
continue to fester and cause problems forever until 
people say, “ok, this is going to cost a shipload of money, 
but nonetheless we have to end this huge problem..”

Wild Beef = range fed

AD-LIB & LAB•OR
Lib = book, Lab=talk. So AD LIB is the opposite of 
improvisation. It is reading from a script. And LAB•OR = 
talk•mouth, not work. LABORATORY = lab•ori•Terri 
=talk•mouths•earthlings.

Bijou flats = small, perfectly designed and furnished 
units that are immaculately clean and close to transit

Clothing = kal•oathing

apo•phenia = the tendency to see relations, even false 
ones in unrelated things

Apo•dictic = the opposite of Ad•dictive

Flea market = f•ali market

Maleficium
The Catholic crime comes from mal•feces’em = bad shit

Celtic = gelt•Ak= gold point?

Vamanos = va•manos = go hands

BAHN•MIGO = going along with the main mental 
highway.

HEMANT = Hindu Indian winter. It’s a place that most of 
the year you can get by in shorts and flip-flops, but the 
winter nights get quite cold.

RAMAYANA  = a renewal into many paths

How to eliminate words
It isn't by official edict as the ministry of the French tongue 
quacks each year. It is by adding a new meaning that 
creates confusion or embarrassment that punishes all 
who use that word. 

Decimation
1/ The true meaning of this word is when only a fraction of 
the people survive.

Alice, Alyssa, Lisa
All mean towards Issa = Jesus
Also the Elysian Fields may be the root of Jesus.

Belissima = beautiful•Jesus•mother
May be this is where the whole -issima suffix came from.

Cairo•solemn 
I wonder if Heiros comes from Cairo, which was probably 
sacred like Jerusalem = heiros-y-solemn. 
"No, that is wrong. If you want to go to Cairo•solemn, you 
take the right fork at the top of the blood Red Sea."

Frugal
eff•our•oo•G•al =
shout•our•nest-egg•big•towards

Euemi
What a thing that will be when everyone on earth speaks 
the same language. Think of the anti-war implications.

Lemuria/lemurian
This is a good name for the slavery of the Middle East. 
It’s a reference to the walls and barriers physical, cultural, 
and mental used to keep people locked in a hellish land 
of oppressive conditions. The hellishness was designed 
and intended to motivate the harem slaves to leave and 
remember the poor souls back home when they did. The 
hellishness helps on both counts.

Wanderlust
This is the lust lust to travel and explore to go down that 
road just to see what’s there this is the desire to talk to 
new people and learn new things. It’s the lust to roam 
around in the library and find something interesting. And if 
you can key into it, you should let it lead you around in 
your learning.  

Just•in Beaver
His name is a blid for the fresh prostitutes.

Dumbbells
These are Quieted bells, Where the tongues have been 
joined.  These were the cheap bells, the expensive bells 
were made right, but nobody could afford them.



Pyrenees is a blid
It covers up fire mountain or fire rebirth. 

Gallant = gal•n’t = no gal, So he’s very courteous to the 
women that he meets.

Tryanny = total parasitic control

Meta-symmetry
This is sort of a recursive similarity between the layers.

Intuitive names
We should go through all all human knowledge looking for 
non-intuitive names. Then we should replace them with 
names that people can guess what they mean. This is 
because these non-intuitive names, and counter-intuitive 
names are perhaps 5 or 10 times harder to learn than 
intuitive names. So by merely changing the names of 
things we might make our kids smarter.
>>>>
Also, It seems that most professions are full of this sort of 
junk argot nomenclature That makes it harder to both 
enter the profession and to Effectively judge the value of 
the people working in that profession.

Zenadoo
Maybe This is a better name for the world’s crossroads 
near Volgograd.

Deja Vu
This is French for when you keep seeing the same thing 
over and over again, like Ishtar’s tricks. It’s a great word 
for sensing that there’s a pattern occurring.

Aab•ott and Co•s•tello
Ab•ot = from•ear. Co•s•tello = co•not•tell•not. 

Morals/murals = moor•als = sense of obligation to the 
desperate people of the Mideast.

What a hooker is
It’s a woman that hooks a man by giving away sex. It isn't 
a prostitute.

The atari logo 
It is a blid for the nuclear reactor solution, to make the 
shape go away.

Cathection = to invest emotional energy in something.

The discoverer of silk
Like sin•dar•ella = no•give•she, Lady Hsi Ling Shih 
sounds like see•nothing•she.

Peri-graphs
A paragraph is a block of text next to, or around an 
illustration.

The UK drawl
It’s a regional drawl. It sounds nicer, but it’s a drawl, a 
slowing down with extra tones.

Amsterdam = anster•damn, damn ansters, the damn fools 
that came back after the flood.

Blue collar = pull•oo cal•our
These are the people rhat the Middle East oo is able to 
trick into going c•al•our = pointing•to•us. White collar 
people don’t do this.

The seas and Caesar
Both words are related to seizure by pirates.

Iterations
Iterations aren’t different things, but different paths. Iter 
comes from L. iter=path, from it=that + terr=terra=land/
terrain. Also iter is related to other, because it is a fork in 
the road sort of word.

Roman blood sports
This was hacking people to death in a ring for 
entertainment and to strike fear into the hearts of the 
viewing public.  

Blood sports
This is the new name for violent sports that are likely to 
injure the players. Examples are: boxing, MMA, headball, 
rugby, vehicle jumping and downhill racing.

Spies
Spy is a blid for a great word for a person who can see far 
ahead. And note the bad and cowardly connotation.  The 
word implies that  good Americans should not be spies. In 
fact, spying is one of the greatest advantages of our 
diversity.  We can infiltrate any nation on earth, because 
we are made up of people from every nation on earth. 

R-naught
It should be a more intuitive name like RR = reproduction 
rate.

Sport’s car
Sports utility vehicle
What is sporty about cars? Cars are for lard-asses. 

Pandora = the muse of public opinion, which the Mideast 
worshipped.

Meta-knowledge = useful meta stuff
Philosophy = useless or hard to understand meta stuff.



MURRAYED ....The act of receiving negative 
consequences by taking advice from slow or dim-witted 
friends and co-workers. To be mistaken as an actual 
threat while in costume and being erroneously killed. As 
in the movie Zombieland.

CYBORG
In the context of excess systemic authority, a cyborg is a 
worker that is too blindly following his rules and directives.

AirBNB is a blid for ArabBNB
It Implied the network and was covered up with this 
website

Sentinel
It is from Italian: senti=listen + nel=in, into, inside. A 
sentinel is a spy, or a guy on the inside.

Omnipotent rulers
O•mini•potent = No•ideas•strong = weak minded
O•mini•bus= No•ideas•say

Japanese Shokunin = mastery and pride of craft

Are citi•ZENS related XENO•phobia?
If so, then the original meaning of citizen was actually 
foreigner. And forei•gner looks like outsiders•black. And 
sub•ject = under• throw. In•habit = inside•habituated. 
Denizen = d’ini•xen = of•ini•foreign. Local = al•och•al = 
to•look•for.

Mestizo = mesti•zo
Mixed with the animals

Violence = Via•al•hence = rout•to•hence
So the true meaning of violence is a thing that 
perpetuates itself.

Holland = hole land

If Dieno•saur = horrible lizards, then isn't Diemo•cracy = 
horrible government?

Auspatent = a thing once owned, but now free for all.

The Dutch word for real estate 
on•roer•end go•ed.
on•roar•end go•learn

Portugal
port•u•G•alia = your port of big pain

Leviticus
lev•id•ick•is
raise•idea•yuck•us?

Sedition = Said-diction?

The crime of saying things
for foreign governments

Eunuch & Unique 
eu•nik = good•person

Shamrock = sham rock
This is a term for the struggle. They are looking for a 4-
Ali-eff Kal•lover = 4-pointed Christians that will help with 
the sham•rock, the "pull•our•nee stone".

R•ace= our point

Hocus pocus = oak•us peh•oak•us

Perspicacity= Peri•spec•a•city

Pepto bismal = peh•ex•peh•to + bismillah = 
say•out•say•te•no + in•the•name•of•allah

Bri•G•ham young = bro•G•man young

Japanese Rakudo = r•ak•oo•do = our•ak•oo•dar = 
our•ak•nest-egg•give. It officially means the way of the 
Camel.

The gospel = the go•speil = the company line

Cliff’s Notes = Califf’s notes

Os•m•os•sys = mouth•think•mouth•with

Psych•otic = soul•eared = Someone with a sole that can 
be molded by what they hear, like perhaps Mark David 
Chapman, killer of John Lennon. Anyway that’s how our 
definition of crazy intersects with the Greek-speaking 
brotherly version of cracy=rule.

Con•jecture = with•toss = throwing an idea out for group 
thought.

Extolled = Ex•told = Told so it gets out and about.

Nike/nique = victory
Mo•nique =one of a victory
Eu•nique = of a good victory
Dis•nique = of a bad victory.
Victoria’s Secret = victorious secret.

German: Schmetterling = butterfly
It is Sch•matter•ling= not•mother•person.
Sh•mata = non•mother.

William the protector
If William = protector, then wasn't William first called 
William the protector before he was called William the 
conquerer?



Dynasty= worse•you•not
Dinosaur = worse•lizard
Democracy’s = worst•rule

Lee Harvey Oswald = Ali•harbi Os•we•al•de

Kama sutra= Kama•sudhaa = Eros=nectar

Legs akimbo = legs ak•in•bro

Enigmas 
an•ig•mas = continuing•ignorance•more

a TRUE-STATE = Something that is obviously true but 
someone still needs to say it. 

CTD = circling the drain

TRONIX, TRONICS = The union of machines electronics 
and computers.

Amazing is the stupidest word
1) It has 3 syllables so this important aspect of positive 
life is hard to use.  
2) It should be a single syllable that can prefix and suffix 
to new words, so our language can be more dynamic and 
uplifting.

ETAH = Hate spelled backwards, another word for hate.

William Faulkner
If Sir•va•antes and Hawthorn are not real what about 
Faulkner?

Godiva = god•iva 
The goddess of progress, advancement, and hard work.  
This should be a common dictionary word and there 
should be no brand protection afforded.

Geneva = G'n-ex•va

to PRIMATIZE = to treat a secondary consideration as if it 
was primary.

MENTAL MYOPIA = a failure to see the big picture.

CIENAGUA = A places that suffer from tsunamis every so 
many centuries.

NT = Natural thought = Ideas that spread on their own.
AT = Artificial thought = Ideas that were propagated 
either with ads, or marketing, product placements, touts, 
actors, or by some artificial means.

Electing new words for Euemi
Let's get worldwide collective intelligence involved in the 
selection process for new sounds and new words. And 
let's all elect the best words, and the best meaning 
organization systems. Let's start the meaning 
organization while we increase the number of individually 
recognized sounds we teach our kids to hear. Lets 
develop both at the same time, then before we are 
finished, lets go back and add the new sounds. I think this 
going back will improve the results substantially. 

HARLOT = our•al•ot

Isaiah is also spelled as Isaias = Isis and Shay

Mus•co•gee = mouth•co•G
Apalachee = a•peh•al•A•key

Trans•sylvanians = across•woods
They were the scarry people who went through the woods 
on foot. 

Ham•burger = man•burger
It doesn't mean it is literally made from people who were 
eliminated, just that it could be made of that.

a SHIF = a slimy type that will lie through his teeth and do 
whatever it takes to get some monetary or political 
advantage.

Gr. Plasma = something molded, cast, formed, shaped, 
or fashioned.

Gr. Platos = broad, wide, flat, enlarged, or spreading. So 
Plato's name has this connotation.

Gr. Plegma, pleko = things woven or braided

Gr. Pliestos = most, very great, much

Humor = eu'em•or
Human = eu'em•un

Gr. Thusia = sacrifice, sacrificing, the creature sacrificed
Enthusiasm = The buzz of hashish, attributed to the gods.
Thursday = Thus•day
Tuesday = another Tus•day (so there can be two days of 
sacrifice, along with a sun day, a moon day, a wedding 
day and an eff•ouri•day for sir•mns=ideas of the sirs. So 
you see the days were named to encouraging more 
sacrificing.
Refuse = re•thus?
Mal•thus = bad•sacrifice 
Thus far = thus far.
Thuc•ydides = sacrificial ideas
Tuscany = thus•cane•A



Latin Reges is plural for L. Rex=king
REGISTRATION was letting the king's administration 
know.
REGALIA fancy stuff that surrounded the king.
REG•ARD was a king's man.
a REGENT was a reg•n't.
REG•GEH music was smart•king, or the king got smart 
and listened to the soft, easy, and groovy music that 
perhaps involved smoking marijuana.
REGION = what the reg ruled.
REGISTERED MAIL = the king's guest mail.
REGULAR = to the king's standards.

QUAINT = ak•oo•ain't
This is the opposite of what's good for Ishtar.
GRAND = g•our•an•de = big•our•new•of
GLORY = g•al•ori = big•to•mouth
POMP = Peh•on•peh = say•on•say
SPLENDOR = s•peh•al•end•or = not•do•to•end•talk
PSYCHOLOGICAL is a blid for cycle•logical

DUMBSHIT = a blid for dumbish, a really useful word for 
heading down towards dumb.

Rectangular and rectilinear are blids
They are supposed to sound like rectum, so people don't 
use these useful words.

"Get the lead out" is a blid
It hinders discussion of lead paint, lead plumbing, leaded 
pewter, lead wine bottle caps, leaded gasoline, and lead 
fishing weights eaten by fish that eventually get eaten by 
humans.

Hilton hotels 
It is a blid for those really nice Hill-town hotels.

Add•ul•terr•ation
This is when the Arabs add to a message to dilute its 
original meaning.  

PUG = Property of UM government
All the development aid will come in the form of 
standardized UM development systems, and not much 
money. All these systems will be easy to identity and it will 
be a felony everywhere to be in private possession of any 
PUG.

Some Chinese words have too many meanings
In Euemi, we should strive to have no more than a few 
meanings per word.

Fake things with two confusing names
Psychiatry-psychology has two names.

No idioms or style words in serious media
By the skin of his teeth = barely survived

Belly up = bankrupt

Cairo
Kairos = critical, right, opportune, moment and Kyros= 
lord, ruler. Also Kronos is possibly a blid of kairos, for 
ancientness is an aspect of the spinx. So is Krios = lord, 
king (another related word possibly)

The sound and feel of Italian 
The sing-song aspect of Italian, the engagement with the 
listener, the gestures, that is how Romans were.

Gr. ops = voice

REDREAM = To dream that you are awake

Ladino is the language, Latio are the guys. “Alla-di-no?” 
“Alladin-no?”

String theory
It is actually a blid for a political term

Miscalculation
What a useful term for misunderstanding the true scale of 
something. Strange how it now means something fatuous 
like a failed bluff.

Lisa = al•issa

Offensive names
The Senate may change the name of any fictional citizen 
or group amenity it wishes. A great example of this is the 
hotel Adolphus finished in 1936.

Saturnism Saturdays
Saturnism is the old word for lead poisoning. Saturdays 
are famous for sleeping off one's hangover. 
a Satyrid is a butterfly, perhaps the satyr•rid type that 
parties it up on Friday nights. and suffers from a 
saturnism Saturday hangover. 
Saturn•alia was the Roman festival of Saturn in 
December, the predecessor of Christmas. It looks like 
Saturn•pain in Greek.
Saturation might be related to poison absorption.
Saturated fat might be poisoned cooking fat.
a Saturday night special = a deadly micky in someone's 
drugs, not a firearm.
Satir•ic•al = poison•downward point•towards.

MAN•ZEES = mankind of a past or lower evolutionary 
state
MAN•AVES = mankind of a future or better evolutionary 
state

Baritone = bare tone, one who sings the truth

Talus pika



The rodent meaning looks like a blid. In Greek Talus=heel 
bone, with connotations of the Achilles tendon being 
nicked into an Achilles heel = ak•illi’s heel.  So a Talus 
pika looks like a heel•pika. Now pick=to take from, to take 
in small amounts, to select, to select from alternatives, to 
provoke a scab to bleed, to irritate into an altercation, to 
pluck at the strings of an instrument, to pick pockets, and 
all of these meanings seem related to Arabs having their 
Achilles heel nicked. Also the instrument for doing this 
seems to have been called a “pick” or a “pick aks”.  Also 
the feeling of the tendon ripping was called Sp. picante or 
Fr. piquant meaning picked•antes, or picked before. In 
Portugues, pika =injection. 

Picaron = peak•Aaron
These are the smart Aarons, and picaron means wily or 
crafty in spanish, or a crafty devil, or a wily devil. 

Trade used to mean food
MANGIA is how Italians command each other to eat. The 
French word is MANGER which sounds very close. In 
English, a MANGER is either an animal trough, or where 
Jesus was born. And all of these words seem related to 
the Latin word MANGO = merchant/ trader.  Also, we read 
about Rome’s dependence on imported food. So it seems 
that the word for import-merchant became synonymous 
with food. In Iberia we see how in Spanish and 
Portuguese the word for eating is CO•MER = with•sea.  
Here we wonder if the German word Essen was once 
more like East•in.  Russian YST sounds like East. And so 
does English EAT sound a bit like EAST.

Singapore’s four names
Iskander, Temasek, Jahor=J•por

Gender-mandering = This is when government and 
NGOs help kids to feel like they will be more popular or 
more liked if they are not heterosexual.

Deja Vu
This is probably from dei•jah's view, or the god of the 
Mideast (Jah's) view.

Permanent group thoughts = ideas that manage to get 
out into the group mind.
Fleeting group thoughts = ideas that fail to get out into 
the group mind.

Flabbergasted = blabber•gasted = talkers•frightened

Gullible 
I wonder if this word comes from golo•bible = 
swallow•bible.

Schlep = sh•al•ex•peh

Cow•ard = cow•man, a follower

Bull•ard = a foolish and aggressive man
Sheep = shi•peh = silence of the lambs
Don•key = key wise man
Do•ve   = do•we, our way
Pidgeon = peh•id•G’n
Goat = G•ot 
Mule = M•eu•al
Horse = our•se

Hunger games
This is a blid for the sort of games people play to make 
others hunger for them. 

Those people named
Current Real world names had to be named, because the 
names change with each generation. I am sorry if I have 
falsely accused some based on their name. Nikki Haley 
for example may not be an agent, I am not sure. It is just 
that her name means “Victory Ours” in Brolingo and she 
was in a powerful position.

spingire le luce
This is how to say turn on/ off the lights in Italian. This is 
from sfinge = Sphinx

Flying carpets
I bet this has mostly been about people rolled up in a rug 
and carried off. But on another level can also be a 
metaphorical tapestry so grand and so rich that it carries 
your mind away.

Ergo•nomic =
work•division = 
division of labor
Ergonomics should be the study of breaking up and 
facilitating work, so it is easier, or faster. It’s also the study 
of making tools handsome and deft. It’s also the study of 
making communities that are denser and less work to 
reach.It’s also the study of taking real world activities and 
doing them remotely via the Internet.

Bloody Rottweilers
The big and ferocious dog breed is a blid for the term 
Rot•weiler=bloody•villager. This is one of the big local 
dogs dear bro that you want to stay away from because it 
may come to blows. 

Res Gestae = guest rex
Res public = public rex
res spect = look-at rex
res solution = rex's solution
res ipsa loquitur = rex speaks for himself
res judicata = rex judged
res urection = rex erection, to hold up a king
resource = rex source
resume = rex•you•me
resplendence = rex splendid


